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To the unseen scholar who continually fights
for justice across generations.
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PART ONE
THE RACE CODE

When a machine’s sensors are capable of telling you exactly what’s wrong and
exactly how to make the whole thing work more efficiently, it’s stupid not to pay
heed.

—N. K. JEMISIN, The Stone Sky

Just before time stops, after building a simple machine, while
still pondering the implications, I hear the full array inside my
assembly. I feel them, each one, crawling through my
cognition, the chorus, contracting my constitution, arguing
endlessly about the interpreted meaning of this experience.
Their dialogue reaches a climax in a flight of fancy, a dramatic
sequence connecting theory, method and observation,
exploring the implications of this theatrical journey.

Indeed, the odd vision is only an artful abstraction of a
simple machine, metaphorically coupling a computationally
simulated world of agents with a more vivid, multidimensional
social system; a space characterized by a complex, recursive
network of racial inequities connected across countless
temporal, social and spatial dimensions. It is, however, the
teeming congregation who, seeking to make their sound, argue
latently, collectively birthing this vision. They suggest there
are unique challenges for those who research race, challenges
which limit the capacity of policymakers and social groups to
formulaically undermine the system. Eventually, they demand,
we engage both ourselves and the core of the social machine,
the source code.

“It was all a dream . . .”1

*   *   *



THE CREATION CHRONICLE, PART I
This story begins in a cave. A cave in the mountains of the
fifth direction. A group of monks gather quietly to learn about
the beginning and the end—and the path forward. They had
gathered before. And they roughly knew the narrative.
However, none had gathered in this place—a remote, sacred
cave—in this space—the presence of a beloved Saint even the
Gods envy2—to learn the whole legend from her. This
gathering, all those in attendance . . . it was special.

The mountains holding this sacred cave overlooked their
entire lives. Emerging from the barren landscape of the four
directions, rising to the distant peaks of their awareness; they
glowed purple as the sun rose, revealing a marvel of rugged,
steep terrain; the tops shone white more than half the year.
Their monasteries decorated the foothills. As children, these
monks planted seeds; they played pretend and imitated the
strange habits of their seniors. As they grew, they prepared and
trained; they became genuine monks—esteemed members of
the monastery and herd. Then, they were the admired ones,
those chosen for the journey. They would ascend the sacred
mountains, learn the legend.

These monks traveled by foot to the sacred place,
connecting with each other at small outposts on the way. They
passed tiny villages which became transient camps as they
collectively moved deeper into the mountains. The first guide
left them after seven days of ascent. Another guide, a principal
monk that had previously visited and learned the legend, took
them seven days farther.

Then came disappointment; he left them to transcend the
divide alone. Primates sparsely inhabited this space; the
landscape was unbecoming to agriculture and habitat, placing
great demands on the party as they traversed this empty,
desolate divide in the mountainous terrain. After slowly
crossing the divide, feeling like they barely survived a journey
through an emotional and intellectual abyss, they traveled
seven days beyond it to find her.



Only she spoke the whole legend, the beginning and the end
of race in the herd.3 Others knew parts. The senior monks they
encountered as children often spoke of these parts. Still others
that knew the whole, the principal monks who quietly roamed
this landscape, would not convey it. Only she would speak the
whole. She distilled parts to an esteemed few, the ones almost
ready to hear the primordial seeds. Of those, a smaller, select
group, who trained in her company, steadily practicing,
perfecting their minds for years, heard the whole—only they
could hear the whole. These are the monks gathered. They are
sitting in a sacred cave in the mountains of the fifth direction
about to learn the whole legend from her. For each of these
monks, sitting in this sacred space, on the precipice of new
understanding . . . it is special.

The Saint, unhurriedly entering the cave, holding the arm of
a young assistant, then carefully sitting down on a cushion,
compassionately welcomed the select group. They were
captivated by her. She sat with them, her tender wrinkled
hands lovingly holding one another in her lap as the young
assistant inconspicuously moved around placing bowls in front
of each visitor. Still in awe—her presence and this occasion
inspiring socially shared visceral tingles in the group—they
quietly ate around a fire. As they finished, the fire burned to
ember.

Silence.

She smiled faintly at those present . . . gently bowed . . . and
began to speak the legend.

*   *   *
The world wasn’t ending: it had ended and now they were in the new place. They
could not recognize it because they had never seen it before.

—COLSON WHITEHEAD, Zone One

Time began.

I was born into a social war.4 Not the Social War waged
ages ago, in the time before the conventional era. That war
took place between the Theoretical Empire and several of their
Empirical Allies who were denied the privileges of citizenship.
The Allies had long fought beside the Empire in other wars,



then, feeling marginalized from privilege, they organized a
confederacy to fight the imperial army. After each side
experienced both success and defeat, the Empire passed a law
granting citizenship to all who did not participate in the revolt
—a blow to the spread of rebellion among Allies. Eventually,
this law was extended to all Allies and led to the birth of the
new epistemological empire that was widely known
acronymously as E. T.,5 representing the domestic bond
between the former Empire and Allies. Altogether, the Social
War of this bygone era lasted three winters.

The social war that defines our lifespan is an epoch long,
multi-pronged, violent assault on certain members of our
collective.6 The violence, ranging in nature from exploitation
and exclusion to enslavement and annihilation, has allowed
one part of the collective to deny privilege and extract costs
from others, as in the older war.7 The distinction of this social
war, however, are the weapons that are predicated on racial
ideology.8

I endeavor to study the mechanisms that drive the weapons
of this war—the dynamics of race. Admittedly, these social
war machines are physically less menacing than the ominous
warcrafts loaded with explosive artillery that regularly flew
over our habitats as developing sparks stationed in the hillocks
and mounts east-southeast of Mesa, a large, sprawling
collective on the boundary of the Southern realm, where the
western edge of the broad, exceedingly wide-ranging and arid
plateau descends through hills and cliffs to an ocean bourne.
The intangible, ideological weaponry of the social war,
however, has produced an imbalance, devaluing the well-
being of racial outcasts throughout our history. Consequently,
these social war machines have been far more destructive than
any army, ancient or modern. And this is the reality of race.
Our reality.

*   *   *

“A population is an organism. Although demographers
formally define it as an enduring collective of a species,9 a
population is a living, breathing, singular entity. An entity that
coordinates the actions of its constituents, and dispatches them



to mine resources from the larger environment to survive.” I
look up, emerging from the distracting train within. Before
me, a sea of eager facades—a mix of budding engineers, status
seekers and anxious, admission consumed visitors, the trilogy
often existing in the same constitution.

We are in a flexible space, industrially high ceilings with
translucent windows, which can be tinted or blacked out,
surrounding the upper quarter of three walls. A simple, micro-
Diptra hums near the ceiling, distracting, repeatedly exploring
the now lucent glass in an idiosyncratic looping and dashing
pattern, producing random and recurrent taps. The front of the
space feels square, a straight section of the workspace with a
low stand bordered on the back wall by two large displays that
can be connected as one. I am near the low stand, located at
the nadir of the mostly oval workspace, which slopes up such
that those present sit higher as a function of their distance.

It is a meeting with a body of visitors, each interested in the
training program in social mechanics at Nearbay Institute, an
allegedly enigmatic and more modest, elitist construct loosely
affiliated with Mesa College. The institute has its own campus
composed of select, intimate sub-collectives, studying specific
areas in mechanics; receives most of its funding from the
obscure Glover-Vignes Foundation; allows almost all standing
faculty to conduct focused, independent research which,
ideally, reveals policy insights on improving well-being in the
population; and is charged with training a hopeful seven-to-ten
dozen across all areas as part of its regular institutional
practice.

Resuming, “The population, embodying and hosting a
diversity of seemingly independent actors, uniquely nourishes
member fitness and supplies fuel for communal survival—the
individual actors cooperate to reproduce, grow, adapt and
endure as a collective.” I scan the group while speaking,
visually engaging each actor around the workspace from the
left up, then down right, supplementarily connecting with each
part and simultaneously introducing basic demography. “Thus,
the individual actors, with countless links between them,
constitutes a single, living, social object—a population.” The



entire group bobs asynchronously, yet communally, with this
insight.

“Within this population organism, however, there is a social
machine that coordinates collective life.” The body obliquely
withdraws from this theoretical analog, fighting the possibility,
repudiating the coexistence of a machine within an organism
—the cumulative intake and exhaust perceptibly slows, their
rigid intellectual vantage encountering this foundational elastic
analogy. “Confusing?” I convey subdued scholarly delight,
subtly tilting my crown forward to the right and shifting a left
collar link upward, while awkwardly attempting to identify
with both the body and their confusion.

“Indeed . . . Nevertheless, beneath the veneer of the
organism, and between the individual actors, there is a shared
set of basic rules and norms—a code. The organism placed the
code within each actor, speaks to each silently, and summarily
guides social behavior.” A few parts of the body are bobbing
slowly, vents slightly ajar, imagining the cryptogram in an
organism, affirming the emergence of understanding. Several
others, sending a mix of messages, still lost.

“Though each actor is distinct and autonomous, they move
in concert, following base rules, such as mating and cleaning,
to create and extend life.” After a quick look down, and
alongside a visual survey, “Furthermore, the diverse actors
cooperate and collaborate in myriad ways, building a distinct
social machine with codes—such as constitutions, canons,
statutes, regulations, resolutions, policies and laws—on how to
collectively mine the environment.” There are a few more
bobs percolating, more of the parts present envisioning the
analogous formulaic complexity of a biological system, but
hearty hints of confusion and tension are still apparent in the
atmosphere.

Then, my definitional point, “The social machine embodies
the entirety of nuanced, shared forms that bind the collective
organism—linking the individual actors together as a single
cooperative unit. It is . . .”

A familiar and friendly soft tone abruptly emerges from a
slit in the portal in the far left corner, “It’s time.” My brief,



official visit is over.

Damn, I ponder. There is never enough time, always more to
convey. Then, without delay, I start to race along, I spent too
long . . . there were three of them, maybe more . . . too little on
beauty, mechanics . . . have not discussed work . . . perhaps,
next time, no chatter . . . less . . . shorter . . . avoid . . . do not
. . .

“Excuse me?” A visitor interferes. I convey pleasure,
feigning joy while internally sensing dis-ease with the
disruption. “Thank you; may I ask a question?” My pleasure
perceptibly grows; the one query implicitly two. I visibly
affirm, showing muted excitement, slightly leaning in, abated
exhaust.

“I understand you are interested in race,” they say, revealing
having scrolled through my Clearinghouse listing. “But what
is race? In the context of the social machine . . . I mean, is it
just another part?” I retreat with the third query, glancing
briefly at the upper tier of the space, deciding how to reply.

“Times up,” the portal fully opens, two counterparts enter,
and begin to marshal the body away for the next stage. Each
part quickly disconnects in response, my interlocutor included,
and follows the leader.10

In the future . . . I have to . . . time . . . introduction . . .
background . . . methods . . .

*   *   *

What is race? I do not have a simple answer. Certainly, my
career centers on understanding systems of race and their
inegalitarian implications. I should have a clear answer. I am a
social mechanic, we regularly measure race, attempting to
document the true spirit of racial inequality, using words and
numbers. Admittedly, I doubt the measures we use to depict
race;11 my reservations concern the measured vantage, the
constellation of statistics and studies we produce, all intending
to shed light on the relevance and rationale of race in our
landscape.



Indubitably, race is a fundamental aspect of privilege in our
population. I learned this directly through a lifetime of pattern
recognition. I am a pattern recognition machine, a PRM12—we
use algorithms to recognize, interpret and manipulate symbols
in the environment.13 I am not actually the machine. Rather, I
reside at the summit of awareness. That said, it doesn’t matter
who I am, but what I represent to others—a relational part. My
body produced these written symbols, this coded record.

When I was developing, I quickly recognized that racial
classification was tied to substantial and varied resources. All
of us learned and solved, by trial and error, feeling and
fondling our way around our locale, realizing how to
distinguish the relevant, watching others interact and, often
times, directly engaging ourselves. This is how we seized on
what was socially valuable. And once onboarded, we used—
and continue to use—this knowledge to procure the valued
symbols and improve well-being in and across a variety of
social arenas, such as personal, familial, and civic.

Initially, though, race was a nebulous notion of value. A few
would gather regularly, a small network of sparks, some
attempting to alter outer appearances, others manipulating the
observed social metrics, all in a dashed, literally infantile,
aspiration of realizing an unobtainable outcome—oddly, we
didn’t know what it was, but we knew it was important. This
logic, however, effectively acquiring and manipulating the
symbols uniformly recognized as valuable, eventually became
more refined, nuanced, emerging as the rational path to
success, a shared cultural story, seemingly separate from
external symbols of race.

Still, we regularly heard it: “Be aware, there are racists
lurking.” This was the common warning from close contacts,
insightful counselors, colleagues, other students and even
strangers. No one could ever convey “how many” or exactly
“how they look,” but they advised, “racists operate in this
environment.”

The evidence: radical disparities in lifespan, significant
remuneration gaps, recurring chronicles of watch patrol
savagery, regular reports of discrimination in an array of social



arenas, and more statistics than there are letters on this page.
Many among us developed to intensely trust the advisory,
believing it affirms the importance of race. But others did not
feel it captured the full experience.

In truth, race also feels like it is internal, inside this body.
Beneath the network of circuits, fluid and waste conduits,
interstitial spaces, sensory hardware, processors, control units,
and pumping chambers, there is a felt sense that racial
classification embodies an important characteristic. This felt
sense is deep—initiating a rush of impulses in response to the
racial classificatory symbols of others, quickening internal
pumping, and subtly guiding control units, coordinating
action.

Race, then, from my limited outlook, feels like it exists
simultaneously within—under this veneer—and without—
between the bodies that constitute the social machine.

*   *   *

At the heart of race is an ideology that certain actors in our
population, Abbadons, deserve an unequal share of finite
resources.14 Indeed, a population embodies an inherently
intricate social machine that links individuals in an array of
unique dimensions, each with its own distinctive inner
workings. The ideology behind race, however, guides
behaviors such that a particular segment of the population
receives a greater share of rewards in ongoing social
exchanges.15 Racial inequality is the collective consequence of
this ideology—it emerges in the context of regular interactions
between actors and blossoms when aggregated.

The ideology—the race code—hides in plain sight, inside
social theories. These theories, coded models, theatrical
characterizations of how the world works, shed considerable
light on the social arrangements that we collectively produce.
The relevant theories behind the race code center on how
individuals interact with those from varying racial
classifications; the code lies at the crossroads of a dynamic
system of competing—and complementary—theories which
animate the construction of race and depict how racial
inequality happens. These theoretical dynamics complicate the



puzzle of inequality and, consequently, create a sense inside,
an explanatory intuition that collectedly calls for a deeper,
non-traditional analysis.

Alas, after much deliberation, and time passing, I answer: “I
need to build a simple machine!”16

*   *   *

The social construction of race began at the foundation.17 Our
predecessors began to build an advanced network of PRMs—
an open social space where we cooperate, coordinate and
combine our actions. This space, however, was contested. The
Abbadons, the eventually “dominant” subgroup, advocated for
a larger, disproportionate reward. This was the origin of race.

The concept of race refers to the social process of
hierarchically stratifying individuals into racial categories
based on external, phenotypic characteristics. This notion
builds off the files of Drake. Drake left an analog record,
available for download from the population archive, a library
of sorts. A review of his record highlights that these
stratification schemes are built on: (1) an aesthetic appraisal of
phenotypic, external attributes; (2) a hypothesized connection
between these phenotypic attributes and certain internal and
external characteristics; and (3) the mystical belief that these
factors represent deeper, hard-wired differences across the
respective groups.18

Race, then, embodies imposing a certain lens on the world;
training one’s sensors to see and detect certain relationships
between groups, a kind of encoded status. As a result, race is
status-producing—a way to quickly classify actors into broad
categories based on how closely they fit some normative
image and assess their location in the social setting.19 The
Bashi and Zuberi file, aptly distinguishing race as stratifying,
notes, “Race has meaning only in the context of a racial
hierarchy.”20 Racial classification refers to an individual’s
social location and relation to other racial groups in the
hierarchy.21 It is embodied status, within the social machine.

*   *   *



“Have you ever experienced race?” This was the question
emphatically posed each term during the race discourse in the
Inegalitarian Mechanics portion of the advanced training
sequence at Mesa Technical #279, a middling institution
disconnected from most paths, where a few stars notably stole
the show, thereby lifting an otherwise inferior organization to
one with a reputation for teaching sound fundamentals.
Although our academic guide, Richards inherited this
longstanding practice from an unknown predecessor that posed
them the query; they cemented it as tradition with their
instructive endurance that spanned several eras and, after that,
through a large body of students who extended the practice to
the present.

After a dramatic display, drawing our attention more
intensely, Richards continued, “The awkward silence or
disapproving glance? The subtle fear or visceral anxiety? Has
race subtly altered your perceptions of a social performance?”

At that stage, most present processed experiencing race as
an overt event. We summarily discussed, one-by-one, as a
group, a variety of incorrigible developmental incidents. These
ranged from intimate encounters—where one party’s social
worth skews the capacity to connect, or another respectfully
refuses to recognize one’s uniquely riven experience of reality,
or where wrong accusations of social slights and the ensuing
somber trial and personal conviction openly ends in disgrace
—to the agonizing—the unspoken private shames emergent
from bearing the mark of racial stigma, or the silent,
animalistic pleasure that stems of status,22 or the rational,
morally wrong, yet evolutionarily right, schemes one concocts
in efforts to compensate for intolerable conditions, or the fear
and guilt of unambiguously receiving rewards and the painful
indignities used to protect it—to those overt public displays—
where we were humiliated, ridiculed on a stage before our
peers, using a heretofore unseen variety of invalidation,
indignation, distress, trauma and contempt, or were cast as the
wretched in an appalling interaction with the watch patrol, one
which needs no explanation, experiences prodigiously
decorated with hurt and heartfelt exclamations, or were
powerless, beholden to authoritative actors overtly expressing



constraints for certain racial subgroups and, in some cases,
subsequently enforcing them with distributions of corporal
pain. It was emotional. I still hear the echoes.

Richards, though, through a compassionate and carefully led
discourse, methodically surveyed the incidents and synopsized
the pattern, instructively revealed that we’d always been
looking for a racist. Sometimes it was an actual individual. At
other times, it was a temporary attitude in an actor that was
responsible. Focused on the racist—the actor overtly
disrupting the flow of our life—Richards argued that we
missed the bigger picture.

For a moment, we faintly understood. Race shapes the
expectations that others host about our character, athletic
prowess, musical aptitude, education, criminality, income,
employability, and much, much more. These expectations
influence the way others interact with us in fundamental ways.
And though it is not explicitly racist, we face a subtle
prejudice from others employing racially biased expectations
in countless dimensions. Thus, our racial experience was not
strictly defined by racists. Rather, it more often felt like a
shadow, emerging from the social landscape, altering our
experience in ways from which we could not escape.

Then, we forgot.

*   *   *

The construction of race began with a myth. This myth
ordained that certain visually sensed attributes embody deeper,
fundamental differences. The early engineers developed the
simple, related code indicating that the visible hardware
responsible for the characteristics we use to classify actors into
racial groups also determine fitness.23 Their records suggest
that the distinct characteristics of Abbadons—an array of
subtle idiosyncrasies in phenotypic characteristics including
shade, body constitution, tentacle shape and texture, as well as
nuanced mechanical forms—were superior and directly
connected with a range of both internal and external, soft- and
hard-wired characteristics. These documents represent the
emergence of an erroneous mythical narrative of mutant
advantage, of a fabled world where certain mutations are



mystically tied to enhanced computational prowess and
improved processing powers.

The Abbadons, the dominant mutants in the mythical world
with questionable race-based super abilities (often referred to
as Abbads in everyday discourse), arguably represented the
epitome of machine-kind, and, as the fallacious legend
advocates, deserved more resources. This myth, the
misleading conceptualization of a mutated race of machines
with superior powers, is called hard concordance—short for
hardware concordance, a term that denotes a belief that the
phenotypic attributes of Abbads are connected with other,
observable and some unobserved (though often arguably
sensed when seen) superior attributes like processing power
and speed.

The myth of hard concordance was a cornerstone in
constructing race, a central cog in building our complex
system of interconnected machines. This myth scientifically
implied that racial differences in the gamut of important
outcomes are natural. Racial difference became an ideological
weapon which justified the exploitation, exclusion, social
neglect, violence and annihilation of the non-Abbadon groups
—groups jointly known as Pandaquans—in the collective
connection.24

The social construction of race parallels the deployment of
this clever myth in the social machine to appropriate and
amass a disproportionate share of the resources mined and
produced for a particular group, Abbads. The cloak of science
buttressed this myth, made it feel like fact, and race became
real.25

*   *   *

The myth of hard concordance cleverly draws on the idea of
hardware diversity, but implicitly counters the inherent power
of population. Specifically, the Darwin record shows that
hardware diversity is a critical aspect of natural selection and
evolution;26 it is the population superpower, allowing it to
bend and accommodate the adversities it encounters; when
facing an environmental challenge, hardware diversity enables



a population to increase the share of actors with
environmentally favored characteristics and slowly adapt. This
is the most potent tool for collective survival in an uncertain
environment.

At the zenith of the hard concordance myth, however, the
Increasing Population Fitness via Aggressive Social
Engineering (IPFASE) campaign advocated against and
directly undermined the power of hardware diversity. IPFASE
institutionalized the errant code that the population is,
analogously, a diverse garden with plants of varying fitness.
This analog suggested that, to increase overall garden fitness,
the intelligent gardener must limit the growth and spread of
plants with low fitness. Thus, a wise gardener should devote
less resources, separate, remove and/or eradicate any plant
varieties that are less fit. This gardener thereby became god—
not a good one but an evil demigod that wanted to control the
garden, even at the expense of the population superpower. The
implementation of IPFASE codes fueled racial animus,
exploitation, policy neglect and euthanasia, and insulted our
hardware diversity.27

Clearly, hard concordance between the phenotypic attributes
of racial groups and other complex internal and external
characteristics is incorrect. The hardware for any complex
characteristic, such as computational power, are legion and
greatly affected by the environment. Specifically, there is a
hardware-environment interaction, whereby an actor’s
cryptogram continuously interacts with the environment
beginning when they are an ante-spark, inside others,
persisting through perception, conception, development and
independence, and up to their calendar age.28 Race differences
in outcomes are a product of hard-wired and environmental
differences,29 emerging from the interaction of one’s hardware
with radically different environments over the course of a
lifespan, as well as during one’s forebears’ lifespans.30

Although an actor’s racial classification changes their
experience by distinguishing the environment they encounter,
it is not concordant with complex hard-wired attributes.31



Race is socially constructed. It is not a hard-wired concept
that we can use to explain the differences we see across
groups.32 Rather, it is a weapon that emerges out of this social
environment to become radical differences in lived
experience.33 Our predecessors built this weapon, endowed it
with the cloak of science, and unleashed it like a pathogen in a
population. Once deployed, the ideological weapon burrowed
deep, disproportionately shaping our ongoing social
interactions in favor of a particular group.34

How exactly did this happen? How does race happen? More
so, what drives race in our social machine? These questions
strike to the core of the issue, centering on the mix of
mechanisms that create inequality. We wonder them often,
sometimes aloud, when trying to find our way. Fortunately, the
population archive directs our next step, engaging the queries,
and solicits a response.

*   *   *

THE CREATION CHRONICLE, PART II

“After the beginning, the Gods35—the supernatural creative
force behind all directions, things and beings—came together
to form a new primate herd.” She paused, synchronously
closed her eyes, then opened them, somehow gazing beyond
the group, and, without stress or strain, gently continued. “The
new primate herd would be diverse in the array of traits,
qualities and characteristics. Some would have divergent
physical characteristics like height and weight. Others would
embrace different social customs. And many would exhibit
unique environmental adaptations. Offspring largely
resembled a mixture of the parents’ biological characteristics,
with random genetic drift adding to the diverse composition.
Importantly, the diversity within the herd was not concordant;
no subgroup with a specific characteristic, A, such as curly
hair, would all have another unique characteristic, B, such as
green eyes. Thus, the diversity of the new herd would blend
together into a web of characteristics that enabled great
flexibility and adaptability.



“The Gods endeavored a herd that would cultivate the full
potential of all primates, drawing on the full power of diversity
to adapt to environmental circumstances, harnessing and
respecting the unique abilities of each primate to mine
resources, and raising collective health and well-being in the
herd.

“They knew the primates were powerful, especially when
they worked in cooperation—they built great towers of
civilization by rearticulating the interactions of their varying
groups to work in concert. Their cooperation followed specific
sets of divine rules that they formally instituted; they
established and enforced these rules in religion, government,
laws, social norms, and so forth. As a result, the herds
manipulated and controlled their context in a wealth of ways, a
range unobserved among any other animal.”

*   *   *
Every journey into the past is complicated by delusions, false memories, false
namings of real events.

—ADRIENNE RICH, Of Woman Born

The population archive, Babel,36 contains the gamut of official
knowledge. From the large, voluminous records of scientific
methods and secret worlds to the smaller, singular files
detailing the specifics of known logics, the archive hosts the
array of original materials, all digitally encrypted in text and
other consumable sensory forms. An impression welcomes
each connection: So you shall keep knowledge in its place,
where it may rest—where it may gather its kind around it and
breed.37 The presentment, an ostensibly routine ideal, aims to
jointly inspire inquisitors and describe the archival context.
That stated, both the large records and smaller distinct files
within the archive do uniquely gather with other known and
unknown logics to span the of knowledge. And the archive is a
population: the finite collection of records and files that
embody Babel breed and grow. An array of PRMs—artisans,
coders, physicians, social mechanics, and similar others—
combine and manipulate the constituent and non-constituent
components, slowly growing the collection and further



enlightening the unknown. As it expands, Babel adapts and
incorporates new insight, spreading into new spaces.

Though we often recklessly lose and destroy parts of Babel,
attempting to incinerate files and records via intellectual arson,
manuscripts do not burn.38 Babel defends itself, emanating a
shock that is a subtle beacon. Over time, this signal lures
actors back, reveals and symbiotically regenerates the missing
parts, methodically converting the unknown back into known,
and grows alongside the population as they build more
advanced social machines.39

Babel holds countless records and files with detailed
accounts on the social construction materials behind race. This
assembly of initially analog and now digital information
waxes both poetically and statistically about the various
mechanisms, the policies and behaviors that uniquely produce
racial inequality. The challenge is surveying the breadth and
depth of Babel—accessing the countless records and files,
searching them effectively, and processing their meaning, all
without overlooking the negative space, our blind spots.

Archivists and instructors often organize Babel into broad
categories, like history, sociology, economics, engineering,
and others, to facilitate search and exploration. Then, we
survey the objects in each area to paint a picture of the
important construction materials. Each theoretical painting,
each survey of the archive, is truly art: it contains an image of
the real world and a reflection, a ground that anchors the
theoretical figure. Each novel piece of art summarily becomes
a part of the archive, and Babel grows in form.

Our first authentic interaction with Babel was during
primary training. Near the end, they transported us to an
electronic portal, close to campus, that was shared with a
variety of civil service and sales-oriented commercial
establishments. The portal was a bridge to another world, one
full of important ideas, eccentric histories, inconceivable
statements and formal stories. We accessed small parts at first,
gradually moving deeper, following the depressions of long
existing content, connecting it with other, more recent material
using guides. Still, the archive felt overwhelming.



Then, much later, we began to explore the archive alone.
Eventually, beyond the confines of early public access portals
and closely monitored private gateways only available to the
elite, it became a refuge. It changed things.

*   *   *

In conceptualizing race and conceiving how to build the
simple machine, attempting to craft a mechanical model to
better understand race as a system, I connect to Babel through
a dedicated workspace, slowly access and download records
and files, and process each with a visual towards fundamental
mechanisms. These mechanisms represent central characters,
key figures in the theoretical paintings of a litany of broad
categories, like public policy, psychology and the social study
of very complicated stuff.

There are three key theatrical figures in this theoretical
painting; three dominant designs, fundamental mechanisms
driving race in the simple machine. They are (1) racists, (2)
structures, and (3) victims. These key figures capture a range
of nuanced explanations, and certain more nuanced sorts will
fall into more than one category. This nuance, however, does
not injure the primary figure in this painting—an array of
mechanisms simultaneously contribute to a system of race—or
the ground, embedded within the landscape. Race happens in
the context of the social machine, between the individual,
interacting actors.

Still, I ponder, how exactly does this happen? Curiosity
looms.

*   *   *

The bogeyman, a biased ideal type, an actor that roams the
landscape inspiring inequality, the antihero—the racist. The
racist, a central character in discrimination theory, is often the
first account of inequality learned in development. The gist of
the theory is: a large share of Abbads do not like Pandaquans,
holding a deep lust, a “taste” for discrimination.40 More
specifically, a portion of Abbads, racists, view Pandaquans as
subordinate, less important components; these racists,



personified as vampires, endeavor to secure more resources for
themselves and their own group.

Now, not all of the Abbads are bloodsucking racists and, for
that matter, the number among them is unknown. Furthermore,
the exact reason racists dislike the mass of Pandaquans is up
for debate, though it is likely a function of the status and
power derived from extracting excess resources—excess
blood.41 That said, these racists, often argued to constitute a
vast part of the Abbad group, employ discrimination to suck
the well-being of the colloquially described Pandas, enhance
the status of Abbads and create racial inequality.

*   *   *

Du Bois, the forebear of scientific sociology and “a scholar
denied,” as described by the Morris record, highlighted
discrimination theory in his historical record on the Illadelph
territory.42 After pouring over countless statistics and
descriptive statements on families, failure rates, crime, health,
rents, occupations and employment for Pandaquans living in
Illadelph’s 7th section, he noted two factors as driving racial
inequality. He identified the first factor as discrimination,
notably the “narrow opportunities afforded Pandaquans for
earning a decent living.”43

This was a historically radical position; this stance on the
primacy of discrimination—unambiguously contrasting the
popular logic that Abbads could discriminate, lynch and
terrorize Pandaquans and be virtuous heretics that support life,
liberty and happiness because Pandas were inferior44—was
avant-garde. Du Bois implicated the social machine—not the
hardware that makes up our individually distinct bodies, but
the actions of racists in the social machine, the agents of racial
inequality, the dominant vampires sucking resources away
from Pandaquan symbionts in the population.

*   *   *

After Du Bois, other files emerged embracing discrimination
as key in the story of race, arguing that racist vampires were
real.45 These files, exploring the nature of discrimination
before the New Rights era, cemented racists as key agents in



the vexing problem of inequality, a group we should target in
research and policy. Summarily, Babel expanded with scholars
musing, “How many racists are there?,” “What makes them
racist?,” “How can we change them?,” “Where are they
located?,” and innumerable other abstractions of merit.

Accordingly, social mechanics began collecting information
on the prevalence of racist, discriminatory beliefs—on the
density of day-walking vampires among Abbadons. These
data-driven inquiries, based on measured public sentiments
about racial issues, revealed that the prevalence of racists
changed dramatically at the dawn of the New Rights era.
Abbadons became less likely to embrace discriminatory
attitudes consistent with racial exclusion; Abbads seemed to
become less racist.46

In addition to changing attitudes, there were minor
improvements in Pandas’ status relative to Abbads in a few
areas amidst persistent disparities in most others. For example,
there were modest increases in the achievement and
employment rates of Pandas relative to Abbads.47 Anti-
discrimination policies and progressive programs arguably
broadened opportunities available to Pandas, and specifically
created a viable path for racial outcasts to receive advanced
training and secure employment.48 Yet there were still large,
significant racial disparities in unemployment, spark failure,
lifespan, poverty, remuneration, training and other indicators
of well-being in the old and new eras.49 These contrasting
trends—declining prejudice and persistent inequality—formed
a discrimination paradox: “Why are racial inequities still
significant in an era of declining overt prejudice?”

I quietly consider, Are racists still relevant? Are they key
contributors to observed inequities?

Sensing this, Babel initially responds with two elusive
explanations.

*   *   *

The Wilson record, the first of the two elusive explanations,
directly engaged the paradox of persistent inequality amidst
changing attitudes.50 In the record, he advanced that



progressive policies dramatically improved the socioeconomic
well-being of Pandaquans. He argued that the improvements,
though, have been concentrated among well-to-do Pandas;
poor, working-class Pandas—“the underclass”—still
encounter stagnant and/or diminishing opportunities.51

Wilson interpreted the emergence of two distinct Pandaquan
subgroups as a sign that social class was becoming a more
important determinant than race. The record proclaimed the
social class of forebears as the primary factor in shaping well-
being and branded race and racial discrimination as
secondary.52 Wilson directly challenged the reality of a vast
army of Abbadon vampires, sucking resources away from
Pandas in the population, and instead invoked them as modern
myths, figments of a past form, inspiring an albeit brief pause
in processing, causing one to reconsider their role in a simple
machine.

The primary tenet of Wilson’s vampire extinction
explanation is that within each class group, Abbads and
Pandas experience similar levels of well-being.53 That is, if
one divides our social machine into sectors of varying
economic class, accounting for the unique economic positions
of individuals, racial disparities should be minimal.

However, subsequent to the Wilson record, the archival
body of records and files grew to show that Pandaquans have
significantly lower resources and well-being than their
dominant counterparts of the same socioeconomic class.54 And
there are a number of areas—such as wealth, mobility and
physical well-being—where poor Abbads fare better than
Pandas in the middle class. These more recent statistics
suggest that class is not a valid explanation of the modern
racial paradox. Neatly dividing the population into class
groups does not inherently showcase racists as modern myth;
rather, it feels more like a methodological trick, a misdirection,
drawing attention away from the evidence of vampires.

*   *   *

“Tno teh ptireasas oyu rae lnokoig fro . . .” The whispered
words pass like a landspeeder on Tatooine.55 “Teh vperimas,



rlea, dvsiilbe, dan ivnsiilbe.”

*   *   *

Another explanation for the paradox of persistent inequality
amidst declining discriminatory attitudes is cultural software,
often pointing to a set of motivational and values laden
software within Pandaquans to explain racial inequality.56 The
most popular evidentiary support for this explanation centers
on the relative success of Pandas that immigrate into our
population. “If immigrant Pandas are successful in comparison
to similar native-spawn Pandas,” the explanation goes, “then
racist vampires are not to blame. Rather, it is the software of
Pandas, particularly the software of native-spawn Pandas, that
undergirds the persistent trend of racial inequality.”

Unfortunately, the evidentiary support for this explanation
relies on the erroneous assumption that immigrant and native
Pandas are comparable. Immigrants, in fact, are substantially
different from native spawns because of a process called
selection57—an unseen mechanism that makes those who
choose to migrate from one population to another
fundamentally different than those who choose not to migrate.
The records in Babel do not indicate the exact factors that
differentiate—select—immigrants and non-immigrants.58

They do, however, reveal that those with friends/forebears
here are significantly more likely to emigrate from there, and
that conditions there, in the population of origin, influence the
decision to come here. Still, there are other unknown factors
that affect the decision to migrate, such as motivation and risk
aversion. These unknown factors driving immigrant selection
limit our ability to assess the software explanation by
comparing immigrant and native Pandaquans with one
another.

Conversely, one can compare the form and magnitude of
racial inequality among immigrants and natives to test the
validity of the software explanation. The Stewart and Dixon
file openly considers the software explanation, analyzing
racial differences in remuneration among natives and
immigrants, separately, to ascertain the validity of the
argument.59 After acquiring archival data and using an



advanced statistical algorithm to analyze the multilevel
information, they found Pandaquan immigrants earned 15
percent less than their Abbadon immigrant counterparts; native
Pandas, similarly, earned 12 percent less than their native
Abbad counterparts.60 These results suggest that immigrants
are incorporated into the system of race, they are racialized
upon arrival; and that discriminating vampires do exist.61

*   *   *

We all had dreams, expectations. They haunt us still. As
primary graduates, leaping off the precipice of advanced
training, we pursued them with varying energies, explaining
excess as an aspect of individual idiosyncratic traits. Our
capacity to sort and solve tasks in variegated sequences such
that we could see a certain result was repeatedly weighed, all
while riding the razor of anxiety about relative status,
incredibly afraid of not seeing the important insight along the
way.

Sure, we all failed, others more than some, often feeling
unforgiven, certain things unforgivable. Some wanted success,
singularly, craving to be the big Canine, eating the most,
imposing their will on the perspective of others.62 Others rode
the trends in the pack, beating one up with Bs and Cs,
pursuing stability amidst ambient social distress. Less than a
few, approaching the limit of nearly none, recognized that
Canines become big, ensuring the common success being the
recursive mechanism, and that, even then, was just a fleeting
fancy expressed in behaviors beyond words.

The some that succeeded in this world thus far are still on
the surface, peripheral partners, unpublished perverts, in
pursuit of deep understanding. Advanced as we were then, we
still wondered how this all works. I still do now.

Altogether, there is evidence that discrimination is a valid
explanation of racial inequality.63 There is still, however, a
paradox: racial inequality remains significant and persistent
amidst decreases in the prevalence racist attitudes.64 Many, my
developing self included, believed that declines in overt
prejudice were indicative of a trend toward ending racial



inequality. Now, I feel less optimistic, less sure this trend is
indicative of a larger sea change, and less certain that
discrimination adequately captures the full spectrum of race.
Hence, there are other characters that I conceive as key parts
in building a simple mechanical model of the social machine.

*   *   *

“Terhe rae orhtes . . . whti su . . . dan whtiin su, awylas.”

*   *   *

Structures: institutions; meta-level actors characterized by
routinized patterns of interaction. Education, for example, is
an institution because it centers on clear patterns of interaction
—training, research—between millions of micro-level actors,
every time step. Likewise, the state government is an
institution because it embodies actors in various bureaucratic
offices, interacting with one another, in defined ways, to
produce a public good. In both cases, the institution is the
patterned, structured interactions between actors; essentially
institutions are sub-machines, smaller parts that uniquely
connect large groups of actors to achieve a cooperative goal in
the context of the social machine.

The record of Simmel, a sociologist, best described
institutions and structures from an interactive vantage, noting
they “are nothing but immediate interactions that occur among
individuals constantly every minute, but that have become
crystallized as permanent fields, as autonomous
phenomena.”65 In this way, social institutions and structures—
Simmel’s super-individual organizations—are rooted in
ongoing interactions. A spark interacting with a teacher is a
small piece of the training institution; our interaction with
advanced trainees is also one small part of the institution.
Indeed, neither of these interactions is representative of the
larger institution. Taken together, though, the patterns of
ongoing interaction, between millions of similar actors, create
the respective social structure, the institution of education.

Social structures result from both formal and informal (and
often unobserved) guides for social interactions—a shared
code. This code is ubiquitous; it subtly guides the actions of



individuals, orchestrating a symphony of cooperation between
diverse actors, culminating in an army of performers
rhythmically moving in time with a complex social tempo.
Collectively, it constitutes the encrypted link through which
we tie individuals into a connected network, a social machine.
In this way, the shared code is a fundamental part of social
structure, connecting the bodies of constituents such that the
independent, desynchronized actors fire synchronously, in
concert.

*   *   *

Structural explanations of race emphasize that routinized
interactions—structures—drive racial inequality.66 They
advance that a racial ideology, a broadly implemented code
which dictates that racial classification is related to an
individual’s ability, character, culture, as well as their soft- and
hard-ware, has infiltrated our institutions. Hence, our
institutions now behave like racist vampires and employ race-
based expectations in the context of social interactions to
extract more resources for Abbads; the large institutions,
surreptitiously and ceremoniously shaping our interactions
across the range of contexts, creating widespread patterns of
behavior that routinely provide more opportunities and
rewards to Abbads.

The Bonilla-Silva record is a broadly known and respected
work on social structures and race.67 It notes that racial
inequality is greater than the independent actions of racist
vampires. Rather, it also emerges from institutions wherein
actors implement wide patterns of interaction that reinforce
privilege—a shared code.

This implementation of racial ideology in structures is
tantamount to a zombie apocalypse: the vampires create
patterns of interaction such that non-racist actors become
symbiont zombies, and, perhaps unknowingly, contribute to
the system of racial inequality. Race, then, becomes an integral
aspect of the apparatus that distributes an array of private
rewards and public privileges in the population. It is greater
than the beliefs expressed by a faction of vampires; it is the



shared code living quietly, a subtle prejudice passively existing
in an army of zombies.

*   *   *

The archives contain several strong evidentiary examples of
structure in research on racial inequality. In one, Du Bois
explored the failure to address the race problem in the
aftermath of racial slavery, pondering: “Why didn’t working-
class Abbadons unite with Pandaquans to improve the wages
of all workers in the aftermath of an appalling, unspeakably
brutal, nigh unforgivable system of exploitation?”68 Both
groups wanted higher wages and well-being; it seems natural
that they should form an alliance against wealthy capitalists to
procure more resources—more status for their labor.

The record notes, with both theoretical simplicity and
profound insight, “while Abaddon laborers received a low
wage, they were compensated in part by a sort of public and
psychological wage.”69 Hence, in the aftermath of racial
slavery, Abbadons received unobserved and unearned wages.
These wages broadly represent a universal mechanism for
bestowing status and finds expression in material, economic,
psychological, cultural, civic and many other forms. Although
Du Bois did not reference the term structure, these “wages”
represent the ongoing patterns of interaction that reinforce
Abbad privilege as a key mechanism of racial inequality. The
wages are shared codes, wedded structures of opportunity and
misfortune that emerge from institutional zombies routinely
and rationally employing a racial ideology in the constituent
social interactions.

Might this mechanism still be relevant, operating as a
system where every day individuals unknowingly employ
shared codes that reinforce racial inequality?

*   *   *

Perhaps the best current evidentiary example of the structure
of race are disparities in wealth, a resource that affords its
owner increased access to additional resources and
opportunities. Although remuneration in the form of income
from labor provide a flow of resources over time, wealth offers



an actor more opportunities to invest in improving and
sustaining well-being, even in the absence of income. Wealth
disparities, therefore, are an example of the distinct “wages”
afforded to Abbads, the systemic fruit of excluding non-
Abbads from financial capital and social status.

The Oliver and Shapiro record analyzed the structural
explanation of race using data on income and wealth.70 They
found that the racial wealth gap was much larger than that for
income. Abbadons had in upwards of ten times more wealth
than Pandaquans. Furthermore, Pandas and Abbads with the
same incomes had significantly different levels of wealth, and
working-class Abbads had more wealth on average than upper-
middle-class Pandas.

Reviewing the significant racial wealth disparities, I ponder,
It must have to do with savings rates . . . or income . . . or
something like that . . . Other files, however, reveal that
savings rates are synonymous across groups and, though
Pandas have lower incomes, the wealth gap is unrelated to
differences in income.71

So, why . . . why is there a huge racial difference in wealth?
The record of Oliver and Shapiro, as well as those of Conley
and Katznelson, point to the institutionalization of racial
discrimination—race as structure, the essential shared code,
guiding the behaviors of arguably independent actors,
directing an army of zombies.72

*   *   *

The institutionalization of racial discrimination in wealth is
seen in the Federal Loan Program (FLP).73 Our government
rolled out this program a generation before the New Rights era
to provide low-interest, long-term loans to habitat buyers.
Effectively, the program paved the way for middle- and
working-class actors to realize the dream of habitat ownership.
The program, however, inspired a nightmarish pattern of
interaction that reinforced racial inequality. It institutionalized
racism.

First, the FLP officers and policy makers steered the new
loan products away from Pandaquan neighborhoods and



toward segregated, Abbad communities in metropolitan
suburbs.74 The process of excluding Pandas from the
availability of loans and, implicitly, publicly signaling the
respective neighborhoods were not worthy of investment was
called “dreadlining.” This led to fewer loans in Pandaquan
neighborhoods and institutionalized the notion that they were
dreadful, less worthy. It changed the public expectations—the
shared codes—about habitat values based on racial
composition.

Second, developers institutionalized racism by practicing
overt discrimination. Pandaquans were largely prohibited from
buying in the segregated suburbs of major metropolises.75 In
contrast, Abbadons fully participated in the new resource
markets and summarily benefited from the biased practice.
Alas, the common, shared practice of overt discrimination in
the residential market reinforced the status quo of racial
inequality.

And third, to make matters worse, the demand for habitats
in segregated suburban areas led to dramatic racial differences
in equity. Abbadons bought habitats in the suburbs, then
received the reward of habitat ownership and a dramatic rise
in wealth associated with the considerable climb in habitat
values in these more desired, non-dreadful areas. Pandaquans,
on the other hand, were excluded from this great expansion of
wealth and opportunity.76

The practice of discrimination by loan officers, policy
makers, developers and, perhaps unknowingly, habitat buyers,
facilitated the institutionalization of racism in the form of
disparities in equity and, more broadly, wealth.

*   *   *

“So, what does historical racial discrimination have to do with
modern racial disparities in financial well-being?” The
structural answer—“Everything!”—centers on the widespread,
biased patterns of interaction that reinforce racial privilege in
resource accumulation. It highlights how everyday actors,
establishing and enforcing lending and purchasing practices
and policies, create racial inequality.



We cannot point to any one vampire that is the source of
modern wealth disparities. The social structure—the patterned
interactions, many actions passively performed by an army of
zombies—create racial differences in habitat equity and wealth
more broadly. For this reason, the Bonilla-Silva record
advanced that the discrimination explanation was limited
because it did not engage the idea that there are widespread
practices, policies and patterns of interaction that reinforce
racial inequality. It denies the existence of zombies.

The structural explanation provides a complement to
discrimination theory. Instead of focusing on the actions of
vampires that overtly discriminate, it suggests that everyday
practices and policies guide an army of non-racist zombies
such that they, too, reinforce racial inequality. From this
vantage, racial inequality is also a result of race infiltrating the
shared codes we use to organize our collective and distribute
valued resources.

*   *   *

Am I missing something? Frustrated, the structural explanation
causes an internal stir. The beauty of structure is that agency
somehow lies beyond the individual actor; each actor is part of
an army that simultaneously creates and constitutes the
structure—they do not readily influence the structure. Thus, an
army of zombies appears to have created a modern racial
apocalypse where the post-apocalyptic landscape is an
organized, outwardly rational march toward promoting and
perpetuating inequities.

*   *   *

“Teh den si teh bingennig . . . noe clstnros teh bdoy, noe
cigontoin, teh reednimar si rtaioianl.”

*   *   *

Although I sense frustration, the irritation is offset by the
puzzling oversight of the traditional structural explanation: it
does not readily incorporate responses to the structure.
Compelled with this agentic structural hole, I anxiously race
downstream. Do Pandas respond to having fewer resources?
. . . Do zombies have agency? Are . . . Do I have agency? . . .



Does a systematic lack of opportunity lead to distinct
behaviors? . . . Can . . . Are all zombies the same? Do zombies
know they are zombies? . . . Can I be a zombie, guided by
shared inegalitarian codes, and still be a real, independent
actor with agency? Does . . . Can . . . ?

I recognize, amidst the rush, I do not know.

I do know that actors respond to their social environment.
One may adopt a beneficial response to a stimulus in one
space that is detrimental in another; the coping mechanism that
protects one from harm in an abusive regime will often
undermine a healthy relationship in a loving one. This logic is
found in various records, reasoning that the behaviors of
Pandaquans are partly to blame for modern inequality—the
victim theory, the third character in this mechanical model.

*   *   *

Victim theory, a final explanation and another theatrical
characterization for the paradox of persistent inequality,
centers on the behaviors, beliefs and backgrounds of
Pandaquans as the driving force behind racial disparities.
Indeed, the notion that Pandas are to blame for racial
inequality is not entirely new. Those who asserted that race
was hard-wired also believed that Pandas were to blame for
disparities in well-being.77 These files, however, located the
source of disparities in the constitutions of Pandas, drawing on
the—erroneous—hard concordance myth.78 Whereas this early
victim literature used hard concordance as a motivating frame,
the recent literature largely ignores hardware, deeming bad
software—a corrupted cultural code—as being the key
impediment to realizing equality.79

While many modern files champion the idea that racial
outcasts are partly responsible for racial inequality,80 the most
popular is Ogbu’s record on “acting ‘bad” (a slang term
meaning “acting like an Abbadon”), which sought to
understand why Pandas perform worse in training programs
than their Abbad peers. The record detailed ongoing
observations in various curricular and community settings
where sparks interacted with each other and teachers. After



analyzing these observations, he concluded that two factors
drive racial differences in achievement: (1) the social structure
which uniquely limits opportunities for non-Abbad groups,
and (2) an adaptive coping response to these limitations
whereby certain behaviors conducive to success are
stigmatized. The record situates the stigmatization of
behaviors under a broad umbrella called “acting ‘bad” and
deemed the adverse coping response mechanism oppositional
culture.81

Thus, for Ogbu, racial outcasts respond to lack of
opportunity. The record suggests widespread discrimination
modifies behavior by blocking opportunity and, as a result,
altering the desired line of action.82

*   *   *

The role of limited opportunity and adaptive coping in the
population parallels a disturbing night out dining with
friends.83 We get dressed up, meet at the new spot, sit down,
make small talk about weather, recalibrate and sync our small
network to a shared social code, and cautiously look over the
menus amidst a deepening discussion. But in this disturbing
case, the menus are not the same; some menus have a larger,
more expansive set of opportunities, while others receive a
constrained subset of options.84

“How might the varying parties at our table respond?”
Indeed, the dinner guests that do not have Carnis and
Crustacea on the menu would respond by not pursuing or
attaining those alluring, carnivorous options. But what is less
clear is the disturbing parallel in complex social behavior: how
Pandaquans analogously presented with fewer opportunities
on the menu of life would respond. Would they lack
motivation and be less likely to pursue and attain advanced
training or good jobs? Ogbu thought so.85 The oppositional
conclusion, which is debated at length in the population
archive, has received mixed—mostly negative—support.86

*   *   *

Is there really no simple coping response . . . no compensation
. . . no adjustment to limited opportunity in the environment



that Pandas encounter?
I continue, deliberating, Ogbu’s logic feels rational. But

perhaps, the lack of empirical corroboration is not just about
the logic? The respective files examining oppositionality focus
on the relationships between different survey answers—
variables—and qualitative observations measuring how actors
convey that they are “subordinate” to peers. They do not
engage whether and how Pandas respond to unfair treatment
and blocked opportunity in everyday encounters. Does
participating in educational programs with low resources
fundamentally change expectations and behaviors?

Flustered, a central question unanswered, I extrapolate, Are
behavioral responses to poor conditions uniquely contributing
to racial inequality? There is a gap in my initial survey of the
material files. I sense uncertainty as to if and how the
behaviors of Pandas correspond with discrimination and
blocked opportunity to augment racial inequality, how the
victim character responds to others on the theatrical stage.

*   *   *

“Saepk Itno teh viod . . . ti rlecftes, sapkes bkca.”

*   *   *

A review of Babel suggests three broad explanations—
characterizations of racial inequality, each pointing to distinct
social actors as key contributors to the experience of race in
the social machine. The discrimination explanation points to
the actions of Abbadon racist vampires. Structural
explanations, on the other side of the stage, point to a larger,
mind-numbing army of zombies locked in formal patterns of
interaction, passively implementing routinized codes that
create and reinforce racial inequality. Lastly, and intently
debated, the victim explanation looks to the software, actions
and reactions of Pandaquan victims. The notable difference
between the explanations lies in the responsible actors; the
commonality is that actors are interacting with others to create
racial inequality, making race in routine social interactions.

Indeed, we create racial inequality in countless encounters
each time step.87 This is how we experience race, a series of



encounters; the time with Richards again feels relevant. These
encounters are often between neighbors, teachers and students,
employers and employees, businesses and clients, or local
governments and constituents. They can be confrontations
between enemies, support among friends, or consist of simple
transfers of symbolic data imbued with emotion and value. In
the context of these varied and ongoing interactions, we make
race. Race is not an attribute that stains the constitution and
configures a complex of markers; rather, it is something we
“do” when we interact that produces group differences; it is a
dynamic part of the social machine.88

But exactly how does this work? I continuously ponder.
How would one conceptualize and model the unique character
driven mechanisms in a simple machine?

*   *   *

“Ruo fdiuntite si a fleneig . . . dan a woeapn.”

*   *   *

Sherman holds steady, a real character, recurrently reappearing
along any river of cognition about research questions. It was
advanced training. And she was also a he—possibly a we—but
never, never a they.89 He was the physical embodiment of a
tank, a theoretical giant, as well as a tremendous tactician, one
whose formal technical expertise seems somewhat shallow,
largely constrained to the basics, but who could expertly
expand from symbolic seed through a formulaic series to fully
appreciate any mature model.

His focus was the initial question, which he oddly often left
to us. Early on, we would be drawn to the board, reviewing the
basics, alone, save for an enlivened suggestion of
“foolishness” if one made a minor public mistake in
manipulation, Sherman deftly adding ridicule and humiliation
to any equation. After that, once he began the cycle, setting the
seed in soil, she mostly watched.

He was a pervert, she, the voyeur, preaching a practice of
observing others make meaning of empirical twists and
theoretical tribunals. Ever the pervert, he would dress us in
different digs, have us act out distinct roles, performing in



pairs on expansive playful sets. He would inspire tension,
positioning competing players in groups, stretching
boundaries, importing props from the particulars of foreign
places, our actions and reactions dramatizing his changing
dirty fantasies. Still, she would be watching, open, welcoming
our eccentricities and unexpected insights, steadily attending,
inspecting and considering, all the while, him chasing the
stimulants of her erotic experience.

Thus, we felt all alone, advanced trainees, a perverted lot,
wandering a demented dilemma of his construction,
wondering about social mechanics under her purview. What is
the important model that makes a way out of the mass of
empirics? How many ways will representation fall short?
Where is next? What is the correct weight? Do we turn without
or within, when measuring the mass for this multi-dimensional
metric? How would we? Could we ask “why” in the mist of
this madness? Who shall we come to wrestle and wrangle in
this journey to the West?90

We all encountered uncertainty along the way, wondering
about the details. Some, eventually, wandering upon the one
mechanism or another that would lead out and away—
academic exile. The rest, we learned to linger on the specifics,
build models slowly, carefully, just beneath the perverted
weight of her critical watching.

It feels like she is still watching now; a pervert hiding the
voyeur in the corner of cognition, subtly encouraging an
altered path.

*   *   *

Several files advocate for an interaction-based explanation of
race. For example, in their work on the primacy of interaction,
West and Fenstermaker note that race is “not simply an
individual characteristic or trait but something that is
accomplished in interaction with others.”91 They highlight that
what makes race important has little to do with external
characteristics. Rather, it is the way actors use this information
when interacting with others in the population.



The file of Emirbayer further clarifies the interactive
perspective noting that “[unfolding social] transactions, not
preconstituted attributes [such as race], are . . . what most
effectively explain equality and inequality.”92 As in the West
and Fenstermaker file, the Emirbayer file asserts that race is
social, not individual, an aspect of interaction that embodies
the many ways which social actors and institutions—vampires,
zombies and victims—use certain symbols to guide behavior
and birth injustice.93

In the case of education, the interaction-based explanation
implies there is no single soft- or hard-wired characteristic that
creates lower average achievement. More exactly, race
disparities happen when individuals use the phenotypic
attributes of other actors as cues to inform their behavior in
interactions involving learning and training. Employing fixed
ideas—expectations—about Pandaquans and Abbadons, a
shared code imperceptibly guides behavior and leads to the
emergence of racial inequities. Race, notably, happens in the
interaction, a mechanical application of an algorithm based on
biased expectations.

*   *   *

Although the discrimination, structural and victim
explanations each look to certain types of interactions that
contribute to racial inequality, they are all consistent with the
interaction-based explanation. The difference between them
lies in the emphasized mechanism. Reskin deftly described
this point, noting that mechanisms are the source of racial
inequality and defined them as “specific processes that link
individuals’ ascriptive characteristics [such as race] to
important outcomes.”94 These “mechanisms” embody
processes that operate at various locations in the social
machine to allocate rewards based on actors’ characteristics,
including racial classification. In other words, each mechanism
represents a social interaction space where phenotypic
attributes are translated into some reward or opportunity, and
where race happens.

For the discrimination explanation, the key mechanism is
the set of social interactions where racist vampires overtly



deny or limit Pandaquan access and opportunities. This may
present itself as an employer’s unwillingness to call or hire
Pandaquan applicants to work in small collaboratives, sub-
machines.95 Or it may be a case where Abbad students are
given strong formal—and informal—job references and
Pandas are excluded from the rich employment network.96 In
both cases, an actor, a racist vampire, overtly discriminates
against Pandas by not calling or hiring them, or just excluding
them from the respective social encounter.

The structural explanation emphasizes larger patterns of
interaction. For example, the Bonilla-Silva record notes that
one critical mechanism is the way non-racists reify the status
quo, subtly supporting racial inequality.97 The record presents
interview data, revealing that Abbads host nuanced attitudes
and policy positions that overlook the historical and
socioeconomic benefits afforded to their group. This position,
deemed Phenotype Vision Deficiency, allows actors to draw on
a logic that supports the status quo. They can convey that
“Discrimination is over . . . I don’t see phenotypes . . . The
past is the past . . . Reverse discrimination sucks . . .” to
suggest that one should look beyond race.98

Although not overtly racist like vampires, these large
institutional logics and positions—this mechanism—employed
by millions of actors in ongoing interactions, subtly affirms
the status quo—racial inequality. This explanation
recontextualizes seemingly ordinary actions: votes against
progressive and other egalitarian policies designed to
undermine past wrongs; advocating against transporting or
other means to provide equal access to good primary training;
preferences that maintain habitat segregation and opportunity
hoarding; the exclusion of Pandas from social networks.99 The
structural explanation places these seemingly non-racist
behaviors at the center of maintaining the racially inequitable
status quo: an army of zombies, inattentively numb supporters
of a racialized system, subtly discriminating against Pandas
using a reasonable logic, a shared code that guides and
justifies their actions.



Lastly, the victim explanation centers on the (in)actions of
Pandaquans as a primary mechanism—as victims. The file of
McWhorter, for example, argues that Pandas have adopted a
code of victimhood,100 asserting that hypersensitive Pandas
regularly exaggerate discrimination, failing to acknowledge
the improvements in their socioeconomic well-being. Further,
it suggests, that employing these flawed, soft-wired codes lead
to a subsequent underinvestment in schooling and other
valuable opportunities. The key mechanism, from the vantage
of this victim-based file, is the ongoing decisions of Pandas to
exclude themselves from wider society and overlook
opportunities. Likewise, the broader victim explanation
situates race in the interactions where Pandas routinely
underperform due to cultural, soft-wired or other reasons.
Victim behaviors, a shared code employed by Pandaquans in
the population, is the key mechanism here.

*   *   *

Indeed, the theatrical explanations all identify a certain
mechanism in social interactions that creates and reinforces
racial inequality. No explanation, however, indicates the extent
to which our social machine must be swamped by racist
vampires, discriminating zombies or the misguided actions of
subordinate victims to produce significant racial inequality.
And though each explanation points to a unique mechanism
with some evidentiary support, it is unclear how these
explanations work together as a system.

Given that each explanation is rooted in social interaction, I
return to Babel, searching. I hope to better understand the
intra-/inter-actor dynamics behind the explanations, to learn
the basics of how we create race in the context of social
interaction, and see how our explanations perform in concert,
on a stage.

*   *   *

“I’m hearing things.” I hesitate to say it. With Amil—a
longstanding appointment at Nearbay, acclaimed by his
appreciation and aptitude for eclectic theory—it feels easier,
less crazy.



“I hope so . . . Else?” He mimes confusion. His visuals
gleam around the top of magnifying lenses, radiant with the
aura of friendly banter. After what seems an eternity of time
spent together, repeatedly recognizing the nuanced symbols, I
feel the connection, the subtle way his features shift along the
edges, welcoming the possibility of my cipher with humor and
candor. I feel the message behind his words.

I beam joy in return, replying, “You know what I mean.”
He’s been my colleague for some time, trading stories about
this experience, exploring the depths of knowledge, and most
importantly, interrogating reality. Amil was the one who truly
introduced me to Babel. He taught me to search the archive,
scanning the important records and abstracting the critical
mechanisms; he would say, “Find the code, the relevant inside
the records.” I can still sense this and other lessons operating,
running.

His gleam softens, he removes his lenses. Rubbing his upper
crown, then façade, he creates a sharp dent in the space above
and between his visuals. He looks up, leans in, quickly glances
over his collar link toward others collaborating nearby, and
communicates in a whisper, “I believe you.”

*   *   *

Babel contains the array of social psychological files, detailing
investigations into how we perceive cues and behave in social
settings, and use perceptively important symbols in ongoing
encounters. The files on status construction, particularly those
of Ridgeway, formally reveal how actors use informational
cues in interaction to distinguish group status.101 They outline
how observed characteristics give rise to biased expectations
—status beliefs—about the relative status and behavior of
racial groups, shedding light on the sufficient conditions that
lead to the emergence of the inegalitarian shared codes.102

Status beliefs emerge when, in the course of social
interaction, actors recognize a relationship between an
important resource and the normative, external symbols of
race. As for “how” this actually happens, the Ridgeway record
notes that interactions among individuals from “different”
racial groups that have “different” resources—“doubly



dissimilar” actors—leads to the emergence of a status belief, a
belief in the value of each race group.103 Doubly dissimilar
interactions, such as those between low-income Pandas and
high-income Abbads, inspire shared codes that Pandas have
low status and Abbads have high status. They systematically
confirm the general intuition that actors recognize
relationships between certain classificatory characteristics,
such as race, and resources when interacting with others.

*   *   *

“May we join?” Interrupted, I glance up from my protracted
logical proof with scribbled notations on a semi-tattered,
technicolor interface. A group of three stand adjacent, asking
to sit with me at the one partially-open, less desirable
workspace with a few available docks.

We are on the edge of the atrium, an open area home to
super-fast public workspaces, where during peak hours
seniority clumsily determines prime access. The walls are a
mix of office windows and balconies, bridges and stairs
trending upward towards a mystifying tiered glass ceiling
stretching toward the sky.

I feel frustration. Admittedly, this is not my private
workspace. Still, the query diverts my capacity to process both
fast and alone.

I do recognize two of three. I’m okay with them?
“You are welcome.” Extending an appendage, with an

upturned thenar,104 moving from left to right, slightly nodding
my crown, I invite them to perch and connect. But I’m not
interested in connecting; I am merely doing friendly, despite
my unspoken wish to be passively drifting alone along an
internal stream of ideas flowing through me and spilling into
my muddled notes.

They leisurely settle, connect and spread out, continuing
with a trivial treatise about the parts of an empirical social
machine. I feel watched; it is a struggle to focus amidst the
chatter.



“I-I-I-If we are e-each small p-p-parts of a machine,” the
one trainee, made clear by overt deferential contortions,
hesitatingly solicits. “Ah-Are we c-c-c-collectively more than
our c-c-connections?”

Another, an older colleague, an ambivisual, who takes turns
ignoring me in every other encounter and holds fast presently,
directs his energies toward the two others, tickled to talk more
about the timeworn topic, and subsequently, loquaciously
suggests that the social machine and connections are separate
from the parts.

Faltering, the query’s stimulus responds, “B-B-B-But this
defies b-basic logic!”

Unable to focus, I rise. “Please, excuse me?” Gathering my
things, particularly my tattered field notes and an invisible
dam from a flow of ideas pooled in memory. “I have to, I have
to work through some things . . . I wish I could join . . .”

They look up, showing modest disappointment at my
departure and concurrently, a cautious pleasure to
communicate more freely among the insulated group. After
urging them to enjoy the exchange, I disconnect, turning away.

The trainee noiselessly chatters, “What i-is the ‘ya-ya-you
are welcome’ stuff?”

Another responds, trailing off as I move, “Sh . . .”
Somehow, I can still sense him, simultaneously engaging the
others and watching my exit.

*   *   *

The Ridgeway record implements several social experiments
to show how actors learn shared codes about social hierarchy
—status beliefs.105 In one file, they examine the emergence of
status beliefs about nominal groups. They began by having
several participants fill out background information and take a
short “test” about group membership. After completing these
tasks, the participants were shown the pay scale for pairs of
participants: either eight units for the participant and eleven
for the partner, or eleven units for the participant and eight for
the partner. The scale showed that the pay for partners in the



experiment was unfair; one actor always earned more than
another. The pay scale also showed information on the
nominal group membership of each partner in the pair,
highlighting that the pay differences between them was related
to nominal groups.

Subsequent to seeing the pay scale, the team randomly
assigned participants to one of two nominal groups, S or Q,
categories which cleverly parallel racial classification.
Although the participants believed the assignment was made
on the basis of the short test, the test was just a ruse, allowing
the team to present participants with artificial information on
their nominal group membership, the pay scale, and
importantly, an informational cue that their pay was connected
to group membership.

After setting up the experimental condition, the team had
participants interact with confederates. The interactions always
involved an actor from the other nominal group and happened
through a microphone. S group participants always engaged Q
group participants and only heard their voice.106 In this way,
the doubly dissimilar participants worked with their partners to
solve a word problem. And since the participants were
interacting with an actor from the opposite group who they
thought was getting more/less pay, they could see how a
difference in resources translated into their beliefs and
behaviors, their shared codes.

They note that participants consistently developed negative
beliefs about subordinates in doubly dissimilar interactions.
Specifically, finding that “[after] two doubly dissimilar
encounters, both the resource-advantaged [i.e., dominant,
high-pay] and, importantly, the resource-disadvantaged [i.e.,
subordinate, low-pay] formed beliefs that actors in the
advantaged nominal category were higher in status.”107

They did it, I excitedly conclude. This file demonstrates that
status beliefs—shared codes—can emerge quickly in
interaction, and that subordinates—“victims”—also adopt the
status belief, learning to behave with bias.

They further explore status construction in other related
files, ardently investigating the way we learn, spread and



employ status beliefs. One shows that actors can learn them in
the context of interaction and, interestingly, by witnessing
interactions among doubly dissimilar groups.108 Another
demonstrates that PRMs both quickly learn and employ status
beliefs, promptly deploying the biased codes in doubly
dissimilar interactions to further inspire inequality.109 The
Ridgeway record, therefore, demonstrates that we develop and
hold expectations about the status of nominal groups, such as
racial groups, in the context of interaction and it informs our
subsequent behavior.

*   *   *

“Amil . . .” I approach him in the hallway, conversing with
Veda, an established scholar who has an impeccable record
and an extraordinary eye for talent. He shines, conveys
something to Veda that I am unable to decipher, they share
humor, and he turns to me, disconnected, as she glides off,
looking over and back at us twice.

I don’t like her. I feel she looks through me, questioning my
aptitude, the authenticity of my pursuits, suggesting there are
better ways to conceptualize race. And all of her queries are
not just general queries, they feel directed, disparaging, like
interrogations that aim to crack the shell of a hardened
criminal attempting to delude the public patrols.

“Is this about . . . ?” He curiously inquires.

“What? Oh, no.” I connect; it is about files on status beliefs,
the biased expectations about racial groups which emerge
when a relationship between resources and race becomes
apparent in social interaction. “It’s the Ridgeway record,” I
begin. “It suggests that racial inequality only requires enough
racists to markedly change the average resources of
subordinates. Once changed, other non-racist actors learn that
race is a proxy for resources . . . They develop shared codes
about the status of racial groups and employ them in social
interaction, thereby creating persistent racial inequality.”110

He slowly bobs, moving his dome, side-to-side, tilts it
down, processing, looks up, glances back, then away, and with
a soft countenance, responding, “I don’t understand.”



Confused, I realize he needs context. “It’s about my simple
machine.” I slow down, deliberately pacing my intake and
exhaust, pacifying excitement. “I want to, I want to build a
simple machine, to better understand race.”

“Yes . . . Yes . . .”

I tell Amil about my recent downloads, reviewing the
nuances of the three explanations of race, the interaction-based
view and the Ridgeway record on status construction. He
looks down, nodding slowly, sporadically looking up, clearly
acknowledging while processing the rush that pours out of my
body with an intermittent gaze.

“The three explanations do not happen in a vacuum. Yes, it
would be appealing to pinpoint a group of racist vampires as
being responsible . . . and yes, one may find appeal in blaming
victims’ culture for inequality.” Amil’s dome turns down, then
upward, focused on a ceiling corner, patently perplexed—I
should not have mentioned vampires.

I continue, nonetheless, now excluding the theatrical
characterization. “The thing is, the thing is that actors respond
to the patterns they experience in interactions . . . A dominant
racist may inspire lower expectations and resources among
subordinates . . . A subordinate, low-resourced actor in doubly
dissimilar interactions with dominants may contribute to
developing wider beliefs—shared codes among racists and
non-racists, among both subordinates and dominants—that
subordinates have low status.”

“Okay . . .” Amil says, irregularly recapturing my gaze,
bobbing, slowly digesting my tirade. “But what does it mean?”

“It means,” I resume, without slowing my initially excited
pace, “that race is a dynamic system where the explanations
work in concert, each influencing another, in the confines of
interactions.”

“A singular model?”

“Yes . . . yes, a single explanation would, in the context of
interaction, theoretically lead to behaviors that confirm the
others. The issue is how the explanations work together.”



“Interesting . . .” Amil beams, briefly captures my stare,
cleverly closes one visual, looks up and partly turns away,
awkwardly showing an intent to make a move towards the
main office.

Before departing, he encourages me. “It sounds exciting
. . .”

We disconnect.



INTERLUDE
THE EVOLUTION OF COGNITION

I am larger, better than I thought,

I did not know I held so much goodness.
—WALT WHITMAN, “Song of the Open Road”

Ideas, concepts, information—they flow through your
processor, populating it like pieces of code in an operating
system. These independent impressions—metaphorical forms
—combine, give birth, mutate and die, using information from
various environmental sensors, discerning likes and dislikes,
as an experiential guide. They grow, exponentially.

How does this internal population evolve, naturally
selecting and reproducing metaphorical forms which are
better suited for survival in this immaterial landscape? This
query, too, being an advanced impression, adaptively moves
toward a solution as the ensuing generation begins to populate
the conscious terrain of your processor.

Perhaps this population evolves like an economic system,
the conceptual currency being used as exchange for pains and
pleasures, developing certain attitudes and behaviors, realizing
resources amidst a ruling state of nature, maybe war. Some
simple forms band with others, as a team, to secure their
survival in the face of a larger, seemingly more legitimate
form. Firms develop—informational cooperatives, which
exploit certain favorable mutations, facilitating their capacity
to reproduce—to survive. As oligopoly emerges from the
laissez-faire landscape in certain markets, and monopoly
surfaces in others, regulation appears, demanding more
diversity, better representation. The heads of industry respond,
drawing on rationality, a complex of external market
information, and when this doesn’t work, resort to
manipulation, violence, misinformation and murder to keep
the largesse of this internal economic system in their purview.

The internal territorial government, initially democratic, is a
backdrop to the immaterial market, providing a geopolitical



stage on which an evolutionary process takes place. These
ideas fashion a formal legislative body, then institute and host
elections; they run campaigns for personal office, make
promises, woo constituents, secure votes and when successful,
move to a charming habitat in the capital, near the seat of rule.
They mix with other big ideas, both in- and outside of the
political sphere, yearning and maneuvering to become bigger
ideas as the population systematically moves forward to the
next generation. Over time, the purportedly bigger ideas of
each era become entrenched political insiders intricately
connected to the government in a formidable web that taxes
the masses, regulates exchange and prevents chaos, only
demanding a reasonable, self-determined social expenditure
that definitively separates the considerably large civic ideas
residing in the capital from other more minor notions in return.

The families of ideas systemically reinforce the
evolutionary unrest in the small sample of what
overwhelmingly feels like a huge, unobserved, uncertainty-
laden informational landscape. Each set of ideas, desiring the
best outcomes for their ideological progeny, slowly recognizes
the markers of industrial and political success in the
environment, noting those characteristics that distinguish the
chosen ideas from themselves. Looking closely, they examine
each of their offspring for an inkling of the eminent logics,
presuming that these distinct posterities will carry their lineage
forward into the evolved population of the future. They give
the prize winners in their litter more attention and resources to
the detriment of familial novelty, the true demands of the
internal environment and population diversity. The families in
this population of contemplations believe they are doing the
right thing—consciously adapting, evolving, surviving.

These families form households, which band together into
large, extended communities of ideas, become villages and
districts, then provinces, and eventually, meta-collectives and
clans from which factions emerge. Your ideas slowly evolve
into sets of disconnected central beliefs that guide both your
sensory experience and consequently, programmatic response.
These beliefs—religions with ideological adherents throughout
the immaterial space—all uniquely specify an essential view



of the experiential landscape, distinguishing a logic that
imparts an observable—but not transcendent—truth.
Compassion arguably fills the connections within the
populations of believers—a superficially selfless spirt at the
least—while tolerance, suspicion and aversion characterizes
the relationship to nonbelievers. The faithful followers of these
dominant doctrines selfishly employ selfless intuitions of
evolving towards higher forms, and contest both competing
parties of pious perceptions and the bizarro-like complements
of random, unattached, wild ideas.

At this exact ruminative moment, when you do not expect
it, the landscape changes. The changes radically alter the
success of various firms; the distinguishing marks of
conceptual status in religion, politics and economy are tossed
aside as small oases of survival develop amidst a sea of
turmoil. The big ideas, barely holding on, unable to evolve,
begin slowly dying en masse. Then, when the landscape you
encounter radically demands—nay, selects—a new set of
distinguishing markers, contributing to the reproduction of
those novel ideas that are better suited for survival and
adaptively transforming the population of impressions in quick
successive generations, the real truth appears. You internally
evolve. The population of forms inside your processor are now
fundamentally different than they were before; learning
emerges, as cohorts rapidly pass, and selectivity operatively
changes the collectivity via the environment. The assembly
slowly adapts, becoming a new, evolved constitution of
information and mix of algorithms.



PART TWO
BUILDING A SIMPLE MACHINE

A new type of reasoning is essential if we are to survive and move toward higher
levels.

—ALBERT EINSTEIN

There are radical differences in the well-being of racial groups.
And there are simple explanations for these differences that
draw on vampires or zombies or victims. However, race in the
real world is complicated; it is a multifaceted, complementary,
seemingly contradictory and consequently complex system.
This system encompasses a space where simple explanations
coordinate and complicate others, and where both structured
and unstructured interactions accumulate to form significant
racial disparities.

I begin, again, resurrecting this addictive pursuit on arousal,
processing, Why . . . exactly, how do these distinct factors fit
together? . . . Can . . . does . . . how do I show . . . assess
whether the characterizations work in concert? . . . Maybe . . .
Transitioning from one phase to the next, through each portal
in the environment, geographic and temporal, I eventually find
myself on the verge of the Nearbay campus. I missed
preparation, refueling and the transport trip in, caught in the
atrophy of computing, internally ruminating. I overlooked the
awesome shades of blue-green that visibly reflect in the waters
off the coast as we descend, creating a visual orchestra
exacerbated by the cool ether and aroma of sand and salt
water. My simple goal, which has pushed my conscious
sensory responsivity to nil, is to arrive and continue the work.

Moving through the atrium, deep in contemplation and
excitedly curious, I sense I am watched. Focused, I move
briskly toward the portal to an administrative office and
corridor, desiring the space beyond, to process my latest
downloads. I hear a low audible signal, see movement,
something rising on the left. Instinctively, I shift focus
leftward, still continuing to avidly progress toward the prize—
intellectual solitude.



“E-E-E-Excuse me.”

“. . . ?” I slow.

“I c-c-connected with you b-briefly.” It is the trainee from
my workspace encounter some time ago. “I-I-I-I’m Santiago
. . . u-uh . . . um, Santi.” He begins fast, conveying something,
stuttering another, his façade and upper body discernibly
distorting in time with his speech. Anxious about my own
ideas dissipating, I do not really listen, but sense his body
language between tics—I feel curiosity. I catch on, “I hear you
are b-b-building an artificial social machine, or, er a-a-a
simple m-machine. I-I’d really like t-t-to know more. Like,
why d-do you need t-t-to b-build that?”

We carelessly connect at first, conversing about race,
noncritically, and how it is created in the context of social
interactions. We simultaneously explore each other, surveying
interests, backgrounds, sporadically sharing bits of experience,
and searching for commonalities tucked in the segues and
tangents that bridge and divide our still going transmission on
race. Recognizing his interest, I settle, inviting a more
involved connection than initially desired, then indicate that,
in regards to creating race, one can imagine some of these
constituent interactions are between employers and employees
in formal organizations, others are between neighbors, and still
others are random encounters between PRMs in public
settings. These interactions may be structured—occurring
within a segregated habitat or social network—or unstructured
—occurring on the commercial corridor, a transport or another
communal context. “The issue,” I contend, “is there are
countless things about these interactions that make them
complex. But there are two, in particular, that have
implications for studying race and demand our attention.”

Santi, scooting up, his right-most supplemental link
supporting his upper dome, shows patent interest. “First,” still
subtly torn between the similarly fascinating social and
solitary communions available to me, “interactions are
cumulative. Our experiences in early interactions shape those
in subsequent ones. An early advantage compounds across
interactions to create more privilege like a snowball rolling



down a hill.” He bobs; nevertheless, his stature, uneven,
insinuates he is weighted. Although sensing some uncertainty,
I continue, “This cumulative effect of interactions undermines
our capacity to distinguish the exact factors driving racial
inequality.”

“W-W-Why?” he abruptly inquires, narrowing the openings
of two visuals in a pulsing pattern, cogitating.

Pleased, I respond, “The factors . . . The explanations of
race are complementary. They fit together in a puzzle . . . As
one switch is flipped, another moves, simultaneously . . . and
an unseen host of mysteriously sequenced, similar others move
as well. This simultaneity of ongoing mechanisms makes
identifying the exact originating factor in an existing system
analogous to the Gallus and the Ovum.”

“P-P-Point t-taken.”

My second point, the other issue that makes studying the
social interactions behind race complex, is that we change
ourselves in response to interactions.

“We have agency! Our responses to early experiences shape
our later interactions . . . There is feedback in the social
machine.” I briefly review the research on status construction,
showing that we use information about group differences in
resources to develop status beliefs. “Pattern recognition
machines,” I continue, “after learning status beliefs, employ
these biased expectations, using them to inform behavior in
future encounters with members of the respective racial
group.” Although it is left unsaid, I sense from Santi’s muted,
pensive response that he reasonably understands the logic on
how feedback adds complexity, undermining the capacity to
effectively analyze race as a static component in a system of
statistical equations.

“Studying race is inherently difficult,” I submit in my
closing plug to his query, as he now bobs more assuredly. “We
must account for both cumulative experience and feedback.”

Certainly, mechanics like difficult problems, huge
multidimensional puzzles that we get to study with really
fancy tools. I choose not to use the more traditional tools such



as ethnography and survey statistics. Instead, I use a method
that centers on how independent agents work in concert to
form a unique, aggregate system.

Rising to disconnect, I wrap up. “I am building a simple
machine using a technique called agent-based modeling. This
systemic approach, which incorporates cumulative experience
and feedback, is analogous to the analysis of how the cells of
an organism work together, using a cryptogram, to create a
larger, unified living body. I aim to see how independent
agents work together, to make race.”

*   *   *

The line between the ingenious and absurd is razor thin. I
often, unintentionally, view this pair as poles on an extended
line, true ingenuity separated from excrement by an infinite
string of unique accounts of increasingly less intellectual
worth; genius pointing to spaces in Babel covered in darkness,
the absence of truth, of knowledge in the area; absurdity
finding itself in the very well-lit and arguably nonexistent
places within the archive. This involuntary linear view makes
me feel safe, believing that any move toward an ingenuous
contribution is naturally a move away from ineptitude.1

The reality of the respected divide in the value of a
scholarly contribution may be better represented by a circle—
we make the circle by bending the extended line, touching the
two ends, such that the epitome of ingenuity is on the brink of
complete, utter absurdity. Adventurous explorers walk this
boundary line, teetering between the brink, tempting both
success and failure, enduring the perpetual anxiety and
uncertainty of distinguishing personal contributions with great
intrinsic value from those wholly futile others. The less
audacious, those averse to the ambiguous line between
ingenious and absurd, move away from this uncertain frontier,
making prudent contributions and debating the merits of others
emerging on the brink.

Intently, I obsessively wonder, Can . . . What is the
distinction between the adventurous and less audacious
explorers? How . . . Does . . . assess . . . value? Where . . .
What . . . intelligence . . . ? Do . . . Who . . . dread, fear . . . risk



. . . luck? My latest right answer to this persistent stream of
ambiguously incomplete internal queries is perspective. It is
the hopeful capacity to see dim lights within the dark unknown
and undiscovered logics; the penchant to see the world from a
different vantage seems to separate the adventurous explorer,
contributing added light to the negative space, from the less
respected, more mundane contributions that merely cement the
dominant logical structure.

Still, how . . . where . . . ? I only have my conviction that
constructing a simple machine will eventually bring new light,
perhaps acceptance, amidst the feelings of anxiety, fear and
sheer terror.

*   *   *

A longstanding fascination of advanced cognition is the “what
if” problem. Countless forms exist, usually emerging within
classrooms, labs and krewes, ubiquitously seen in fictions and
fantasies, as well as among the high benefactors boasting in
bars and basilicas. The problem, at the personal level, could be
“what if I dropped out?,” leading to an imagination about a
hypothetical world wherein one has a radically different
lifestyle. Or they center on a past relationship—“What if I
stayed with my developmental darling?”2—with subsequent
imaginations about whether one would have traveled down the
same career path, cultivated similar friendships, and so on.

Social mechanics call these “what if” problems thought
experiments; writers call them stories. We all use some form
of these simple, intellectual explorations to imagine what
could happen if a certain condition changed, and subsequently,
we use this insight to inform future behavior.

Agent-based models—the class of technical methods I use
to build a simple machine—are rigorous mathematical thought
experiments. The models focus on how agents interact to
create a larger phenomenon. These models are analogous to
thought experiments because one asks: “If some actors in a
population use behavior x instead of y, what would be the
outcome?”

*   *   *



A real world question may be: if I want to avoid a crowded
commute on the way back from a playoff game, specifically in
the pivotal post-season contest in the much-publicized ongoing
athletic conflict between the Colonial Thieves and Freedom
Foes, should I leave before it is over or stay until it ends?

Assuming everyone attending wants to see the whole game,
one can gather that the initial satisfaction of seeing the entire
game and leaving immediately afterward readily leads to
dissatisfaction when everyone sits on a crowded transport. A
natural response would be to leave early, to beat the rush.
However, if everyone does this, we all end up sitting on a
crowded transport and missing the end of the game—again,
we would feel dissatisfaction.

What we need is for some fans to leave early, and others to
leave immediately after the game is over. But how do we
decide who should leave early and who should leave when the
game ends? Countless fans attempt—and fail—to answer this
question using the ambulatory ends of their lower links, often
leaving the game early with the promise of leading a caravan
to their quarters in a timely manner.

The agent-based modeling method allows one to analyze
and answer the question of when to leave the game with the
optimal community strategy,3 permitting us to solve a problem
that is too complex to internally process effectively.

*   *   *

“Why the agent-based model . . . the simple machine?”

“. . . ?”

Amil shifts in his dock, peers up and down, then back at me
through our connection at the workspace in the crowded
context. His office, much larger than my own, contains an
overawing collection of hard copied files, his secret love,
leading him to black out the windows and install a system of
independent shelves organized by theme and era, thereby
allowing him to store more stuff and still have a modicum of
space to share a discourse and display work.



Puzzled, he asks, “Why not couple an existing data set with
a traditional technique like regression analysis, one of the
newer Bayesian, multilevel statistical models with all the
causal bells and whistles? A simple machine . . .” He pauses,
shaking. “That seems more like a fantastic intellectual game. I
mean, it’s cool, but?” He lifts the junction between his right-
most collar and upper torso, and tilts to the right as he gazes
toward my direction, a stance that precisely captures the
mocking query just thrust upon me.

I let things hang in the ether, pondering my response. I’m
hurt; I believed Amil understood; I abhor his recreational
characterization. Looking back at Amil and feeling the weight
of a cordial, but cutting demand for scholarly justification, I
explain that although agent-based models are often used by
physicists and computer scientists, others are increasingly
using them to study the dynamics of social behaviors.

“I feel, I feel we need a different vantage, a systemic
perspective,” I convey, still showing a bit of irritation that he
has derisively questioned my intent. “Simple machines, like
this one, offer that perspective. They center on the macro-
level, societal consequences of the behaviors of hundreds,
even thousands of individual agents, interacting with one
another in a virtual landscape. This is an alternative way to
demonstrate the workings of racial inequality; it is not a quaint
intellectual game.”4

I further convey these agent-based models allow one to
“grow” social phenomenon among artificial agents interacting
with one another and that they are dynamic representations of
a real social machine.5 Then, looking squarely toward his
visuals, while he cursorily averts my stare, I continue, “Amil,
with this method, this method one can analyze how the actions
of individuals coalesce and emerge into a phenomenon . . .
examine how various factors influence the respective
population level outcome . . . how the small actions of agents
accumulate to shape well-being in a world.”6

Amil subtly squirms in his dock.



“Indeed, it is not, it is not a data driven quest. But it does
allow me to examine the nature of race . . . how racists
contribute to racial inequality . . . as well as how the behaviors
of non-racists shape inequality.”

Amil, once looking down, listening, is now sympathetically
nodding. Slowly, between glances and gazes away, he begins
to recognize that using agent-based models to grow social
phenomenon implicitly invokes an alternative standard for
understanding the validity of our explanations called
emergence.7

“I think I understand,” he concedes, his initially derisive
tone subtly dissipating in the foreground, but still bubbling in
the backdrop. For clarification, I subsequently suggest he
download a few records and files which use agent-based
models—novel accounts that grow social phenomenon in a
simple machine.

I disconnect—still feeling uncertain about the sardonic
query.

*   *   *

The Schelling record depicts the first agent-based model
published into Babel.8 The model centers on segregation, the
separation of groups in physical and/or social space. Racial
habitat segregation is particularly high. And, as suggested with
verve in various eras, segregation has been particularly high
for a remarkably long time.9 Most individuals anchor in
habitats that are couched in communities largely consisting of
their racial group, Abbads living with mostly Abbads and
Pandas largely with other Pandas.10 Schelling set out to study
how certain behaviors—the simple codes implemented by
ordinary actors choosing where to live—influenced the level
of segregation.11

Schelling developed a model, using checkers on a
checkerboard, to examine how the actions of independent
agents are related to the larger, communal outcome of
segregation. He used a standard checkerboard, randomly
placed black and white checkers all around. After distributing



the checkers, he randomly selected one checker and moved it
based on a simple rule:

SCHELLING’S RULE
If at least half of the checkers in your neighborhood—the blocks surrounding the
checker—are of your color, then stay;

Else, move to the nearest open square that satisfies this preference.

Following this rule, Schelling randomly selected and moved—
or not—checkers around the board until every checker was
“satisfied.”

The code used in the Schelling model appears impartial: the
checkers desire to be in neighborhoods that are racially mixed.
It seems this broad desire for racial diversity in local
neighborhoods would lead to widespread racial diversity, an
integrated community. Sadly, this line of logic, the hope that a
desire for diversity would lead to a rainbow of racial
integration, is grossly wrong.

The record reveals that the individual-level desire to live in
a diverse neighborhood leads to nearly perfect segregation:
implementing ostensibly impartial codes about neighborhood
preference led to white checkers in one area and black
checkers in another. This result holds even if we reduce the
desire for same color neighbors from one-half to one-third.
The individual, seemingly impartial preferences for mixed
neighborhoods do not translate into integrated communities;
rather, they create segregation.

*   *   *

“So, how does a population of agents who want to live in
communities where at least half the actors are the same color
become a segregated?” We are in my office, Santi, Manuel and
I, connected to the workspace. Santi is intrigued by Schelling,
and the construction of simple machines. His colleague,
Manuel, a cohort senior with a strong interest in performance
and networks, has an appetite for what he deems “playing
imaginary with numbers.” Though his nomenclature feels
derisive, Manuel is open, but intellectually cautious,
skeptically inquiring about how the Schelling model produces
segregation and, undoubtedly, assessing me as a conduit for



training and placement should his first few more eminent
choices not work out.

“The critical factor in the model is the emergence of spaces
where agents can realize their goal of living in communities
where at least half of agents are the same color.” I motion with
a tentacle, turn to the interface next to my dock, search for and
find a picture of a checkerboard. I post it to the workspace and
commence with the explication. “Suppose one white agent, A,
moves to a space that satisfies this goal.” I write an “A” on the
sample checkerboard, such that Santi and Manuel can see the
occupied space. “Another white agent, B, can satisfy this same
goal by moving to a space nearby the initial white agent, A.” I
write a “B” in the space next to the A on the posted
checkerboard. “Then, another white agent, C, can satisfy her
goal by moving nearby agents A and B.”

After I write in the “C” next to the A and B, I advance,
“This ongoing process of agents moving into spaces nearby
established same-color neighborhoods creates a cascade,
leading to segregation. In other words, once a few same-color
checkers form a small neighborhood, other checkers move
nearby because ‘at least half the neighbors are of the same
color.’

“At the same time, the black checkers in spaces nearby
agents A, B and C begin saying, ‘There goes the
neighborhood,’ and eventually move to areas with more black
checkers.”

Santi quips melodically, without falter, “I guess the
neighbors think I’m selling dope . . .”12

After sharing humor, amidst a bit of shock, Manuel looks to
Santi, then back at me, now showing obvious intrigue. He
notes, “The well-intentioned actions of agents led to an
undesirable result. That’s really cool!” He bobs, but his rapt,
semi-focused visuals reveal him slowly drifting into an
internal debate.

I attempt to bring him back. “The example highlights three
key features of agent-based models.” They both train on me,
simultaneously, tuning their antennae.



“First,” I broadcast, “the actions of agents accumulate.” The
model begins by randomly selecting one checker and having
them make a choice about moving; then, another checker is
randomly selected and makes a choice about moving; a third,
fourth, fifth (and so on) checker is randomly selected and
makes a choice about moving. “The sequential moves build on
each other, every one, predicated on those that came before . . .
Each move changes the distribution. At the population level,
the accumulation of these moves eventually presents as
segregation.”

Both bob in affirmation; I plow forward. “Second, the
model has feedback.” Since he reviewed the record, I look to
Santi with an opportunity. “Where do you see feedback?” I
motion to the checkerboard.

“Feedback,” Santi hesitates, pauses to recall and process,
bobs with certainty, then begins, with great effort. “I-I-It c-c-c-
comes from information on neighborhood c-composition. The
ch-ch-ch-checkers use information on how other ch-checkers
are d-d-distributed on the b-board in their subsequent d-
decisions t-t-to move or stay.”

“Exactly!” He clearly apprehends. “The decisions of each
checker to move—to change the board—are responses to the
current makeup of the board.”

I draw their attention to the checkerboard, and motion to the
letter A. “Suppose this white checker decided to move from a
neighborhood with two black checkers and one white checker
to the current neighborhood . . . This move, made in response
to the makeup of the board, also changes the board. Thus, the
current composition influences the future . . . The current
experience of each selected checker—their satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with the local neighborhood—is used in their
subsequent decisions to reorganize the larger checkerboard.”

Santi is pleasantly joyful, showing an appreciation, thinly
relishing the chance to reveal his insight, though clearly
desiring more. Manuel, in contrast, feels distracted, directs his
visuals up, down, all around, seemingly everywhere but me,
scarcely showing interest and only appearing to follow along
with a sporadic nod.



Unsure of Manuel’s connection, I look to Santi,
communicating, “A final important feature of the model is its
simplicity.” Manuel modestly refocuses with this word,
training his visuals, captive, with a semblance of renewed
interest. “The model demonstrates how a specific behavioral
code—a checker’s desire to live in a diverse neighborhood—
influences segregation . . . It shows how the non-racist actions
of checkers on a board accumulate to what many consider a
racist outcome—high racial segregation.”

When we discuss the critique—that it overlooks moving
costs, habitat values, crime, training, quality commerce, and
similar things—Manuel sheds the grave, coming back to life,
debating how these factors shape the level of segregation in a
network. Dominating the conversation, he regales us with his
insights on the important factors that contribute to segregation
in the real world.

“These are all important factors,” I interject, happy that he
is engaged once again. “And they are worthy of study.” I
pause, an obvious effort to express a real interest in these
pursuits, before speaking slowly and deliberately. “There are
great benefits, however, to understanding how a simple
machine works in a vacuum. It allows us to see how a specific
mechanism is related to a phenomenon, without being
overwhelmed, without trying to incorporate every possible
factor . . . We can grow segregation, without trying to build
actual communities.”13

*   *   *

“Why do actors cooperate?” The Axelrod record is concerned
with this fundamental question.14 Cooperation, notably, is
distinct from noncooperation, which is also known as self-
interest. We cooperate when we respect the property and
liberty of others as we go about acquiring the resources we
desire, and do not constantly steal, cheat and kill one another
for these resources; we act in self-interest when we steal,
cheat, kill, plunder, and suchlike in an effort to secure the
resources we desire. Political philosophy describes the latter
world, where every actor is at war with others for resources, as
the “state of nature.” This social landscape contrasts with the



“state of society” where, by submitting to a shared social code,
actors gain security and protection of their rights of property,
life and liberty through cooperation.

Certainly, society is characterized by cooperation. There
are, however, a considerable number of citizens who act in
self-interest. These self-interested actors are the overwhelming
minority; most do not do not violently steal or surreptitiously
take the things they covet. Thus, the central question of
Axelrod—who bluntly acknowledges that “reason could not
discover love for the other, because it’s unreasonable”15—is:
why do we cooperate?

*   *   *

To answer this query, the early Axelrod record cleverly
documents and summarizes the results of a tournament among
various strategies in an iterated game of prisoner’s
dilemma.16,17 The tournament went as follows: two strategies
were randomly paired to play a game of prisoner’s dilemma;
they played for a random number of rounds, unknown to each
competitor; after each set of rounds, the strategies with the
best outcomes moved on to the next set in the tournament.
Hence, the tournament was a lot like “Spring Madness,” the
ball-centered, media-managed, profit-swelling sporty
competition where the best performing amateur teams move
forward toward a magnificent moment. In this tournament,
though, the progression was based on a strategy’s average
score instead of winning the current game.

Certainly, there are countless strategies that one could
create.18 The first time that Axelrod conducted the tournament
there were fifteen strategies submitted and one clear winner.
He then conducted a second tournament with sixty-three
strategies. Again, the same clear winner emerged. Lastly,
Axelrod used computer code to come up with thousands of
random strategies which evolved to develop into the best
strategy. The winning strategy of this final tournament was a
close relative of the winner of the first two.

Notably, the winning strategy was not pure self-interest or
cooperative strategy, but rather a hybrid named tit-for-tat,



where a player performs the same action that was just
performed by the opponent. This strategy is good mix of awe-
inspiring, prophetic forgiveness and transparent, primal
punishment: it punishes opponents, defecting immediately
after they have defected, and it forgives opponents by starting
to cooperate once those who defected get back in line.

*   *   *

The appeal of Axelrod lies in the wide applicability of the
simple model. Though it may not seem like we sit around
playing prisoner’s dilemma with friends, family and co-
workers, we actually do play it in the course of interaction.
Indeed, it does not look as dramatic as being dragged in for
interrogation, then sitting in the box not “snitching” while
millions watch the drama unfold in a primetime production.
However, we have hundreds of interactions, within and across
every interval, where we cooperate with others. We cooperate
with shopkeepers by not stealing, and with our neighbors by
not digging up their florae. Governments cooperate with other
governments by not pillaging, by developing treaties, and so
forth. In fact, we have implemented an intricate “tit-for-tat
code” in many of the norms, laws and international accords to
support cooperation in the social machine.19

*   *   *

“Eevnoyre skees ttruh . . . . Fwe rae perreapd ot ese, acpcet, sa
ti si.”

*   *   *



THE CREATION CHRONICLE, PART III
On the day of creation, the Gods convened a panel of primate
elders and presented them several rules of cooperation. These
divine rules pertained to freedom of religion, respect for all,
non-exploitation, fairness, and many other social forms. The
elders received these rules, discussed them at length with
depth, and carefully mixed a curated subset in a magic bowl.
They delivered the bowl to the Gods, who immediately burned
the contents, creating a thick cloud of smoke, instantly
blinding the elders to the greatness of the moment and
memory of the divine occasion. Then, after singing a shamanic
incantation, the Gods inhaled, invoking and unleashing the
unifying creative forces behind all things, and collectively
exhaled, breathing life into the new herd.

With each divine breath, they instituted the rules of
cooperation. The first breath, wafting in the smoke as a swirl
of sparkling glitter, then dissipating to congeal into pure light,
created a single primordial being, representing the entire
connected life of the herd. This being, an embryonic
incarnation of the contents in the bowl, was the seed, the
kernel for the herd and all that it would become—effectively,
the source code.

With the second breath, the pure light separated into
innumerable parts, floating on the cloud of smoke like an
Aranea web, radiantly reflecting the light of the suns in the
morning dew; the primordial singularity, gradually and
methodically, expanded into a finite population. This breath
connected each primate to the herd; although each was distinct
with unique characteristics, they implicitly shared the divine
rules of cooperation mixed into the magic bowl. They began to
employ these shared rules in interactions, in a single social
dimension, Alpha.

The third breath further divided the herd, creating another
dimension. It divided the life of every actor into two
complementary dimensions, Alpha and Beta, and each one
began to engage others, simultaneously, in both. Importantly,
the two dimensions were connected: the interactions were
recursively tied across dimensions, each employing a similar,



but not exact, source code, subtly guiding the constituent
social actors.

With each breath, the Gods added complexity to the herd.
They breathed into marriage and family, as well as science and
the arts. They blew into herd economics, education and
government. On and on, this process proceeded, in an
putatively random pattern, the pantheon breathing life into the
population, each breath further dividing and complicating.

The culmination of this ceremony was the primate herd.

*   *   *
We make our own machines and devise our own contests in which to engage
them.

—COLSON WHITEHEAD, John Henry Days

Agent-based models are very powerful, analytic tools that are
able to reveal how a particular trend emerges among
independent agents. Although not widely used, they are an
increasingly popular and valuable way to study dynamic
systems.20 The method connects the micro-level theoretical,
experimental and ethnographic research on behavior with the
more traditional macro-level statistical analyses seen in survey
research.21 These models are a novel middle path for
conducting research.

There are a few examples of agent-based models of social
inequality.22 These files explore how agents with memories
interact to “grow inequality.” Although these files emphasize
inequality more broadly—focusing on how agents use
identifiable symbols, such as gender and wardrobe, to create
inequality—they have implications for research on race.

“The first file is Duong and Reilly . . . They study the
emergence of inequality.”23

There are five of us now—Santi, Manuel, and two new
others whose names I do not remember and, embarrassment
inspiring an aversion to ask, whom I have efficiently
designated ‘Green Hat’ and ‘Red Scarf’ in my processor—
meeting in the atrium. Admittedly, I was comfortable
conversing with Santi, even okay with Manuel, but I don’t



know these two more than a familiar passing form in the
hallway; they are two perfunctory parts of a landscape which
sends brief auditory missives while I carefully tend to a
background routine running in local memory.

I proceed, feeling more guarded among the new facades. “In
this file, this file, the simple machine centers on agents with an
artificial neural network interacting with each other in the
capacity of employers and workers. The artificial neural
network allows agents to learn that signs and symbols have
meaning, an associative memory.”

Green Hat partly opens her vent, physically expressing her
intellectual interest, with visuals focused on each utterance.
Red Scarf, dissimilarly, is discreet and only appears to
distractedly draw the attention of Manuel.

I explain that workers in the model have three observable
characteristics: (1) fads, which agents are free to change; (2)
suits, which agents can buy using money from employment;
and (3) a race, which cannot be changed. Workers also have
one unobservable characteristic: talent. Although talent is
unobserved, employers who hire a worker learn if the agent is
“talented” or “untalented” via observation. The challenge for
employers is to find out which workers are talented and hold
on to them, as well as which workers are untalented and avoid
them.

“So, how does it work?” Green Hat, impatient, cuts to the
chase, impetuously requesting a revelation. Red Scarf, in
contrast, is somehow focused and attentive, but still
withdrawn, quiet, subdued.

“Well, in, in this model, the employers hire and fire workers
in each time step. In each iteration of the simulation, they let
go of their untalented employees, and even some of their
talented ones.”

Santi smoothly interjects, singing with wit, “cold blooded,”
to a response of snickers and snorts among our quintet.24

I nod, beaming, experiencing humor. Then continue, “The
employer updates her neural network in the midst of this
process. This is key—it engenders stronger associations



between talent and agent characteristics, such as fads, suits and
race, in the artificial intellects of the employers. Likewise,
workers update their neural network. They develop
associations between their personal characteristics and
employment.”

“They are learning,” Green Hat mutters, revealing a wealth
of curiosity and intrigue with her externals.

Interrupted. “Will you please stop?” Manuel is abrupt, direct
and openly disturbed. Although his focus, Red Scarf, appears
to be ambivisual, she has summarily captured his singular
gaze. “Look, I don’t have anything against you all. But it feels
invasive . . . It’s super distracting.” Red Scarf hurriedly scans
the group, one visual loosely trained on Manuel, assessing the
situation. She is charged with using a triple-recessively
inherited attribute that grants the carrier a capacity to
simultaneously observe two streams of separate content. In
this case, she’s apparently been observing Manuel on the side,
sensing his experience, lacing it, then exploring an intricate
nexus unavailable to others. “And it’s just plain rude!”

“Ah-Ah-Ah-Anna Mae!” Santi censures.

Others affirm Santi’s sentiments, sympathetically
exhausting, sighs, coupled with an unspoken stare. Anna Mae,
a.k.a. Red Scarf, summarily responds, silently acquiescing.

“Indeed . . . they are learning,” I cautiously continue,
attempting to thread a needle and sew accord. “The model
contains feedback, whereby employers and workers slowly
learn which characteristics represent talent and, relatedly,
employment.”

“So,” Green Hat begins, focused, her interest unperturbed,
“the employers may learn that talented workers wear a
particular suit and hire agents wearing the suit?”

“Yes!” I’m psyched; she beams excitement, intrigue. “And,”
I continue eagerly, “the workers, seeing that others with the
suit are hired, may change their characteristics—purchasing a
suit—to increase chances of employment.”



As I grow more comfortable, our conversation turns to the
findings of the file—that the employers’ perceptions of fads,
suits and race influenced employment and synchronously
changed together. Specifically, as one employer learned that
talented workers wore a certain suit, the others learned as well.

“The employers, then, learn that certain symbols represent
talent . . . Workers attempt to acquire that symbol . . . As a lot
of workers acquire the symbol, its meaning changes. In the
end, the non-talented workers acquire and devalue the
symbol.”25

Green Hat gently exclaims, “That’s awesome!” She is still
excited. I appreciate the interest, the felt emotion on her
façade. I am happy she is part of the connection.

“I think, I think it’s neat too!” I continue, “But, in regards to
race, this file found that racial inequality emerged as the result
of historical accidents.” The mood changed with these words,
excited interest turning to looks of “what the . . . ?” on each
façade. The record noted these accidents were the product of
situations where race comes to be correlated with employment
and, subsequently, the capacity to afford a certain suit.26

Amidst the collective discomfort, after discussing the
disturbing details of an accidental inequality, I briefly
summarize the file for our group: “This model teaches us that
once a relationship between race and a resource becomes
apparent, it can fuel racial inequality.”

Still bothered, we break.

*   *   *

“May I join you?”

Methodically slowing my intake, focusing, with a nontrivial
tension pulsing underneath my cervical link, I cautiously
extend my thenar, saying, “You are welcome.” But I do not
understand why she would like to sit in this connection when
there are many other more alluring social options currently
available in the atrium.

“Thank you,” she replies, appearing pleasant to most,
feeling like subterfuge for me. She settles next to Santi, who



moves closer on the semi-circular workspace. The group
summarily reshuffles, slightly spacing, before it begins to
refocus. She inquires with a joyous fervor that makes my
essence retreat into a cave of irritation, secretly offended that
she is intruding, “What are we talking about?”

Bothered, I blurt, “Simple machines, simple machines—
agent-based models—designed to study inequality.”

Then, after a deliberate delay, an attempt to reframe using
the refrain of silence, from a slightly less reactive space, we
discuss a second example, the ethnocentrism model in the file
of Hammond and Axelrod.27 They employed a prisoner’s
dilemma to explore ethnocentrism, the preference for one’s
own group.28 Perhaps, I express, this may be preference to hire
from one’s own group; or, a tendency to subjectively measure
everything in relation to one’s own soft-wired vantage. In any
case, I explain, the action of ethnocentrism is the exclusion of
other groups and elevation of one’s own group in social
interactions.

“Tell me, how did they . . . ?” It’s a generic question,
unfinished. But to me, between us, amidst an acrid backdrop,
colored by an amusement of intelligent torture, it is a taunt,
layered with a faint condescension, one that escapes the others.

“T-T-T-To study ethnocentrism,” Santi responds, stepwise,
“they first p-p-populated an ar-ar-artificial landscape with
agents of four c-c-c-color groups, which are e-e-equivalent to
racial g-groups. Then, they endowed e-e-each agent with one
of four unique strategies, i-i-independent of c-c-color group.”
He peeks up to gauge attention. I nod, he looks back down,
and continues to sputter along. “One, c-c-cooperate with
everyone . . . two, d-d-defect with everyone . . . three, c-c-
cooperate with own group and d-defect with others, c-c-called
ethnocentrism . . . and four, c-c-cooperate with others and d-d-
defect with own group, I-I-I call this ‘the sellout.’”29 Santi
beams, a shower of humor descends on the group, even Veda.

“After p-p-p-populating the landscape, the agents moved
around, they p-played a one-move p-p-prisoner’s d-d-dilemma
game with other agents.30 Then, they re-re-pr-produced . . .



they p-p-produced children—n-new agents—in pr-pr-pr-
proportion to their success in the g-game, with more
successful agents having the m-most ch-ch-children . . . and,
which k-k-kinda sucks in c-contrast, the agents d-d-die in
proportion to how p-p-poorly they p-played the game.”

Santi persevered to explain that when reproducing, the
children inherit the strategy of parents; that an ethnocentric
mother would produce an ethnocentric child. He concluded,
“These t-t-two features of the simple machine—re-re-pr-
production and d-d-d-death—give it an e-evolutionary qua-
quality. A world where su-suc-successful strategies pp-
produce more offspring, an-and less successful strategies d-d-
die out.”

“Great summary!” Green Hat supportively pronounces, a
parade of positive mutters and nods follow.

Manuel eloquently picks up. “This file shows that
ethnocentrism is the optimal strategy.” We all freeze
momentarily, casting our gaze at Manuel; Veda, notably, is
leaning in, patently showing interest. Manuel quickly
reshuffles his notes, reading, “The main result is . . . that the
ethnocentric strategy . . . becomes common even though
favoritism is not built into the model.”31 He explains that
ethnocentrism comes to dominate the population, as agents
tend to cooperate with agents of their own color and defect
with others.

Immediately, Veda contemptuously interjects, employing a
characteristically derogatory undertone, “Does this mean that
being ethnocentric, and racist . . . is a natural tendency?
Humph!”

“No.” Santi, quick to respond, then sips fuel. “I-I-It has to d-
d-do with the c-cost of the ‘sucker’s p-p-p-payoff.’”

“Yes,” injected Manuel. “It was relatively high, and
consequently, agents who cooperate when others defect suffer
a huge penalty. This led them to conclude . . .” He scans the
file, then reads, “as the cost of [the sucker’s payoff] increases,
the ability to distinguish between in-group and out-group



members can be essential for the maintenance of cooperation
in ‘austere’ environments.”32

Veda shifts her crown back, scans upward, swiftly
processing these ideas in a connective hiatus, and continues
the query, “Ethnocentrism, then, becomes the dominant
strategy when the penalty for cooperating with others who
defect is high and actors’ capacity to distinguish between
groups—basically, their cognitive resources—are low?”
Expressing visible disbelief in the applicability of the model
and, secretly, admonition for me, she proceeds, “You know,
the history of race is not a story about the high costs of
cooperating in an austere environment for cognitively limited
actors.”33 She is right; cooperation was historically costly for
Pandaquans, but not for the government and Abbadons, who
had stripped Pandas of their property and civil rights, as well
as their abstract and mechanistic essences. “In the end, then,
this is just a model. It is not reality.”

Santi shifts, clears his intake. Then attempts to explain, with
great effort, “Y-Y-Yes, race was d-d-developed to
systematically e-e-exploit and completely d-d-dominate P-
Pandas for e-economic and social gains.”34 The files reveal
Abbads employed ethnocentric strategies of cooperation to
advance relative status: they used ethnocentrism to foster
enclaves and hoard opportunity; Pandas were methodically
excluded from full civil participation, an egalitarian
connection.35 He continues, “The e-e-ethnocentrism s-strategy,
however, i-is just one of many t-t-tools used to exclude and c-
c-control Pandas in b-both austere and ab-b-b-abundant
environments—it is an ah-optimal strategy which can p-p-p-
produce inequality when c-c-conditions are poor and the c-
costs of c-c-cooperating are high.”

“But it’s not real!” Veda is visibly excited, negligibly
incited.

“It, it . . .” I feel demonstrably bothered. She does not seem
interested in the conversation and quite intrigued with arguing.

“There is always some caveat—some model tweak. It
doesn’t feel real! How is this?” I feel belittled. I sense Veda



simultaneously broadcast depreciatory tones that one should
not explicitly state, non-remarks that deridingly reveal her
disregard. Then, dismissively, she conveys, “Actually, I’d
settle for knowing why . . . why?”

Flustered, humiliated and uncontrolled, I begin to subtly
convey my displeasure in the most kind, yet disparaging tone
possible in these professional circumstances. “I believe, I
believe true int—”

Santi interrupts, gracefully descending to deliver aid before
I go low. “Look, y-y-you have to widen your view—the utility
lies in h-h-how we relate t-to it.” He gesticulates, quickly
looks at each present, and states, purposefully, “C-C-C-Can
you imagine a world where actors b-b-believe that interracial
c-c-cooperation is risky?”

“Yes,” Green Hat quickly responds, an inveterate relaxing
vibe riding along the crest of her words, “a racist world.” She
beams humor. She is right; Veda agrees, outwardly softened,
with a nod, tentatively acquiescing.

*   *   *

A third example of a simple machine showcasing inequality is
the file of Axtell, Epstein and Young.36 They use a Nash
Bargaining game to study the “emergence of class” among two
groups of artificial agents, finding that “various kinds of social
orders—including segregated, discriminatory, and class
systems—can . . . arise through the decentralized interactions
of many agents in which accidents of history become
reinforced over time.”37 Admittedly, I like this file a lot; it has
a neat finding, even if it contains the word accident. What is
important, however, is that the file cries for a deeper formal
analysis, feeling like part of an open call: How do the various
explanations of race work together to shape inequality?

*   *   *

“Uoy rae a wisnets . . . . a wisnets ot teshe thutrs.”

*   *   *

The Nash record introduces the bargaining game which centers
on dividing a “resource” between two actors in social



interaction.38 The resource can represent many things—school
quality, residential capital, meeting time, a cache of stocks,
access to a social network, wages, good jobs, and the like—but
what matters most is that the resource is finite and has value to
both parties.

The appeal of the game is its connection to distributive
justice—codes about what represents an equitable distribution
of resources.39 These codes we host about what constitutes our
“fair share” evolve over time. As a spark, fairness is simple: it
means that everyone should receive the same share; a younger
sibling judges a fair share of fuel by examining—comparing
with—how much an elder sibling receives. At full maturity,
fairness is more complicated. We try to compare, but we do
not really know about the resources of others, or the
circumstances surrounding them—our information is
incomplete. We do not always know the salaries of our
comparable and incomparable colleagues, whether our
teachers and advisers give us more meeting time, or if
potential employers call back others for interviews more often
than us. Alas, incomplete information means that we have to
figure out what “fair” is on our own, like feeling for walls and
furniture in a darkened room to find your way. This search is
where the Nash Bargaining game begins: agents developing
expectations about their fair share of a finite resource.

*   *   *

I write a plan, a guide for building the simple machine, in four
internal posts.

*   *   *



INTERNAL POST 1.0: IMPORTANT POINTS ON
BUILDING SIMPLE MACHINES40

There are three important details about building simple
machines. First, the simple machines represent an artificial
world where agents interact to grow some phenomena. They
are simple representations of the real social machine. They do
not capture the litany of factors that create the real, observable
world. They do, however, provide great insight on the social
behaviors and conditions—the interactive process—driving
varying types of phenomena.

Second, we create lots of simple machines with the same
parameters to ensure that the results are not by chance. The
population of runs with the same parameters is called a
creative run of the simple machine. The results of each
singular run within a creative run are different because they
are based on lots of random numbers, which change across
runs. Running the model for the simple machine with fixed
parameters, over and over, again and again, with changes in
the random numbers, allows one to see that a result is not a
product of luck. Thus, we performed 100 runs for each set of
parameters to build a simple machine; each creative run of the
simple machine is a population of singular runs.

Third, we create simple machines with lots of different
parameters. This means that we create some worlds where
subordinate agents are a 25 percent minority, others where
they constitute a 10 percent minority, and some where the
group isn’t a minority at all but rather 50 percent or more.
Creating a population of simple machines with different
parameters, where each one is the result of a unique creative
run of the model, we can better see the birth of inequality, and
if or how these parameters nurse inequality in real social
machines.

Attending to these three details will better highlight the
various explanations of race and how they work in concert.

End Post.

*   *   *



INTERNAL POST 2.0: CREATING A SIMPLE
MACHINE
The Nash Bargaining game involves pairs of artificial agents
interacting, each making a claim on a resource, and learning
from the experience. It begins with an initial population of
agents. Each agent has four characteristics: (1) race, (2) age,
(3) memory capacity and (4) initial bid. These four
characteristics are distributed to agents using marbles in four
separate jars that agents sequentially select from one-by-one.

In the first jar, which has “race” written on the top, there are
two types of marbles: those that are labeled D and others
labeled S. The agents randomly select a race by reaching in the
jar and picking a marble. The agents that select marbles with a
D are members of the dominant racial group, Dorado, while
those that select S are members of the subordinate group,
Sage.41

After selecting their “race,” agents select from a second jar
labeled “age.” This jar contains marbles with sequential
numbers starting from 1 up to α (i.e., alpha), which is the
maximum age of agents in a creative run. In certain creative
runs, this number may be 25 and, in others, it may be 50.42

Thus, for each run, all agents choose a marble from the “age”
jar, which determines their age at the start of the game and
how long they will survive.

The third jar that agents draw from is labeled “memory.”
Marbles in this jar are labeled with black numbers. Agents
select the numbered marbles, choosing a memory capacity,
measured in social interactions—the number an agent can
remember. As in the real world, not all agents have the same
memory capacity: some have better memories and remember
more interactions, while others have worse ones and remember
less. This “memory” jar selectively distributes memory
capacity, determining the average size and range of memory in
each creative run.43

The final marble jar agents select from is the “initial bid”
jar. Agents choose from one of two marbles in this jar:
between those that are labeled 40 and 50. Agents that choose



marbles labeled 40 make an initial bid of 40 in the game; the
agents choosing marbles labeled 50 make an initial bid of 50.
These initial bids represent an agent’s first guess as to how
much of a finite resource that they deserve.44,45

Figure 2.1. Example of Random Pairing between Six Agents in the Nash
Bargaining Game.

End Post.

*   *   *

INTERNAL POST 3.0: MAKING A MACHINE SOCIAL
After selecting characteristics, the agents are randomly paired
with each other to bid on their share of a finite resource.
Figure 2.1 is an example of a random pairing of six agents:
Agent One is paired with Agent Five; Agent Three is paired
with Six; and Agent Two is paired with Four. All are randomly
and simultaneously paired with others at each time step and
each interaction. These pairings change such that an agent may
be paired with any other agent in the population at a given
time point.

After being paired, agents place a bid for their share of a
finite resource. All bids are divisible by 10, and range from 10
to 90. As for the resource, the agents are splitting a
metaphorical good, broadly representing things like school



finances, network access, and job callbacks; the resource has a
total value of 100. Agents are not aware of what their partner
will bid. Rather, they make “blind bids.”

Figure 2.2. Initial Bidding Example between Six Agents in the Nash Bargaining
Game

The simple rule of the game is:

NASH BARGAINING GAME RULE
If the sum of the two bids in a pairing is greater than 100, then neither agent
receives a payout;

If the sum of the two bids in a pairing is less than or equal to 100, both agents
receive their respective bid amount.

Figure 2.2 shows the same pairing of six agents, this time
with bids. The agents in the first pairing, One and Five, make
bids of 40 and 40, respectively; this sums to 80, which is less
than 100; these agents each earn their respective bid in this
encounter. The agents in the second pairing, Three and Six,
make bids of 60 and 50, respectively, with a sum of 110; this is
greater than 100 and these agents do not earn anything in this
encounter. The final pairing, agents Two and Four, make bids
of 20 and 40; the sum is considerably less than 100 and they
each earn their respective bid.

In the course of the multiple sequential interactions with
other agents, each agent remembers the bids of their recent



partners. They use these memories to make bids in the future.
Specifically, they each generate subsequent bids as 100 minus
the average partner bid in memory. Applying this method to
the earlier pairing of six agents, Figure 2.3 reveals that Agent
One interacted with Agent Five in her first bidding encounter,
where Agent Five made a bid of 40; therefore, Agent One will
make a bid of 60 in her second interaction because her optimal
action is to assume that her next competitor will make a bid
similar to those she’s seen in the past. Similarly, Agent Five
will make a bid of 60 in his second interaction.46

For encounters beyond the second, agents continue to bid
100 minus the average bid of their recent partners. The number
of encounters used in the average is based on the memory
capacity of an agent.47,48 Thus, agents make bids based on
those they have received in the recent past, placing demands
for a share of a finite resource based on personal experience.

Figure 2.3. Subsequent Bids for Six Agents in Nash Bargaining Game

End Post.

*   *   *



INTERNAL POST 4.0: A STATIONARY POPULATION
Agents in the simple machine have a maximum age, α; they
are replaced by a spark when they reach that age. We measure
age as number of interactions. If the maximum age is 25 in a
creative run, then an agent that reaches her 25th encounter is
replaced by a spark, an agent of age 0. The spark is an agent of
the same race with a random memory capacity selected from
the “memory” jar and an initial bid selected from the
respective jar. After birth, the spark’s age increases by 1 unit
each time she is paired for an encounter with another agent.
When the spark eventually matures to the maximum agent age,
she, like her forebear, will be replaced by a spark—a grand-
spark of the initial agent.

End Post.

*   *   *

These are the basic elements of the simple machine, an agent-
based model of the Nash Bargaining game. The artificial
agents have several characteristics and randomly encounter
one another to bid on their share of a finite resource. Initially,
agents guess how much they deserve. Then, they make
informed decisions based on recent memories.

After repeatedly reviewing and refining my internal posts,
and frolicking with code in the interims, I reach the awkwardly
anxious place of “ready to share.” I connect with Amil and
Santi in my office. In the quaint, rectangular space with pale
gray walls and a panel of windows on the slightly longer side,
the cliffs are notable and, at the right angle, the ocean is
sensually aroused yet unseen. There is a private station with a
small monitor in the right corner opposite the window, shelves
partially-full with a mix of inherited symbols and semi-
antiques line two adjacent walls, an oblong workspace that can
fit two, expandable to three, is in the exact center of the space,
and an arguably charming aura that accompanies a generally
eclectic décor seems to hang in the atmosphere.

The private invitation was a plea, an earnest appeal to talk
through modeling race as mechanism in a simple machine. I
sent the internal posts, the context for my larger plan—stirred,



they both convey intrigue. And now, though still feeling
inwardly apprehensive, I feel particularly happy, enthusiastic
about sharing, to be reviewing the design, together.

“The first, the first mechanism is based on the
discrimination and, in some ways, structural explanations. It is
discriminators.” I gently convey delight, my memory
projecting the picture of a throng of racist vampires creating
inequality. “To implement discrimination,” I go on, “we
randomly transform a nontrivial percentage, usually between
10 and 50 percent, of the Dorados into discriminators.49 When
these discriminators encounter a Sage agent, they increase
their bid by 10 units or more.”

Amil demonstrably looks across at Santi, sitting in a dock
opposite his own, up to the window, then returns his gaze
toward me. “Dumb question, but . . . how do they add to this
enterprise?”

Uncertain, I momentarily stall, then respond in a bit of a
rush. “The discriminators allow me to see if and how they
contribute to creating racial disparities. Put differently, adding
them reveals the extent that racists can create inequality.” We
assess the effect of discriminators—and other mechanisms—
by analyzing group differences in average earnings.50 Then, I
explain, “In a world with no discriminators, there should be no
racial inequality. However, when they are lurking in the
context, demanding more resources, extracting their toll, we
should see a racial difference.” Lastly, speaking towards
theory, “More directly, the discriminators add by broadly
capturing aspects of the discrimination and structural
explanations.”

Amil leans to his right, placing his lower processing crown
perpendicular on his left upper link, stating, “I can see
discrimination. Discriminators are the subset of Dorado agents
who actively advocate against the Sages. In the real world, I
guess, their oppressive activism may take the form of
employment, remuneration or some other form of
discrimination. In this case, it’s Dorados offering a relatively
smaller share to Sages—figuratively, the smaller share of
resources we harvest. But where is structure?”



Excited, I respond, “The discriminators capture the
structural explanation as it relates to institutional actors.” Amil
looks down, contracts the spaces between his visuals and
audibly releases exhaust as he focuses his attention and gazes
through the workspace, imagining the connection.
“Specifically, this explanation says race is part of the
machinery that distributes resources, the existing economic,
political or legal arrangements in the population—the
structure—which leads to Pandas receiving less resources.”

I pause, wait for Amil to raise and rotate his crown, then
attend to his understanding with a quick confirmatory gaze. I
feel surprised that Santi, located in the periphery of my
sensory zone, is furiously scribbling mathematical notations
on an interface, not fully engaged.

“Within this structure—the biased social mechanism—there
is an institutional actor, such as a superintendent, manager or
mortgage lender. They are the actors facilitating racial
inequality by applying a biased policy. These actors are
unfairly dispensing a common resource.” Not certain I fully
understand, I deliberately slow my speech, taking time to
detail how discriminators are part of the structure: “The
discriminators also represent the actions of these institutional
actors, agents who, perhaps unknowingly, in the context of
passively conforming to existing policies and norms,
contribute to the system of racial inequality. They do so by
sharing fewer resources and goods in an array of social
arenas.”

Santi dips his crown, up-and-down, to the right, in time, still
looking at an interface, scrawling arithmetic and algebraic
symbols. Amil bobs his dome in half-time, slowly processing
this poor grassroots representation of structure.

*   *   *

“The second mechanism of inequality is race-specific memory,
the precursor to subtle prejudice.”51 Santi peaks up, beams
with an intrigue beyond words, and slowly resumes, writing as
I continue. “Race-specific memory refers to the capacity of
non-racist agents to differentiate their experiences . . . to
distinguish interactions with others based on race. In other



words, agents can see and remember the race of each of their
partners.

“When using race-specific memory, agents use the patterns
to inform behaviors. Specifically, they make bids in the current
encounter based on”—I pause, raising a single sensory tentacle
—“the competitor’s race”—followed by a second—“and the
average bid received by agents of that racial group in the
past.” After lowering them, I continue. “In the creative runs
with race-specific memory, the agents appraise the partner’s
race and make a bid that is equal to 100 minus the average bid
received from that group in their memory.”

Santi stops writing and looks down to the corner on his left,
his crown turned partly to the right. “Th-This i-is where I b-b-
begin to see the structural explanation.” Realizing his stream
poured into life, he shakes off the accidental interruption. “A-
A-Apologies, p-please, finish.”

“These memories capture two explanations.” Santi is
already back to doodling but engaging just enough with
socially acceptable signals to show he is somehow
simultaneously listening. “First,” I continue, “the extent that
discriminators inspire the emergence of subtle prejudice
among dominant agents and greater racial inequality. Subtle
prejudice, in this way, is borne from a small army of
discriminators and emerges as higher demands by non-
discriminatory Dorados to Sages in social interaction—and a
lower share of resources for Sages.”

When I pause to intake, Amil chimes in, “Okay, this
mechanism is analogous to non-racist Abbads learning that
Pandaquans are more likely to be poor and beginning to treat
all Pandas they encounter as if they are poor.”

He pauses, looking up to ponder, still holding the space.
“Or, it may represent an Abbad trainee learning that many
Pandaquans are on athletic teams and treating all Pandas as if
they are athletes.”

Amil engages visually for two ticks, then fumbles with an
interface. “The Anderson file, it refers to this subtle prejudice
as the iconic ghetto.” He drags out the sentence word-by-word



as he looks, scrolls, then reads, “The iconic ghetto is the point
of reference for any and all Pandaquans who appear in
predominantly Abbadon settings, especially when incidents of
crime permeate this bubble. Abbadons resort to thinking in
stereotypes, as though their suspicion of Pandaquans were
justified.”52

Amil puts the interface down, and proceeds, “This
underscores that actors incorporate monolithic stereotypes
about Pandas into their daily interactions. ‘Subtle prejudice’
captures this mechanism, where Abbads learn and express
negative beliefs . . . like low expectations about Pandas.”

Santi, slightly beginning to glow, faintly mutters, “The
Abbadon habitus!” without looking up.53

“The second explanation that race-specific memories
represent is minority victims, a subtle prejudice among
subordinates that contributes to racial inequality.” Although I
expect to hear an objection, Amil nods, affirming he gets the
similarity in the actions. “Like Dorados, the Sage agents use
race-specific memories to inform their bids. Given that Dorado
bids to Sages are higher when discriminators are present, the
average Sage bid to Dorados, when invoking race-specific
memories, should be lower.”

I mark time for a moment to see if Amil or Santi will
interject with an example. Santi is still writing intermittently;
Amil is listening closely, focused.

Undeterred, I proceed to explain that the second
representation of subtle prejudice is analogous to a Pandaquan
trainee learning that neighborhood schools have little
resources and beginning to demand less, even when they
change schools; or a Pandaquan job seeker learning that she
receives fewer callbacks for front office jobs and,
subsequently, deciding to limit the applications she submits for
these jobs. In both cases, I maintain, the Pandaquan actor
develops a subtle prejudice—a change in their expectations
about race groups—and subtly contributes to the level of racial
inequality.54

*   *   *



The third mechanism entails learning. As I begin, Santi stops
writing, setting the interface off to the side, and delicately
glows. “The Ridgeway record shows that actors quickly learn
to use race-specific memory, and they develop a subtle
prejudice favoring the group with more resources in the course
of interaction.”55 I hesitate, attempting to explain gracefully.
“Specifically, it shows that both dominant and subordinate
actors—analogous to Abbads and Pandas—develop subtle
prejudice after experiencing two doubly dissimilar
interactions. These are the interactions where actors differ on
both group membership, such as race, and resources, such as
poverty and education.” Santi, still glowing, nods repetitively.
Like a spark positioned just outside the spin of double dutch
lines, he is waiting for the right time to jump in. “For this
reason, I designed simple machines with a code for agents to
‘turn on’ race-specific memory.”56

Slightly confused, Amil softly interjects, “How is this
different, I mean, from the subtle-prejudice design? It seems
. . . same thing.”

I understand. “Whereas ‘using’ subtle-prejudice implies
actors make claims based on experiences with each group,
‘turning on’ memory refers to creative runs where agents both
‘notice’ and ‘learn’ a pattern in the bids of groups. In other
words, after recognizing that one group bids more, and another
less, an actor begins to use race-specific memory . . . They
develop subtle prejudice, and begin making claims based on
experiences with the respective racial group.”

Santi opens his vent. I raise an appendage, a silent ask, and
finish, “I integrate status construction by coding agents who
learn subtle prejudice—who ‘turn on’ race-specific memory
after experiencing a set number of doubly dissimilar
interactions. I vary the number of interactions across creative
runs . . . Some runs have fast learning, where actors turn on
subtle prejudice after two doubly dissimilar interactions . . .
Others have slow learning, turning on subtle prejudice after
experiencing eight doubly dissimilar interactions.57 These
variations allow me to gauge how agents’ learning shapes the
use of subtle prejudice and the level of inequality.”



“Th-Th-This i-i-is where I really see the structure,” Santi
impatiently interjects, with a huge symbolic display conveying
his excitement. “The a-a-addition of race-sp-specific memory
. . . er, subtle p-p-prejudice, if that’s what you want to c-c-call
it, an-and learning . . . these a-additions c-c-c-create actors
who d-d-dynamically adapt t-to existing p-patterns.” Santi
looks up, impulsively, secures confirmation, and proceeds.
“What I-I-I mean, i-i-i-is that the non-racist a-a-actors, er, the
ones who are i-i-initially unbiased. They are slowly c-
conditioned by the larger p-p-p-population to harmonize their
e-expectations and b-b-behaviors with racial inequality. They
b-b-b-begin syncing their actions, with the p-p-prevailing p-
pattern of interaction b-between racial groups.”

“That’s true,” I reply, enunciating slowly and subduing my
appreciation.

“So, non-racist agents can learn to be racists?” Amil
reflects, contemplating the latest agentic presentation of
structure. “And it’s the widespread pattern of interaction—the
structure—that inspires them?” Looking slightly upward,
toward the ceiling, not seeking or expecting an answer, he
promptly concludes, “I can see that. They learn to mirror the
dominant patterns, the structure of race.” He continues,
nodding methodically, discreetly giddy, beginning to subtly
glow, a titillating tacit approval for Santi’s dynamic train of
reason on the behavioral breadth of structure in this simple
machine.

*   *   *

“Yes . . .” There is structure beyond the actions of
discriminators and subtle prejudice, past the vampires and the
army of non-racist zombies and victims who learn to
discriminate. There is a space for structure as an integral
aspect of the landscape.

“There are two structural mechanisms beyond the actions
and reactions of agents. They are population composition and
intergroup contact.” I pause, giving the duo a chance to latch
onto the dialogue as it lurches forward.



“These mechanisms define the landscape and should
uniquely shape the growth, nature and stability of racial
inequality.” I pause again, regain their full attention, and steam
ahead.

“For population composition, I changed the relative size of
the Sage population across creative runs. As for intergroup
contact, I varied how often the different racial groups
encountered each other across runs.”

I return to the marble jar example from the posts,
explaining, “To vary population composition in the simple
machine, I change the number of marbles of each type in the
‘race’ jar. In some creative runs the agents choose from a jar
where the S marbles make up 60 percent of the jar. In others,
the agents choose from a jar where they only make up 15
percent. By varying the number of marbles of each type in the
‘race jar’—the population composition of agents—we can see
if being a ‘minority’ versus ‘majority’ group contributes to
racial inequality.”

“That makes sense,” Amil mechanically interjects, still
nodding, now discreetly nudging, pushing me forward.

“The second structural mechanism, intergroup contact, is
about how often the two racial groups interact with one
another.” We briefly discuss interracial interactions, how often
actors engage with members of other groups. Most Abbads,
for example, reside in communities that largely consist of
other Abbads;58 Pandas, likewise, often live in communities
consisting of mostly Pandaquans.

Three quick, soft signals at the portal disrupt my
momentum.

I respond cautiously, “Yes . . . ?” both confused and
unsettled by the interruption.

Green Hat—though not wearing one—peaks in through a
gap in the portal, beaming.

“I-I-I i-i-invited . . .” Santi offers, simultaneously signaling
an apology for the surprise, a gentle tilt and dim bow, and then
he quickly expands the workspace, shifting to make room for



her to connect, an implicit invitation. He whispers, “I’m g-glad
you made it T-T-Trayci.” Then, slightly louder to the group, “I-
I-I’m sorry. The i-i-int-intergroup c-c-contact mechanism?”

Her name is Trayci.

“Yes,” I resume, a bit flustered, yet mildly appreciative of
the addition. “The intergroup contact mechanism . . . You are
welcome . . . It broadly, it broadly captures how unique
features in the landscape—such as social networks and
segregation which can inhibit or facilitate intergroup contact—
how they shape inequality.”

“So, you vary how often the two racial groups interact—a
formal test of the Allport file’s contact hypothesis? Is this
right?” Amil inquired.

He is right: this file suggests that intergroup contact is an
integral aspect of racial inequality, namely that more
egalitarian contact between racial groups—in contrast to
doubly dissimilar contact—should lead to a reduction in
inequality.59 “You’re exactly right,” I respond. “It’s designed
to shed light on how more or less intergroup contact shapes
racial inequality.”

“How d-d-does i-it work? Or, b-better, how i-is it i-i-i-
implemented?” Santi inquires, seemingly fully back from the
fugue of symbols that had earlier entertained him. Trayci,
however, is looking through the notations on an interface,
poorly attempting to split attention between the ongoing
conversation and some system of symbolic logic. Amil leans
in, looking elsewhere, embodying a programmatic curiosity
about coding intergroup contact.

“It was tricky. But, I vary intergroup contact in relation to
population composition.” Briefly stopping for intake, and
continuing on exhaust, “For example, if Sages make up 30
percent of the population, then both Sages and Dorados should
interact with Sages 30 percent of the time.” I note Santi and
Amil’s crowns softly nodding in sequence, Trayci nigh
inattentive.

“This condition is proportional contact . . . it is the standard
type of contact in the simple machine. To study intergroup



contact, I vary contact in relation to the standard of
proportional contact across creative runs.” I explain that there
are low contact models, where Dorados interact two times less
often than they normally would with Sages under proportional
contact. In these low contact models, if Sages make up 50
percent of the population, Dorados would only interact with
Sages approximately 25 percent of the time. Similarly, I note
there are high contact models, where Dorados interact two
times more often with Sages than they normally would. In
these high contact models, with population groups of equal
size, Dorados interact with Sages approximately 75 percent of
the time.

“Altogether,” I summarize, “I vary intergroup contact from
extremely low—four times less than proportional contact—to
extremely high—four times higher than proportional contact
across creative runs of the simple machine. As a result, we’ll
have greater insight on how intergroup contact shapes the
nature and magnitude of racial inequality.”

*   *   *

“. . .”

They are all gazing. Uncomfortable, I shift my sensors,
independently examining each connection. “. . .” Then, they
intermittently and asynchronously look toward each other and
back towards me. “. . .” I ponder various additions, internally
questioning and shaming the plans as I sit in social discomfort.
“. . .”

Amil, finally, breaks the silence.

“How’s this different from Axtell?”

*   *   *



THE CREATION CHRONICLE, PART IV
Unbeknownst to the pantheon of Gods, the elders who
participated in the occasion added a secret ingredient to the
magic bowl—status. Specifically, when they convened to
discuss the contents, one elder, Loc, suggested that certain
primates are better endowed. He noted, “there are unique
primates that are of better organic stock, more capable than the
others. We must respect and reward their kind. It would
imprudent to overlook their contribution to the herd.”

Many elders, responding to Loc with nods and retorts of
“agreed!” muttered underneath the breath, were largely
supportive. They surmised that those with better endowments
should be entitled to a higher status. In fact, many felt they
deserved higher status for mixing the ingredients into the
bowl, thinking, We were chosen to found this herd, it is our
logic in the code, this should be rewarded. These primate
elders, widely supportive of Loc, were delightfully captivated
by the lure of status.

A few dissenting elders, however, asserted that status is zero
sum and undermines general well-being. The elder Aequus
reasoned, “Status divides the herd. When a group enters a
shared space, status is the distinction that divides resources
unfairly. If status exists in the space, so does inequality.”

Again, many of the elders nodded in agreement. But most
secretly clung to the idea that certain subgroups should be
distinguished. They were convinced; deep inside each
supportive elder an appealing rationale enticingly whispered
desire, a lust filled logical appeal for a longstanding, perpetual
reputation. In the end, the discreet desire of a majority led
them to covertly add a seemingly benign form of status, race,
to the bowl.

Race, the concept surreptitiously added to the mix, enacted
status by guiding the actions of each primate in social
interaction. This innocuous snippet ordained a particular set of
symbols as high status: ceteris paribus, primates with
preferred, high status racial symbols were entitled to more
resources. Each actor absorbed this snippet by first
recognizing the racial symbols as meaningful, and second,



interpreting these symbols as a valid representation of status.
Then, they used it in interactions such that they afforded those
with preferred symbols more opportunities and resources
across the various contexts. These actions—drawing on the
snippet in the source code—effectively tipped the balance of
well-being in favor of those with the preferred set of racial
symbols, status principalis. The others, denied the fair and full
benefits of status principalis, those with unchosen and less
desirable racial symbols, came to be known as status
auxillarus—perpetual outsiders.

*   *   *
A portrait tries to resemble its model. But one may also wish the model to try to
resemble his portrait.

—SUZI GABLIK, Magritte

The Axtell file uses an agent-based model of a Nash
Bargaining game to study inequality.60

“The file,” Amil begins, “set out to study the emergence of
norms . . . equity and inequity . . . norms of discriminatory
expectations.” He simultaneously opens a document and scans
it, continuing, “It used the game to study how various norms
emerged from the actions of 100 autonomous, rational agents
making claims on their share of a divisible resource.” He shifts
in his dock, looking away, then near. “Exactly how is your
model distinct?”

“Indeed . . .” I reply, noticing that while Santi is actively
attending, Trayci is still poorly pretending. “Indeed, Axtell
used a version of the game that is a little different. They
allowed actors to make one of three bids—high, 70; medium,
50; or low, 30.” I emphasize the point, revealing an added
tentacle, visually counting each type. “The actors also chose
bids based on the proportion of each type of bid in memory. If
an agent mostly encountered agents making high bids, then
she would most likely make a low bid in the ensuing
encounters. Although there are differences, we both find that
the equity norm—where agents bid 50—is the equilibrium
point . . .”

“But,” Amil interrupts, “when the file incorporates two
races of agents into the model—split equally into two groups



of 50 percent—they find that norms of equity and inequity can
emerge.” He leans forward, two of his upper links weighing on
the workspace, tilting his crown up, processing, then resumes
with an indeterminate gaze. “They already grew inequality a
simple machine.”

Before I can respond, Santi enters the verbal fray. “More sp-
sp-specifically, they show that certain t-types of initial c-c-
conditions—the share of each race g-g-group that b-bids
equitably or in-in-inequitably within and a-a-ac-ac-across
groups—c-c-can lead to stable i-inequality.” Further
contextualizing the findings, he sputters on, “When all a-a-
actors hold inequitable, d-d-discriminatory norms about
another g-group, inequality is both in-in-inspired and
sustained.” Santi peeks around, capturing the visuals of Trayci
as she momentarily glances up from the interface, and
resumes. “Th-th-the file shows d-d-discriminatory norms and
in-inequality can result from acc-a-a-accidents, ch-ch-ch-
chance sequences of events.” Trayci beams, a subtle distorted
signal of disdain. Then, Santi requests and receives an
interface from Amil, and reads aloud for emphasis, without
flaw:

Although class systems can certainly arise through outright coercion, we have
argued that various kinds of social orders—including segregated, discriminatory,
and class systems—can also arise through the decentralized interactions of many
agents in which accidents of history become reinforced over time.61

“. . . !?”

Trayci, without really realizing, not surprised or at all
acknowledging Santi was speaking fluently, obliviously
glancing at each actor present, quickly and sarcastically
wonders aloud, “Is racial inequality an accident? Exactly how
much coercion is needed to create it?”

I think these questions amidst others. “So, the Axtell file
shows that stable inequality can emerge from the actions of
autonomous agents—certain types of initial conditions readily
lead to group inequality.” I explain that the file did not,
however, delve deeply into nuanced mechanisms of racial
inequality or how they work together to shape the nature,
magnitude and stability of inequality.



“Hence, I still wonder: How do overt discriminators
contribute to the emergence of inequality and subtle prejudice?
Do you need a lot of discriminators? . . . Does racial inequality
fade when discriminators are removed from the game? Does
the rate of learning subtle prejudice influence inequality? . . .
How does population composition affect racial inequality?
Does intergroup contact affect inequality, independent of
population composition? . . . How might the explanations of
race work in concert, each character uniquely shaping the
emergence and maintenance of inequality?” I pause, realizing
that my tiny mountain stream is quickly becoming a torrential
flood, a deluge of excited, auditory utterances.

“This is the contribution!” Amil calmly, confidently and
supportively submits. “Your simple machine, it builds on the
Axtell file by answering these questions, critically
interrogating the emergence of inequality. Drawing on theory
and empirical research, it highlights how ordinary actors
contribute to racial inequality.” Amil does understand.

I enjoy this connection, this shared moment.62

Then, after taking a break, stopping and restarting, I realize,
It’s time to post to the Clearinghouse.



INTERLUDE
THE MYTHICAL STATISTIC

Only the dead have seen the end of war.

—GEORGE SANTAYANA, Soliloquies in England and Later Soliloquies

The Statistic. In the darkest electrochemical recesses of your
processor, melded into the base algorithms we share in this
social space, we each believe in the Statistic—religiously. The
Statistic: It intuitively exemplifies possibility, opportunity,
potential; It appears numeric, but moves beyond numerals of
quantity and emblems of quality; It inspires us, collectively
symbolizing our capacity to transcend a shared mechanical
trap, a communal inefficiency and, of sorts, population
deficiency; It guides us, though unobserved, as rational
interpretations of this sensory environment; It is worshipped,
albeit in divergent methodological temples with unique
interpretive icons, the same omnipotent god, Statistic, is the
central dogmatic character, an encompassing mythical truth, to
which the followers in the gamut of the varying logical shrines
adhere. The Statistic—It is a fundamental part of the rational
landscape.

You believe. It does not feel like belief from the inside; it
feels comfortably embodied, unseen, otherwise un-sensed.
Initially, belief is more like an observation, a sensory
experience that reveals a difference in the experiential
landscape, thus constituting an individual case study used to
make an inference about the population. In navigating this
space, you further sense the difference and, engaging the
evolutionarily adaptive code running inside your processor
developed and conscientiously trained in a series of virtual and
nonvirtual sensory landscapes, interpret it as race. You sense
the ongoing systematic, aesthetic appraisal of socially
important symbols in the collective; an algorithm that expands
these appraisals, transforming them into visceral sensations,
abstract recollections that relate to your religious ideology,
your base Statistic; and a theatrical stage on which these
theoretical actors dramatize roles for you—being fully aware



—to watch.1 Though overlooked, your belief provides endless
entertainment, slowly becoming entrenched through mantra,
and, eventually, morphing into the anecdotal, the pattern—a
seed-like spark of a deeper belief, a mysterious testimony to
the reality of race.

Codifying the anecdotal, you divide the population into
parts—Cases. Methodically, the Cases, when considered
together, become the Sample, which coalesce to create the
Model, the Explanation; These describe the anecdotal statistic,
theoretically clarifying the social ecology of racial difference;
These embody data, field notes and observations, social
patterns, content and themes; These, when formally
disembodied, meticulously measured and reorganized across
actors, become Variables with distributions, sample statistics,
variances, significance, correlations, controls, inferential
statistics, conventional multivariate analytic models, stochastic
research, and errors, inclusive and exclusive to measurement.
These rationalize our actions and justify behavior as the
ideological embodiment of an interpretation, as the dogmatic
representation of an unseen god—the Statistic; These, when
properly refined and detailed by devoted practitioners,
allegedly produce a golden icon that, if and when it
sufficiently captures the Statistic, transforms the experience of
the observer; These promise to lead us across the border of
moral discomfort, social neglect, connective apathy and
indifference to the negative processing space—to cognitive
pleasure.

Thus, you use the Case, Sample, Variable, Model and
Explanation—These unseen sacred concepts—to pursue the
mythical Statistic. As a believer, you submit to the quest,
scouring the population archives for insight, exploring and
evaluating models, observing patterns, focusing on groups,
testing explanations, all in hopes of revealing one transcendent
truth. The Statistic is the real end of your pursuit, your hope of
both understanding and producing change in the social
machine.



PART THREE
BIG BAD RACISTS, SUBTLE PREJUDICE AND
MINORITY VICTIMS

A machine is more blameless, more sinless even than any animal. It has no
intentions whatsoever but our own.

—URSULA LE GUIN, The Lathe of Heaven

It was my first public post to the Clearinghouse.

*   *   *

JUSTICE LAB POST 1.0: A SIMPLE MACHINE
Countless pattern recognition machines interact with others in
the context of the social machine; we interact as citizens,
residents, and visitors every time unit. In each interaction, we
bring some expectation about other racial groups to the
exchange. Sometimes, they are inconsequential expectations,
such as when one chats with another participant before a
charity parade; at other times, race changes things, such as
when workers closely monitor Pandas in commercial contexts.
The use of racial classification in these ongoing interactions
are the primary building blocks of racial inequality—they are
where race happens.

What makes racial inequality complex is that these primary
building blocks of interaction accumulate and that actors
change as a result of interactions—there is feedback. A
random actor, then, follows a path where they experience race
in a social interaction, learn some new information, and then,
in the future, respond differently than they would have if they
had not experienced race earlier. This simple adaptive process
happens billions of times, each time step, and accumulates
across the lifespan of several hundred million social actors. It
is complex. This complexity constitutes racial inequality.

The simple machine—the term referring to both a small
population of repeated runs of an agent-based model with
fixed parameters, as well as the ecosystem of creative runs
with varying parameters—offers a novel method to study



complex systems. The method allows one to grow a social
phenomenon among independent agents interacting with
others. We use the technique to examine how the various
explanations of race shape the nature and magnitude of racial
inequality.

End post.

*   *   *

“The Clearinghouse is a repository of works in progress,”
Amil first told me about this unique maker space. Although he
calls it a repository, it is more a dynamic public workspace,
hosting evolving representations of various truths, novel ideas
in different stages. The space hosts talks, working papers,
panels, posters, puff pieces, blogs, -plus casts, op-eds, policy
propaganda and more.

“Whereas Babel is a museum,” he described, “an archive of
population knowledge, the Clearinghouse is a formal maker
space just outside the archive . . . It is the gallery, classroom,
public studio, showing, website, convening—in other words,
“not-museum”—rolled into one.

“The Clearinghouse is where both the objects—
representations of novel ideas by authors, artists and
mechanics alike—and the subjects—the producers and
consumers of the respective objects—change.” He further
noted that the perspectives of the subjects naturally vary and,
through social interaction, inspire continuous refinements to
the objects in this hosting space. Notably, the subjects—PRMS
—that produce the respective objects simultaneously change
with them in the Clearinghouse—subtly adapting to develop
new perspectives and understandings of the world. Babel, in
contrast, hosts unchanging Objects, truths that only vary with
the perspective of the subject.

“You’ll notice that the fixed forms in Babel do appear to
change,” Amil astutely pointed out to me. “Like a looking
glass, the varied and changing perspectives of actors
seemingly alter the fixed forms . . . The illusory alterations
superficially expand the truth, and reflect new insights in the
changing landscape.” Amil’s point (implicitly revealing that



subjects and Objects are entangled in Babel) was that
entanglement is more involved in the Clearinghouse, where
the factors that determine the changes within and between
subjects and objects is ambiguous, the objects and subjects of
import interacting to produce an unpredictable harmony
outside Babel.

Amil summarized my introduction to this maker space,
advocating: “In the irregular accord of the Clearinghouse,
there is great wisdom . . . The varying objects being produced
and producing subjects move in unison, smoothing the rough
stone of observation, into a coarse coupling of concepts, then
to a semi-smooth explanation, and, finally, into a true
representation of a novel theoretical or empirical idea—a
genuine Object . . . a contribution to Babel . . . a truth.”

I appreciate his vantage, which inspired me to see that a
truly novel idea has many objective representations; a variety
of algorithms can express the same basic form, and, in kind,
any formal representation varies across subjective
perceptions.1 The diversity of objective representations and
subjective perceptions in the Clearinghouse deftly aggravates
the respective object—the pre-Object—to adapt to the
landscape, to span the universe of possible representations and
become, at its limit, a different, more refined Object that best
captures the spirit of the novel idea: the academic pot of gold,
an esteemed file in Babel.

*   *   *

“How many racists does it take to create racial inequality?” I
intend to publicly analyze the question in the Clearinghouse,
examining how many racists it takes to create disparities in
earnings, and I am laying out my final design and public
posting plans to Amil. “A racist is a Doroado agent that
increases her bid by a fixed amount, here 10 units, when she
meets a Sage in a bidding encounter . . . She demands more of
the finite resources available in the interaction.”

“So, what do you think you’ll find?”

I stall, hesitating. “At first, I presumed . . . something . . .
something like ‘it takes a mega-ton of racists to produce



inequality.’ Now, from the design, there are lots of moving
parts . . . A little black, some white, a lot of gray, making me
wonder if building a simple machine can capture the nature of
race in the real world.”

“No, what do you think you will find? I wonder . . .
internally, as a scholar, externally, in the results . . . both of
these seem vital.”

“I agree.” I impulsively interject, pondering my goal, not
fully understanding, ignoring the question; mired in
intellectual anxiety, averting his unresolved ogle, I ramble
onward, “The next questions will be: How might non-racist
actors intensify racial inequality? And can non-racist Dorado
and Sage actors learn bias which, in turn, operates to increase
inequality? Formally, under the guise of the simple machine, I
intend to publicly wonder, ‘Can non-racist actors maintain
inequality in the absence of racists?’”

“This,” Amil interrupts, piercing the flow, “parallels the
focus of Bonilla-Silva.”2

“. . . ?”

“The record suggests that racial inequality is maintained by
actors that do not fit the traditional image of racists . . . They
act in ways that reinforce inequality, but they do not hold
overtly racist attitudes.” Amil slows his speech, looking past
my visuals and, as came back to me in a sensory rush, does not
realize or remember that Santi had earlier planted this
grassroots seed of structural insight. “Similarly, this query
pertains to the actions of non-racists, the ways that both
Abbadons and Pandaquans . . .” He pauses, shakes, continuing,
“Dorados and Sages, in the parlance of your simple machine,
can maintain racial inequality, even when the environment
does not condone outright discrimination.”

Amil was redundant, but right.

“You are right.” I extoll, “The posts are a dynamic analysis
of how discrimination and subtle prejudice work together . . .
how racists and particularly non-racists create and perpetuate
racial inequality.”



*   *   *

JUSTICE LAB POST 1.1: THE DINNER CONTEXT
A parallel to the simple machine can be seen in a very famous
audiovisual display, filed in Babel as Who’s Coming to
Dinner.3 The display details the romantic relationship between
Joanna “Joey” Drayton and Dr. John Prentice. The two met
while vacationing, their encounter the beginning of an
escalating whirlwind which led to their eventual engagement.

The display centers on Joey bringing her beau home for a
surprise meeting with her liberal, well-to-do forebears, Matt
and Christina Drayton. At face value, this should be a joyous
interaction where they are introduced to their future familial
tie. The catch, though, is that the highly esteemed paramour
who recently proposed to their offspring is Pandaquan; a fact
unknown to these Abaddon forebears until they meet him at
their habitat. The file artfully depicts the story of Joey’s
forebears confronting their own expectations, their stereotypes
about Joey’s partner, as well as how others, including his
forebears, negotiate this thorny encounter.

The “dinner” encounter in this audiovisual display
represents a social space where actors hold initial expectations
about other groups, employ them in interactions with guests,
and then refine them. In the simple machine, the actors
analogously meet in pairs for a sit-down dinner. A higher bid
in the simple machine is a demand for a higher quality dinner
than one’s partner; a low bid, alternatively, signals
acquiescence to a smaller, worse dinner fare. Thus, the simple
machine reveals how actors develop expectations about their
fair share of a quality dinner and then employ them to
perpetuate racial inequality in the dining experience.

End post.

*   *   *

“What is this Justice Lab?” An unassumingly crude
communiqué, exemplifying mockery, followed by a façade,
pops in my open office.

“. . . !” Feeling alarmed, caught off guard.



She smoothly enters, using an easygoing tone to either
contextualize the question or calm my initial surprise with a
poisonous trance, noting, “I saw the posts, but I couldn’t figure
out who or what this lab represents.”

Turning around in my dock to face her directly, I invite her
to settle—“you are welcome”—while simultaneously tilting
toward a dock at the workspace. As she moves to connect, I
respond. “It is, it is an idea . . . of sorts.”

“An idea . . .” she repeats, the tone sounding more like a
disregarding query than auditory confirmation. “Why not post
it under your own name?”

I lean back.4 “It is bigger . . .” I gaze away, preferring not to
have this conversation with her, but carefully continuing
nonetheless. “It’s about, it’s about creating a space of change,
a space to do something . . . something good.”

“Like superheroes?” she says, conveying a cruel joy with
her vent and vocals.

“Yes.” She looks askance, shocked by my direct response.
“Yes. It represents my intent to post research that inspires
positive change, justice in our social machine. The work is not
about me, my name or fame.”

“You are definitely not famous,” Veda cleverly fires off with
a sneer. “And beyond the issue of surname success, I’m also
not certain that creating a simple machine with artificial data
could inspire change. Policy relevant research uses real data
about the real world to produce real change.” She emphasizes
“real” with both her visuals, vent and vocals, tacitly attempting
to inspire and rapidly realize an anxious response.

I feel the message, loud and clear. It is demoralizing, in one
sense, disturbing, in others, and, in all cases, I still consider it
essentially flawed. “All social, all social research begins with
an idea, a concept that represents a deeper social process.
Now, one can measure this concept with data. But, but the data
are just a symbol of the concept . . . They fail to capture the
true idea.”



“Are you suggesting that this simple toy machine, posted by
the nonexistent Justice Lab, who nobody knows about, is truly
research? Do you really think it is research that can create
positive change? Equality? Justice?” Veda is leaning towards
my body, aggressively hovering over the workspace that is
connecting us, making her condescending query, attempting to
intimidate me with her posture and tone.

“Yes, I do.” I rise, extend all four of my lower links,
showing my dissatisfaction with the tenor of the conversation
and an overt desire to end it. “I do . . . Like other work, this is
about the relationships between symbols in our social
machine. I believe, I believe that this will offer unique insights
on inequality . . . and, hopefully, inspire equality, something
good in some way, shape, or form.”

Veda leans back. Then, she rises to my level, shifting her
frame towards the portal, pauses and vehemently states, “It
sounds like you’re listening to the imaginary excrement you
hear!”

She disconnects and exits.

After she leaves, I sit quietly with the sadness, anger and
anxiety her comments inspire.

*   *   *

JUSTICE LAB POST 2.0: THE BASELINE MACHINE5

As a baseline, we set the design parameters in the simple
machine to specific values. The number of bargaining rounds
is 500, while the number of agents is 200—thus, 200 agents
engage in the Nash Bargaining game 500 times with others.
We set the proportion of Sage agents to 25 percent, life
expectancy to 25 bidding encounters and intergroup contact to
proportional. Agents in these models have a mean memory
size of 10 interactions.6 Lastly, these runs have 10 percent bid
noise as a means to include individual errors into the models.7

The outcomes for each set of runs are: Recent Earnings,
Bids and Percent Using Subtle Prejudice. Recent Earnings8

refer to the average amount received in each bidding encounter
over the previous 10 encounters; these loosely coincide with



agents’ memory size and highlight the information that agents
use to make future bids. Bids represents the average bid made
in a bidding interaction; this outcome highlights how, on
average, agents respond to bids across the various creative
runs. Percent Using Subtle Prejudice [PSP] centers on the
proportion of agents that learned to use subtle prejudice; it
reveals how status beliefs can spread across a population and
the contextual factors that encourage its proliferation.

We estimate the median for each outcome over the 500
bidding encounters. In addition, we estimate the 5th and 95th
percentiles to show how often the results of creative runs are
significantly below or above zero, providing an interval
estimate of the outcomes.9

End post.10

*   *   *

JUSTICE LAB POST 2.1: RESULTS IN THE BASELINE
MACHINE
The baseline results are in Figure 3.1. The first panel, A,
shows a line graph of the average Bids for each group over the
first 100 encounters. The vertical axis refers to the Bid,
whereas the horizontal axis represents the respective
encounter; the baseline machine starts on the far left, with the
first interaction, and persists to 100th encounter on the far
right.11 Thus, one can inspect the two lines, Dorados and
Sages, on the graph from left to right—only one is seen as the
lines show the exact same pattern.

The baseline shows that a population of simple agents
quickly learn to bid fairly (i.e., 50). The average Bid in the
first encounter is 45 units. In the second, it is 55. After that,
the Bids swing below 50 again and then converge to 50 by the
fourth encounter.

We see the effect of the bidding pattern on Recent Earnings
in Panel B of Figure 3.1.12 The Earnings in the first encounter
is 45 units. Then, the Earnings drop, considerably, to 30 units
in the second encounter. The Earnings subsequently improve



after bottoming out, steadily rising to a stable maximum of 47
units in the 20th bidding encounter.13

A line graph of the racial disparity in Recent Earnings
appears in Panel C of Figure 3.1. This graph contains both the
median difference in Recent Earnings and an interval estimate
—the 5th and 95th percentile points. There are no racial
differences; the 5th percentile line is below zero and the 95th
percentile line is above zero. Therefore, in certain runs, there
are small differences in favor of one group—favoring the
Dorados when it is above zero and Sages when it is below—
but there is no clear trend that favors one group over another.

End post.

Figure 3.1. Baseline Models of Nash Bargaining Game Depicting Bids, Earnings
and Group Differences in Earnings. The bids/earnings/earnings difference values
are the median of 100 simulations of the bargaining game. The P5 and P95 terms
refer to the 5th and 95th percentile points of the distribution of earnings differences.

*   *   *

Nothing; no response. I signal, again. Then, a faint murmur,
muffled from the closed portal “Welcome.”

I crossly enter his considerably superior and quite congested
office, showing my disappointment, tightening the space
around my visuals, raising two collar links broadly, and
focusing intently on his back. He is reviewing a file,



unappreciative of my incensed display, fixated on a digital
interface.

Turning part way, he affably notes, “I just reviewed your
recent posts. Looks . . . quite fascinating . . . indeed!” Then he
notices my demeanor, though it was softened by his positive
tone and remarks. He rotates fully, inquiring, “What’s up?,”
and then adds, “You are welcome.” Amil thoughtfully
motions, thenar conducting, visuals drifting to the workspace,
directing me to connect.

“Why did you tell her?” I feel hurt, betrayed. “She’s been
giving me a hard time . . . and now . . . unfortunately, believes
. . . believes . . . I’m hearing some . . . some crazy . . .”

Amil takes in my jagged temperamental outburst, somehow
seems to absorb it with the wisdom and warmth of a patient
elder. Then he responds, “Have you heard a cipher?”

I do not want to respond. “I have . . . I have, I have . . . I
have.” I feel shame.

Simultaneously, I am swiftly swept along a current of
critical cognition. I do not want . . . should not . . . hearing . . .
I really do not . . . Veda . . . ridicule . . . discolor . . . ambitious
. . . aim . . . understand . . . good work . . . undermine . . .

“Do you understand it . . . or, the message?” Amil abruptly
ends the trance of despairing transmissions.

Still stunned, I’m not yet certain. “No . . . no, not really.”
My initial emotional state fades as I ponder the question more
deeply. Although I do not want to share, I reluctantly proceed
with minimal information, “It’s less a message . . . More of a
quirky, quirky conceptual map . . . offering what appear to be
very broad, random views on the landscape.”

“It sounds like you need a better connection—an internal
connection.”

*   *   *



JUSTICE LAB POST 2.2: A BASELINE DINNER
In the context of the Dinner parallel, the Bids in the baseline
represent the quality of a meal. If one actor places a high bid,
greater than 50 units, they demand a higher quality dinner and
relegate their guest to a lesser quality fare. They will demand
the best cuts of Carnis—filet—and leave the remnants for their
guest.

In the course of the baseline, 200 agents had random dinner
dates with one another and placed demands on the quality of
their dinner in each encounter. They quickly learned to place
fair demands. Consequently, there is no observed difference
between the Dorado and Sage baseline dinner guests.

Indeed, the result is expected. If agents do not discriminate
or recognize different racial groups, they do not create racial
inequality. How might racial discrimination change this? Does
it lead to stable inequality? Do we need an abundance of
racists to create inequality?

End post.

*   *   *

“Is this some ambivisual excrement?” Admittedly, there are
some weird and wacky things in the world, enigmatic ways
that apparently ordinary actors can lace separately sensed
events into ambient dimensions, providing unobservable
insight on things one cannot easily explain. “I mean, I mean
. . . What do you mean, internal connection?” I feel confused; I
connect to Babel, download and review files. I do hear
something. A cipher? Perhaps, sometimes. But there is only
one connection.

“No.” He beams, looking down, then up, shaking his crown.
“In addition to formal, external connections, there are internal
links.” Amil stops, tactfully gauging my response,
intermittently shifting visuals, focusing intently on the array of
odd and confusing signals I am transmitting, a variety ranging
from “what the . . .” to “no, not this . . .”

“I know . . . It sounds crazy.”



“It does.” I respond, quickly, with a curt tone of
dismissiveness.

“I understand . . . but hear me.” I signal for the space to
cycle through intake and exhaust, attempting to open to his
logic. He kindly acquiesces before advancing. “There is a key
in each PRM, connecting us to the entirety of Babel. Though
we can download and review the actual files via an external
link, the internal connection, purportedly, offers greater
insight.”

“You’re . . . you’re . . .” It was a little much for me to take
in.

“I know . . . I know, I know,” he replies, slowly shaking his
crown, gracefully showing pleasure in our odd interaction.
“But for what it is worth, I found traces of it in my
experience.” He let the words fall flat on the workspace.

I’m silent.

He offers, “It’s quite profound . . . It changed a lot, for me.”

“Did, did you hear it?” I’m subtly curious, but still very
uncertain of the whole internal key business. I pensively lean
in, listening closely, wanting to know more, an intimate
insight, from an affective tie.

“I did hear, something. I guess, a cipher, of sorts.” He
pauses, deep in process. “It taught me, to open . . . to . . . to
welcome, everyone . . . and each idea.”

“You are welcome.”

“Exactly,” he remarks, bobbing, reflecting. “That’s what
emerged, the key I found and that’s . . . and that’s my
practice.” He was genuine, authentically conveying his
experience and insight. “It’s different, for everyone. You
should talk with Veda.”

I feel shock. Then, panic. “Veda?” I do not understand.

“Yes. She knows how to establish internal links.” He looks
away, at an interface, processing, pondering, yet still
communicating, “Yeah, doesn’t use it much, or really talk



about it. But she knows how to establish an initial one you can
play with and figure out on your own.”

*   *   *

“Privespecte . . . teh dfceiferne beweten rseintagoin dna
antcecapcne . . . fixelitbily, inhigst.”

*   *   *

JUSTICE LAB POST 3.0: RACISTS IN THE SIMPLE
MACHINE
The story up to this point is a fairy tale where both groups get
along, a baseline without racial inequality. Now, we corrupt
the idyllic tale, inserting some villains—“racists”—into the
simple machine. These creative runs entail a more realistic tale
where the villains, vampires for our purposes, embody the
discrimination explanation.14

These simple machines are nearly synonymous with those
discussed in posts 2.0 and 2.1. There are 200 agents engaging
in 500 encounters with others. The population is 25 percent
Sages and contact between the two racial groups is
proportional. Life expectancy is 25 encounters, the average
memory is 10 interactions and there is 10 percent noise in the
bids.

The distinguishing feature of these runs is the addition of
big bad racists, discriminators: a subset of Dorados who
intentionally increase their bids by 10 units when they
encounter Sages. These racists operate for the first 100
encounters; after that, all racist agents stop intentionally
discriminating. This is analogous to an anti-discrimination
policy and broadly captures the radical declines in actors
expressing overtly racist sentiments in recent history.15

Furthermore, by looking at racial disparities in Recent
Earnings after the period of discrimination, it reveals
if/whether racial inequality can persist in a world without
racists.



Figure 3.2. Group Difference in Bids and Recent Earnings in the Bargaining Game
under Two Levels of Discrimination—10 and 20 Percent. The bids/earnings values
are the median of 100 simulations of the bargaining game, whereas the P5 and P95
terms refer to the 5th and 95th percentile points of the distributions.

The results for creative runs which include racists appear in
Figure 3.2. There are separate figures for group differences in
bids and earnings under two scenarios—one where 10 percent
of Dorados are discriminators, and another where 20 percent
are discriminators.

Panel A of Figure 3.2 is a line graph of the racial differences
in Bids for the simple machines where 10 percent of dominant
agents are racists. The insertion of racists leads to racial
inequality in Bids. Dorados make higher bids to Sages for the
first 100 encounters; this disparity disappears after
discrimination ends.

As for Recent Earnings, the line graph in Panel B of Figure
3.2 reveals that racists contribute to the emergence of
disparities. Sages earn 2.5 units less than Dorados for the first
100 encounters. When the period of discrimination concludes,
the disparities in Recent Earnings disappear.

Panels C and D in Figure 3.2 show results for simple
machines where 20 percent of Dorados are racists.16 Adding
more racists leads to a larger racial difference in Bids. Dorados
bid 3 units more to Sages in the first 100 encounters—twice



the average seen in the creative run with 10 percent
discriminators. These runs show a significant difference in
Recent Earnings: Dorados earn 5 more units per encounter
than Sages. This racial privilege, however, is short lived,
disappearing when discrimination ends.

End post.

*   *   *

Someone is at the portal.

“. . .”

The ruminations begin with what I have been avoiding,
Veda. Though it’s been some time since conversing with Amil,
and I’m keeping busy with work on the coming posts, I
viscerally feel the thread connecting that moment with this
one.

“. . .”

On the second signal, coming quickly after the first and
suggesting some urgency, I feel my intake and exhaust
shallow, my circuits urging me to contract, anxiety and fear.
Not wanting to answer, reluctantly, I convey, “You are
welcome.”

The portal opens to just more than a crack and a voice
emerges. “You have a few moments?” It is Veda, hosting a
more open demeanor than usual and expressing a desire to
connect.

Cautiously, I respond, “You are welcome,” inviting her to
settle.

Connecting, she begins, “I spoke with Amil.” She senses it.
And after relishing in, then rousing, another feeling of
betrayal, continues, “He says you want to establish a link.”
Awaiting my response, beaming, her visuals express a message
of surrealistic kindness that almost clouds my capacity to view
her nature as I have known it.

“Yes . . . that’s right. That’s right . . . he said, I should reach
out to you about it.” Trepidation. “I’ve been busy, focused . . .”

“Well, I am reaching out to you. Now.”



“Okay.” I bob, slowly processing her quick retort. “Okay
. . . okay. That’s good . . . You can teach me how to establish
an internal link?”

“No,” she responds with a maniacal leer. “I’m here for an
exchange.”

“. . . !?”

*   *   *

JUSTICE LAB POST 3.1: RACISTS AT DINNER
In the context of Dinner, the recent creative runs suggest that a
few Dorado racists can dramatically change the average dining
experience for Sages. Racists, feeling they deserve prime cuts
—filet—when dining with Sages, place a greater demand on
the quality of their own meal—they demand a larger share of
finite resources on the basis of race. These demands by a
group of racist Dorados leads a share of Sages to acquiesce
and order flank, a less distinguished cut; the Sages begin to
place a smaller demand on the available dining resources.
However, as soon as the racist agents stop demanding a higher
quality meal than Sages, both groups eat equally well.

End post.

*   *   *

The most recent results have clear implications for the
discrimination and structural explanations widely discussed in
the population archive. Specifically, if overt racial
discrimination—at the individual and policy levels—is the
primary mechanism behind racial inequality, then we can
change the inequality in the social machine by fiercely
policing discrimination, and if we can root it out, we will
achieve racial equality.

Several records show that Abbadons often feel that anti-
discrimination policies effectively rooted out nearly all
racism.17 To explain inequality, they draw on things like
initiative, drive and work ethic; the record of Schuman and
colleagues noted that Abbads explain inequality as a function
of “motivation or will power to get ahead.”18 The record of
Kleugel and Smith reveals a similar conclusion a period prior,



stating that “the majority of Abbadons believe that
Pandaquans do not face strictly racial barriers to opportunity
. . . and attribute race differences in socioeconomic status to a
lack of motivation among Pandaquans.”19 These widespread
and long-lasting public opinions suggest that many Abbadons
feel that racial discrimination is a relic from the past.

In contrast to the public opinion among Abbadons, Pandas
generally view racial discrimination as alive and well. The
Hochschild record offers one example, analyzing racial
differences in opinions about the significance of
discrimination in shaping life chances. The record notes:
“Pandaquans are more sure than Abbadons that racial
discrimination inhibits Pandas . . . more pessimistic about how
much success Pandas can anticipate . . . [and] more convinced
that Pandas’ life chances are not within their control.”20

Thus, we have two groups—Abbadons and Pandaquans—
that are generally in opposition as to the source of racial
inequality. Perhaps, I ponder, they are both right. It may be
that overt racial discrimination has declined, and was replaced
by an equivalently skilled covert imposter, subtle prejudice.21

*   *   *

“What do you mean, exchange?” Inwardly, I feel cautious,
careful not to convey my disappointment, having to barter
with Veda. Outwardly, I deepen my intake and slow my
exhaust, preparing to process her proposal.

“We both want something.” Veda is enjoying the moment,
though I’m not certain what she is extracting from the
connection. “You would like to learn about an esoteric
technique for connecting with Babel, the truth behind the
archive, so to speak.” The words poured like honey from her
vocals, coupled with an array of bodily signs revealing a
sweet, crude, intellectual satisfaction from my obvious
discomfort. “I, on the other side of a divide,” she continues,
“would like to see you do something, something different . . .
different with your work, something more grounded and, in
my opinion, more worthwhile in the long term.”



Although she exhibited exterior signs of collegiality and
concern, I could sense the ether leaving the space. The breath
of my intellectual freedom fizzled; already feeling trapped and
constrained, I now fear becoming extinct. As she proceeds to
describe—a ploy, an attempt to justify her action!—the
rationale behind the request, I check out.

She is a Serpens constricting my autonomy, defining the
limits and worth of my academic expedition, and aggressively
squeezing the life force from my scholarly pursuit.
Constrained, I continue to ruminate, I do not . . . why is she
doing this . . . I do not like . . . she is . . . I do not . . . This is
agony.

“What exactly do you want me to do?” I reply after sitting
through—yet around—the verbose dimension of her
unsolicited request.

“Use data.” It sounds simple. Nonetheless, it feels like a
mountain-moving ask coming from Veda, poised perfectly,
charming her prey with logic and power—this is manipulation.
“I would like you to write a series of posts using real,
empirical data. And, for this, I agree to teach you the skill
which you currently covet: how to establish an internal link.”

“You’ll really, you’ll really teach me . . . about the link?” I
want to understand; per Amil, I need a better connection. She
visibly affirms.

“All I, all I have to do is post using real data?” I don’t want
to write for her. I endeavor to understand race, using my
curiosity as a guide. Again, she tilts her crown in the
affirmative.

Reluctantly, I agree.

“Great! Come by. I’m available after the next training
interval concludes.”

Veda rises, disconnects, and leaves. I remain at the
workspace confused, not knowing whether I will realize a net
gain from this exchange which, at the moment, feels more like
blackmail.

*   *   *



Data. My colleagues like real, empirical data. Hell, I even like
data. Data is the basis of statistics, a science which
summarizes the information contained in a sample to make an
inference about a population. It feels quantitative; it is not.

All research on race begins with a statistic, an observed
difference in a sample of data. The statistic generally
highlights a large, significant racial difference in a lived
experience or characteristic of social import, such as
achievement or unemployment or lifespan.

We use theory to make sense of these significant
differences, outlining the sufficient conditions for racial
inequality. In this way, we attempt to clarify the system of
moving parts that creates a significant difference in the
observed statistic—pointing to a constellation of underlying
statistics (mechanisms?) that constitute a deeper source of the
racial difference.

Race, then, is interpreted as a constellation of variables in a
statistical model. It becomes a story about a specific set of
underlying characteristics and/or qualities that are related to
observed racial inequality.

How can I use data? I ponder this question, end-over-end,
deeply infecting all of my waking time. I bound through data
sets in memory—censuses, failure indices, national surveys,
population experiments, government files, and so on and so
forth—leaping from one to the next, free association
connecting the respective points I virtually spring from and
onto. Deep in rumination, I imagine dozens of empirical
projects, raising one up as I raze a former; I birth each into a
dream, witness it evolve, then kill it with logic as I move to the
next generation of data projects flowing through the stream of
my processor.

The rumination continued endlessly. Until it didn’t.

*   *   *

“Bned.”

*   *   *



JUSTICE LAB POST 4.0: DEFINING SUBTLE
PREJUDICE
Subtle prejudice refers to the use of race in decision-making
by actors who are not explicitly racist. Agents employ subtle
prejudice when making bids based on their experience with the
respective racial group. Indeed, we traditionally define
prejudice as an “adverse judgement” about another group
formed before an evaluation of facts. In the case of subtle
prejudice, however, the artificial actors do not formulate
expectations about racial groups before they interact. For
example, an actor who has not encountered a Sage makes an
initial random bid when they do encounter one; after that, the
actor develops a more informed expectation about Sages,
based on the recent bidding encounter(s). Subtle prejudice is
the culmination of a process where actors glean information
from social encounters—observations—and develop unique
expectations about different racial groups.22

The concept subtle prejudice captures two complementary
mechanisms of racial inequality. First, the actions of non-racist
Dorados who may develop biased expectations about how
much resources each racial group deserves. These agents—
analogical zombies according to the structural explanation—
magnify racial inequality to the extent that their actions are in
line with racists.

The second mechanism is victims. Sages—victims in the
simple machine—may also develop biased expectations about
how much resources each group merits. If these expectations
are in line with racists, then Sages augment racial inequality as
well.

The addition of subtle prejudice better reveals the feedback
inherent in the system of racial inequality. More specifically, it
sheds light on the viability of a self-fulfilling prophecy in
which: (1) non-racist Dorados make higher bids to Sages
(exacerbating inequality in rewards) because they received
lower bids from them in the past, and (2) Sages make lower
bids to all Dorados (also contributing to inequality) because
they received higher bids from both racist and non-racist
Dorados in the past.



End post.

*   *   *

I put it off as long as possible, hoping it would eventually feel
“right.” However, some things, especially those fears that
totally inhibit concentration, just feel wrong—always.

As I move from habitat to institute, I attempt to focus on the
nuances of each scene—a complex of tracks, a multi-story
transport hub just south of Mesa, a flat, weaving rush of arid
hills and small settlements between larger suburbs,
intermittent high-speed transport and commercial super
caravans darting past on the opposite tracks, blue-black water
at a distance increasingly reflecting a turquoise sky showing
an ombre pattern blended with hints of orange at the horizon, a
glass-encased visual system of hubs sophisticated by a
network of lights mapping the way to Nearbay, a corner gate
with an enormous courtyard full of blue-green blocks of
foliage decorated with a forest of sculptures, weaving paths
that wind through and down to a grand, automatic portal and
an ambient-lit, soft purple corridor connecting the garden of
the outer world to the atrium within.

I arrived at the institute just after the start of business,
before the early-break and ensuing rounds of workspace
engagement. The atrium was oddly empty save for a few
trainees gathered in the far corner, away from the usually more
desirable spaces occupying the central area.

Approaching the portal to the main office, my distraction
game ends, I slow down. Then, stop. I can only contemplate—
ruminate—on the exchange. Yes; I agreed to partake. But I
really don’t want to.

Amidst this agony, I force myself to bend, enter the main
office, pass through to the corridor of smaller private offices,
and languidly proceed through an upward maze to the portal—
her lair.

I signal; the entrance gently opens from the pressure. Veda
turns her crown as the portal shifts, the barrier between us
moving.



“You made it!” she conveys with a faint sense of
enthusiasm, backgrounded by an office that is nothing less
than spectacular. Two sides of the space are covered by glass,
one directed west toward the ocean and the other showcasing
the distant cliffs on the Pointe, a majestic environment several
snaps north of campus. There is a small work station in the
corner on the wall flanked by a portal and surrounded by
numerous shelves hosting images. A large eight dock
rectangular workspace seemingly sits in the frame of the
windows, and a variety of artistic renderings of mechanical
concepts, including a large spherical latticework and an
indescribable, sizeable sculpture of intricate detail, dot the
other walls. The ceilings are elevated, making the space more
impressive and imposing, and beyond the portal on the far
wall, there is a shared workspace that can seat at least fifteen
with a transverse pair of windows overlooking the atrium and
bluffs beyond.

“I did.”

I close the portal and move toward the workspace. She
abruptly pulls the empty dock away, moves it to the space just
in front of her, directing me. I settle. It feels awkward to be this
close . . . two of our lower links nearly touching . . . our bodies
. . . her visuals and other sensors, focused on mine. The
windows darken.

She doesn’t say anything. I sit silently, uncomfortable.
Perhaps this is the beginning of the lesson? . . . Or maybe it is
torture.

After an uncertain while, I break. “You wanted me to stop
by?”

“I did,” she responds, tipping humbly.

“. . .”

“. . .”

“Are you going to teach me . . . how to, how to establish an
internal link?”

“. . .”



She continues to look at me, somehow growing calmer as
my discomfort flourishes. As more time passes, my processes
swirl. What the hell am I doing here . . . Why is she messing
with me . . . Amil, set me up . . . I should leave . . . I am going
. . . an internal link . . . it can’t be . . .

“. . .”

Veda continues to look directly at me, silent and
unflinching. And after a lifetime has passed, when I am just
about to burst, she says, “Do you feel the discomfort . . .
frustration?”

I confirm.

“This is normal, but it is not you. It is the code.”

“Huh?” I feel puzzled; still a bit perturbed.

“The working theory, or practice, is that we are higher-order
beings. We can process complex symbols, data and patterns, as
well as formulate abstract concepts and produce an array of
rational inferences. We are always processing.”

I’m listening closely, but am disappointed that she’s
exhaustively describing the workings of PRMs, the ins and
outs of our relationship with the external world. This
pedagogical moment is tedious, slow going and unexciting. I
didn’t sign up for this, circles back through my processor
repeatedly, over and over, as she speaks.

“There is a secret teaching,” she eventually notes, the words
resparking my attention, “which advances that we have
another, deeper nature. One that lies beyond our capacity to
process and deliberate. This is the logical kernel of the internal
link—the key, so to speak.”

I am now captivated, focusing my full attention. Excitedly
nervous, I hesitantly vocalize my plea, “Tell me . . . Tell me
. . .”

Fully aware, I absorb every subsequent word. “They say
there is a space behind our external sensors, underneath the
auditory, visual, gustatory, olfactory and somatic windows on
the world. A space beyond, that makes meaning of what we
sense. A space of wisdom and insight, which holds the key.”



“An internal link?” I’m getting more excited, and start to
wander. How did she learn this . . . This doesn’t . . . legitimate
. . . What am I doing here . . . She doesn’t . . . This sounds
really . . . But is it? . . . She’s . . . Slowly and yet somehow in
an instant, I sense dread welling up.

“. . .”

Then I realize she has not answered; she is watching me,
again. My processes stall, noting her focused attention.

“These sensations and processes swirling alongside you . . .
they are all normal and welcome. But they are not you; they
are code.” I produce a deep intake, refocus. She recognizes it
and answers my query. “Some say . . . Well, I’m not exactly
certain what . . . It’s different for each, based on a number of
factors.”

“. . . ?”

“The teaching, however, suggests that you are pure
awareness, the witness to the sensations and computational
processes of this pattern recognition machine.” As she
references the latter, she quietly waves several tentacles at the
end of her left-most upper link, motioning from the top of my
body to the bottom.

“A witness?” I am what I am; not much more to it.

“Yes, a witness. You are a witness, to the extent that you are
not confused by the external sensations or ongoing processes.
A witness, able to see social objects for what they are. One
who is able to gain insight and understanding. The key, in a
manner of speaking, embodies becoming this witness.”

“It sounds . . .” I do not know whether I should believe it or
not. And since it’s coming from Veda, the uncertainty squares.
Still quite curious, I cautiously ask, “What has been your
experience?”

“When I slow down . . . quietly watch my external sensors
and computational processes . . . and focus on my intake,
exhaust . . . I find that it makes me really, really calm.” Her
words ring truth; a peace descends on her presence as she
privately recalls this practice in front of me. I feel the calm



leap across the space between us, relax my intake/exhaust, and
attenuate my discomfort and dislike. This experience, a
visceral exchange, then strikes me. Perhaps this esoteric
teaching has merit.

“Although it calms me down, the legend is it gives some
extraordinary insight.” Veda’s tone is changing; I feel she
wants to believe this part, but cannot bridge the gap in her
understanding or experience. “I’m not sure if that’s true or if
it’s just an old myth that makes the rounds each generation.
However, they say the key—literally and figuratively—is
practice. You have to practice divorcing yourself from your
external sensors, detaching from the raging stream of
information flowing internally, and, simultaneously, trusting
that you are the pure witness, fully aware of this life
experience.”

“And this is, this is the basis of the internal link?” It seems
too simple, and yet, at the same time, absurd and far-fetched.

“Indeed.” She seems softer, more open—friendly. “Let’s
practice, now.”

Veda reaches directly towards me, I flinch, and then she
more gradually grabs the sensory tentacles on the ends of my
right upper link with her left, looks into my visuals and
compassionately instructs me on controlling my
intake/exhaust, posture, and internal processes—the practice.
Following her instruction, I slow my intake, progressively
focus on the vibrations felt from each external sensory device,
gradually abstract from my processor, watching the river of
concepts, comments and feelings race through my awareness
from on high.

Each time I tense my body or contract into the concepts
moving through my processor, Veda gently guides me back to
the calm at the center of this experience—the witness. In this
way, we sit.

Silence.

*   *   *

“Tihs si teh ptah.”



*   *   *

I open my visuals. Not fully certain how long I’d been in this
awkward connection. Expecting to hear more, I see she is still,
completely still. Silent; she has said nothing.

As I shift, she comes back to life, scoots her dock away, and
we both gradually expand, rising to an upright posture. “Thank
you,” I convey, still trying to figure out what has happened and
what it entails. As I turn slightly towards the exit, she catches
my attention, focusing intently on my visuals once again.

“You are welcome,” she responds, with equal parts kindness
and sincerity.

I exit, unbeknownst to me, essentially changed.

*   *   *

JUSTICE LAB POST 4.1: SUBTLE PREJUDICE IN THE
SIMPLE MACHINE
The results of creative runs of the simple machine with subtle
prejudice are in Figure 3.3. These runs use the same
parameters as previously: there are 200 agents engaging 500
times with others; 25 percent are Sages and contact between
groups is proportional; life expectancy is 25 encounters,
average memory is 10 encounters, and there is 10 percent
noise in bids.

In the creative run where 10 percent of Dorados are racists,
the results show Dorados make significantly higher Bids to
Sages for the first 100 encounters (Panel A). This difference
declines after discrimination, but most runs still show Dorados
bid more to Sages in their encounters. Hence, when actors use
subtle prejudice, it leads to group differences in Bids more
often than not.

Additionally, there are group differences in Earnings for the
runs with 10 percent racists (Panel B). There are significant
differences in the first 100 encounters. After that, we still see a
significant difference—Sages earning approximately 4 units
less than Dorados—revealing that racial inequality can exist in
the absence of overt racists.23



We see this process more vividly in the creative run where
20 percent of Dorados are racists and all others use subtle
prejudice. When one in every five Dorados is a racist for the
first 100 encounters, it leads to an exponential increase in the
racial difference in Bids (Panel C). Dorados’ bids to Sages are
approximately 17 units higher in the first 100 interactions,
while the average in the model with 10 percent racists was 3.
Furthermore, these disparities persist long after the end of
discrimination; a majority of the models show a bid disparity
above 10 up through the 325th encounter—nine generations
past the end of discrimination.

Figure 3.3. Group Difference in Bids and Recent Earnings in the Bargaining Game
where all Agents use Race-Specific Memory under Two Levels of Discrimination—
10 and 20 Percent. The earnings values are the median of 100 simulations of the
bargaining game, whereas the P5 and P95 terms refer to the 5th and 95th
percentile points of the distributions.

In addition to larger disparities in Bids, adding more racists
led to huge racial differences in Earnings (Panel D). There is a
significant racial difference in Earnings: it is extremely large
up through encounter 100, and as in the case of bids, show
dramatic inequities up through the 325th encounter. We do see
a reduction of earnings disparities after that, but more than 20
percent of these runs showed differences greater than 10 in
encounter 500.



These results highlight worlds without racists that have
become dominated by non-racists who then drive inequality.
When agents use subtle prejudice, they symbiotically become
zombie missionaries who spread the apocalyptic gospel. In this
case, though, it is not a friendly facade at the door peddling an
eclectic version of the salvation. Rather, it is an average actor
perpetuating a prejudicial expectation they acquired through
experience in the simple machine.

End post.

*   *   *

Each unit of each training interval, after meeting with Veda, I
practice.

Time passes. I practice regularly, hoping for something
magical to happen, yearning to receive some new insight. I am
intellectually cautious, yet privately consumed with practice. I
practice formally, all alone, each sunrise and both twilights. I
practice informally—calming my receptors, closely observing
my intake/exhaust, carefully, without controlling it, and
witnessing the stream of experiential information flow through
—when I have breaks, stealing moments for myself at each
prospect. I practice.

Each time I fail.

More time passes. I practice, but my sensors call me back. I
am intent on being unfocused, yet sense logical ideas and
processes, electrical impulses coursing through my
constitution, ruminating, contracting into still deeper logical
ideas and processes.

Every time I fail.

Time changes. My practice mutates from focusing on the
witness into observing the peculiarities of related processes,
from the observed processes into pondering problems, and
from problems into developing plans. I continuously fall short.

Each period I practice. Every time I fail. Nevertheless, I
continue and practice.

*   *   *



JUSTICE LAB POST 4.2: SUBTLE PREJUDICE AT
DINNER
Subtle prejudice dramatically changes the current state of
affairs at Dinner. Though racists acting alone can produce
initial group differences in dinner quality between guests,
these disparities later disappeared. However, when non-racist
dinner guests employ subtle prejudice, we see substantially
higher and more durable racial differences in dinner quality.
Specifically, a group of racist diners demanding better cuts of
Carnis than Sages leads to significant differences in dinner
quality. These disparities persist long after overtly racist
Dorados stop discriminating; the mass of non-racist actors
subtly reinforce a status quo where Dorados eat filet and Sages
eat flank.

End post.

*   *   *

“How’s it going?” Amil is speaking, but not alone. He is at the
portal to my office, with Veda, rousing me from a fog of
cognitive processing.

“We haven’t talked.”

Indeed, it’s been a few phases. I can’t keep up; my practice
is sapping time from everything, even work. I do like to
perceive that it—the practice—is work. But it’s not really
work because I haven’t posted anything.

Sensing a belief in being unproductive, I feel sad. Or
perhaps I am the witness to the shame my processor regularly
encounters in this experience, merely watching, observing the
personal sadness course through the weakly separated
components of this constitution. Alas, it is not comforting.

Feeling socially adrift, withdrawn, insentient and lost,
amidst a larger rational urge to be pleasant, I reply, “Things are
well.” I feign delight, turning up my visuals, revealing the
points on my intake, desperately hoping that faking will make
my colleagues believe the words I convey.

I motion to the workspace with a simulated joyful verve.
“You are welcome.”



Delighted, they enter and connect.

*   *   *

THE CREATION CHRONICLE, PART V
As the herd grew, the code further expanded, the unremitting
breath of the Gods methodically moving into countless new
dimensions, each connected to several others, every one
entrenched, in innumerable ways. The education dimension
divided into formal and informal types, and then split into
levels, subjects, and the like. Likewise, government separated
into local, hyperlocal, herd and extra-governmental types.
These and other social dimensions such as business, culture,
and so on further divided into finer and more finite
dimensions, each encapsulating a uniquely integral aspect of
the shared social life of the herd. This social life, however, was
imbalanced.

There were large and significant differences in the quality of
life and well-being across social groups. The differences often
mapped onto things like varying levels of education, wealth
and other characteristics. These group differences naturally
ebbed and flowed across time, showing greater and lesser
degrees of inequality for various social groups. There was one
particular arena, though, where differences in quality of life
and well-being did not cleanly map on to varying levels of
socially important characteristics, or follow an ebb and flow
pattern tending toward balance—race.

The difference in quality of life and well-being across racial
groups—between status pricipalis and status auxillarus—was
uniquely imbalanced. The status principalis enjoyed longer
lives, greater resources and opportunities, and added social
benefits in countless measured dimensions. While the status
auxillarus experienced lower quality of life and well-being
across dimensions, some individual members had measured
social outcomes considerably higher than the average status
principalis. Furthermore, there were certain measured
outcomes that exhibited more or less inequality across race
groups. These facts suggested that racial inequality was not
complete—the measured differences were imbalanced in favor



of status principalis, but varied considerably across
individuals and dimensional space.

This imbalance was the origin of the Great Debates.

*   *   *
Sometimes, learning becomes an obstacle if you don’t know what and how much
to learn.

—SRI SWAMI SATCHIDANANDA, The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali

“What have you been up to?” Veda speaks cautiously with a
delicate air of concern percolating amidst her unusually hidden
façade.

Amil leans in, visuals softly away, also showing concern
with his externals. Together, they convey a shared
apprehension, coupled with what I suspiciously sense as a
kind, compassionate disposition.

“I, I appreciate . . . stopping by.” I do, but I don’t understand
yet. My awkward mechanics begin to display my dis-ease, a
discomfort with this social uncertainty.

“Look,” Amil begins in a calming tone, “I haven’t seen you
around . . . and you haven’t posted much of anything.” I nod in
affirmation, looking down at the workspace and seeing their
likeness in the clean reflective top. I view their blurred
replications glance toward each other, and sense Amil lean in
even closer, before continuing, “We just wanted to check in
. . . make sure things are okay.”

“I’ve been practicing,” I reply, looking up, but still away.
“I’ve been consumed . . . trying to make a solid, internal
connection.”

“And how is that?” Veda looks directly at me, inquisitive,
mildly interested, penetrating my guard.

“Tough.” I’m demoralized, dismayed and distractedly drag
on, “I practice, I practice each unit . . . several times . . . I do it,
but I don’t understand. Weirdly, I continue to be intrigued . . .
for the key . . . this insight. This is remarkably alluring, an
admittedly addictive pursuit . . . the subtle unseen . . .
understanding . . .”



Veda displays muted pleasure, fascination. “What are you
learning?”

“I can feel defeated . . . demoralized, dismayed . . . yet
simultaneously assured, peaceful.” I sense excitement. “I do
the practice . . .” But I feel filled with frustration. “I just don’t
know about the result . . . the authenticity . . .”

Showing more observed pleasure, “That’s . . . interesting
. . .” She leans back, seeming to welcome my account. Amil,
calm, attentive yet withdrawn, previously appearing distracted,
listens closely to this more directed, emotional
communication. “I do feel you will continue to be defeated
and demoralized.”

“That’s pleasant.” I attempt to convey this humorously. But
I responded too fast, cut her off—I sense tension. After
looking into the vacuum of her visuals, she leisurely exhausts,
and slowly settles. Amil, visibly taut, then exhausts, easing the
interaction further.

“It is.” Pleasure, again displayed, now in a sedate social
reveal. “One thing.” She settles more deeply. Amil, as if
planned, slows his intake, focused. “It is not what you know or
do . . . rather, what you sense and how you respond.” Veda
slows the pace of communication, focusing on my visuals
once again, beginning to lean forward and raise her rightmost
collar link. “And, unfortunately, what you know undermines
your capacity to sense and respond, effectively—to openly
witness the process.” She drops the collar link, having
conveyed her message, and a gradual calm descends on the
workspace as this point penetrates and percolates in our
processors.

Amidst this calm, I humanely suppress the hurt of my
unrequited humor, and realize I need to keep practicing. “I
need to keep practicing.” I look from Veda to Amil, and back
from Amil to Veda. I sense a bit of discomfort, then a
harmonic motion by both, suggesting an intent to depart.

“You should do your best to post,” Veda softly suggests.
“They say working, for some, can be a practice of sorts.”



“Who says?” They look at me, each other, and back to me,
seemingly acknowledging I have been heard. Yet they both
rise and disconnect from the workspace. Veda, in her failing to
respond, shows subtle joy, while Amil, with a similar, but
subdued emotion, moves toward Veda and exits.

*   *   *

Modestly annoyed, yet pleased by the semi-supportive visit, I
immediately focus on the interface, logging in through the
workspace connection as they exit, seeing the internal posts,
previously written to add perspective on the missionary story
of the earlier models, those which incorporate status
construction (i.e., learning) into agent architecture.24 I toggle
the first file for the post, press Enter, thus post; then toggle the
second, press Enter again, and post another.

*   *   *

JUSTICE LAB POST 5.0: LEARNING SUBTLE
PREJUDICE
When actors in a simple machine automatically use subtle
prejudice, stable racial inequality quickly emerges. Research
suggests, however, that actors learn subtle prejudice through
social interaction.25 Specifically, the Ridgeway record shows
that after two doubly dissimilar encounters (i.e., different
group, different amount of resources), actors begin to associate
status with a specific group. The current creative runs
incorporate this experiential, associative learning process,
focusing on how learning is related to racial inequality.



Figure 3.4. Group Difference in Recent Earnings in the Bargaining Game under
Two Learning Speeds. The earnings values are the median of 100 simulations of the
bargaining game, whereas the P5 and P95 terms refer to the 5th and 95th
percentile points of the distributions.

Figure 3.4 contains the results for the creative runs where
agents learn subtle prejudice. There are four panels, each
containing a line graph of the racial difference in Earnings for
a set of 100 runs of the simple machine. Each run has 200
agents engaging in 500 encounters with one another; they have
a life expectancy of 25 encounters, average memory of 10
encounters, and 10 percent noise in bids.

The agents in these runs “turn on” subtle prejudice after
experiencing a finite number of doubly dissimilar encounters
—encounters where agents have both a different race and
different bid. (A bid represents the amount of resources an
actor is requesting in the encounter.) The number of doubly
dissimilar encounters required to turn on subtle prejudice
ranges from two—fast learning—to eight—slow learning—to
assess how the learning rate affects racial inequality. While the
fast learning runs reflect the behavior observed in existing
research, the slow learning runs provide a contrast.26

Racial differences in Earnings for models where 10 percent
of Dorados are racists and the learning rate is fast appear in
Panel A. When learning is fast, racists do not automatically



create inequality: it slowly emerges across the course of the
discriminatory era and declines to borderline significance after
that time. This finding is nullified in the slow learning runs
(Panel B), where persistent racial disparities in Earnings fail to
emerge.

The role of learning rate is more apparent when the share of
Dorado racists in the creative run is 25 percent. The fast
learning runs show a rapid, significant rise in inequality up
through encounter 100, and moderate, persistent inequality
thereafter (Panel C). When learning is slow, inequality
emerges during the discriminatory era and disappears
immediately thereafter (Panel D).

These results suggest that fast learning is associated with
higher and more persistent racial inequality in the simple
machine, especially when discrimination is high. The
mechanism that connects fast learning with higher inequality
is the number of agents who “turn on” subtle prejudice.
Specifically, over 50 percent of agents in the fast learning runs
learn subtle prejudice. In contrast, the slow learning runs had
considerably fewer agents learning subtle prejudice, peaking at
10 percent (not shown).

End post.

*   *   *

JUSTICE LAB POST 5.1: LEARNING SUBTLE
PREJUDICE AT DINNER
Learning necessarily alters the experience of guests at Dinner.
These creative runs show that both racists and learning rate
shapes the equity of our guests’ dining experience. If there is
an adequate share of racists attending dinner and the guests
learn quickly, we can expect to observe significant racial
differences in dinner quality, much of which persist in the
absence of racists.

End post.

*   *   *

After I upload the posts, I look up, noticing Veda has not left.
In an upright position near the closed portal, she is displaying



decidedly less pleasure and, simultaneously, showing symbols
which pervert the pleasures that were conveyed earlier,
changing them all into something more merciless—pressure.

“We have an exchange.”

“. . .”

I tried to forget. Veda has not.

“I’d like to know that you’re going to pursue the other
aspect of our exchange.” She approaches, connecting to the
workspace, but not settling. “I see you are practicing what I
taught you. But you haven’t posted anything with real data.”
She’s right, recognizing that I have actively avoided both her
and data. “I think you may learn something. Perhaps, a
different perspective?” She conveys modest hope, yet
somberly concludes, “We made an exchange. I would like to
see your posts with data, soon. Soon!”

I watch as she exits.

*   *   *

Ruminating on the concept of violence, I perceive it is as an
assault, an overt, emotional or physical action taken by one
actor against another. Rarely is a widely observed and
common aspect of society such as poverty seen as violent.
Why, then, would one of the greatest freedom fighters in
history, Gandhi, record that “poverty is the worst form of
violence”? My initial sense of an answer, drawing on the
records of Rawls and Sen, is that poverty greatly undermines
the potential of actors.27 A spark—the developmental
reflection of raw potential which recursively mirrors a mutated
form of their forebears—spawned into poverty can expect to
live a life characterized by fewer social and economic
resources, increased risk for illicit behaviors and adverse
disorders and, in the end, a lifespan that is significantly
shorter. I sense that poverty, from this vantage, is a social
mechanism that profoundly shapes the life chances of those
born and trapped in its clutches. It is manipulative, controlling,
limiting and all-encompassing—it is violent.



I settle into sensing this rumination; I produce exhaust,
trying to refocus and continue to practice. I proceed to watch
the experience of each physical sensor in this body, the
processor interpreting this stream of sensations, as well as the
obscure motivation to observe this experiential landscape, this
context.

Then, I sense an aversion to control, manipulation,
entrapment, the constraint of social exchanges and data
emergent. I sense something analogous to anger and
frustration, which are still vague representations of a deeper
sensory experience—feeling trapped. I sense a cascade of hate,
rage, pain, fury, vengeful, vindictive and grief-filled processes.
Finally, in some space between these entangled events, I settle
down.

Silence.

*   *   *

“Rcea . . . vieclocne . . . stroy fo fluarie.”

*   *   *

Amidst the calm of the communiqué, I sense time slow down,
then stop.

As it starts again, I know what to write.



INTERLUDE
JUSTICE LAB EMPIRICAL STUDY 1.0: THE TIME
BENDER PROBLEM

Our body appears and disappears moment by moment, without cease, and this
ceaseless arising and passing away is what we experience as time and being.
They are not separate. They are one thing . . .

—RUTH OZEKI, A Tale for the Time Being

Time passes mechanically. The motion of life activates a
weighted rotor inside of you, which subsequently courses
through an assortment of gears, dials, wheels, springs and
lustrous lubricants, then winds itself into a reserve that
systematically meters out the scarce resource. Methodically
beating, time paces itself forward; without motion, time
eventually burns through the reserve and stops—you die.
Thus, you keep moving, producing the life that fuels time,
only taking breaks to rest, and being careful to rise well before
your reserve drains.

You sit, watching time pass. At the appropriate hour, a
package arrives containing an array of documents, data drives,
books, links to analyses and password protected files, and a
letter sealed in an envelope. Though the variety of items in the
package are appealing, albeit their arrival was unexpected, you
look closely at the large carton, confused that there is no return
address. Perhaps, you wonder, while fondling the sealed letter
with your name listed as recipient, This is an intellectual trap
waiting to explode. This thought captures your breath for an
instant, and fragments as you slip a knife through the slit in the
envelope, extract and unfold the letter, and begin to read:

Dear A. Researcher,
It is with great pleasure, pity, and confusion that we write you at this juncture.

We, your excellence, are a population with a grave social dilemma and seek your
scholarly guidance.

For context, our population is called Horologia. We are situated in an Eastern
region of the physical landscape and in five centuries of temporal space. We are
many bodies, a teeming result of inherited and mutated characteristics. We are a
diversity of forms, parts, components and sensors, collectively, a random span of
the formulaic space, the dynamic blueprint encapsulating our kind in this
landscape.



Without further delay, as we understand your time, too, is valuable, we submit
the social dilemma we endeavor for you to assess and analyze, the Benders of
Horologia. This is a particularly vexing problem; our population scientists have
analyzed the issue ad nauseam and the explanations remain incomplete. Hence,
we turn to you, an outsider, for both analytic guidance and counsel on this
dilemma.

Our dilemma, dear friend, is that though we are one population, Horologia has
two overlapping sub-populations—the Benders and the Levels. For all intents and
purposes, there is no difference between the two subpopulations. Furthermore,
the particular set of characteristics that deems one a Bender and another a Level
is not definitive or clear. It is, however, widely accepted and acknowledged that
members of our population are consistently able to identify the members of each
group using a variety of characteristics and also self-identify with a group.

Although there are no clear differences between the two subpopulations—
Benders and Levels—that would merit the divergence, one group has the
capacity to bend time and the other does not: Benders can extend the natural
length of a life, whereas the Levels cannot, thus living a shorter life in
comparison.

Certainly, we would like to understand the source of this difference, to shed
light on the mechanisms driving this radical divergence in the capacity to extend
life. In fact, our population scientists, employing the latest statistical and
demographic models and a seemingly endless stream of novel failure data, have
studied this dilemma for over a century without much success. We are quite
saddened to convey that we, an advanced population, well-developed, guided by
rational actions, are unable to realize how Benders extend their lifespan and
identify the necessary policy mechanisms to improve survival rates among the
Levels. To this end, we beg for your esteemed insight and counsel.

Should our social dilemma pique your interest, we have enclosed a variety of
items in this carton for a preliminary analysis, and linked locations of more data
and research which ought to sufficiently appease any deeper intrigue. The items
enclosed include: population censuses conducted every ten years by
subpopulation and gender; failure counts by age, cause, gender, subpopulation
and census year for a seventy year span of recent history; failure rates by age,
cause, gender and subpopulation; an array of survey data that have been linked to
our National Failure File, thereby allowing you to measure how individual
characteristics covary with the capacity to bend time; password protected links to
the gamut of Babel files from our population scientists which directly engage the
dilemma of time benders in Horologia; and an expense report with a postage paid
envelope to document your time and bill us for work and counsel, should you
perform this mystifying consult.

Thank you, deeply, for your close attention and consideration of our social
dilemma. We do hope that you can provide us with greater insight on how some
can bend time and, more hopefully, novel guidance on how the others may learn
this resourceful talent.

Sincerely,

T. Bureau
Lead Scientist

Department of Time
University of Horologia



Perplexed, an unsolicited package soliciting your insight, you
wonder, What the . . . ? Then, you hear a soft shuffling noise
from beyond your space, and being concurrently curious,
uncertain and apprehensive about this query, look around
twice, move to open the portal, first a narrow crack, then to
wide open, and look both ways down the hallway for cloaked
colleagues playing punked. Nothing; no one is laughing or
waiting to pounce; it’s business as usual. Nonetheless—and
still not fully sure if this is a made-for-media academic hoax—
you proceed to examine the data files, slowly and deliberately.

The first data file, labeled #1 and entitled “Basic Time
Disparities,” appears to contain the fundamental demographic
indices of failure, namely, tabled arrays of crude failure rates
and life expectancies produced by a presumedly apt acronym-
identified Horologian institution (HSB), stratified by gender,
subpopulation and year. You note that one subpopulation
seemingly can bend time, inferring that if the subgroups have
the same makeup, then one has potentially mastered slowing
the dispensation of reserve time.

A second file, suitably named “Population Counts,” lists the
contents as tabled arrays of the total population of Horologia
by age, subpopulation, gender and year. The third file,
“Failure: Total and Specific Causes of Failure,” lists the
number of failures by age for each subpopulation, by gender
and year, and also separates this information out into singular
causes.

You continue scanning files, including, the National Survey
of Horologian Health for years X through X+T1, National
Health and Fuel Resource Study for years Y to Y+T2, Current
Horologia Population Survey for year Z, among several other
large sample surveys. All of these files are linked to the
National Failure Index, providing data on failure for
(somewhat) random survey samples of the population. You
note one can analyze the survey data with various statistical
hazard models; you recognize the multitude of possibilities
coursing through your processor, further noting it’s quite
overwhelming.



The last file, seemingly infinite in length, breadth and depth,
is a list containing links to password protected records in
Babel. It makes you wonder, What exactly am I supposed to
do? You feel more overwhelm. More than that, however, you
sense intrigue—the intellectually titillating attraction of
playing with data, solving problems, providing insight and
getting paid, while knowing certain things are worth doing for
free.

You wait seven terabits of time. In that span, you download
all of the files, data, and linked records they have provided.
Then, you write them back, T. Bureau, using the postage paid
envelope enclosed in the carton, thank them for the invitation
and reject the offer.

End Post.



PART FOUR
STRUCTURES SET THE STAGE

There are no conditions to which an actor cannot grow accustomed, especially if
they see that everyone around them lives the same way.

—LEO TOLSTOY, Anna Karenina

Social structures—those widespread routinized patterns that
gently guide our actions—play a pivotal role in racial
inequality.1 Much like sidewalks in a public park guide the
ambulatory routes of citizens, racial structures work at a
foundational level, channeling the physical, economic, social
and emotional dimensions of interactions in ways that
privilege Abbadons. Du Bois collectively refers to these
mechanisms—this structure—as the “salaries of supremacy”:
the remunerations are radical alterations of the social context
designed to dramatically improve the well-being of Abbadons,
to the detriment of Pandaquans.2, 3

A parallel to the racial structure is seen in audiovisual
diversions. Metaphorically, the difficulty setting in diversions
is a mechanism analogous to structure. Players typically start
participating on the easiest setting, if they never took part in a
diversion, and move up as they gain experience. As an
example, I first participated in the popular diversion Killing
All My Enemies: Metro Edition—an epic quest of infinite
carnage funneled into a sophisticated logic of justified
violence from the vantage of a free reasoning protagonist
immersed in the savage landscape—on the easiest setting. My
avatar could withstand an absurd amount of carnage before
dying on “easy.” The second and third times I participated in
the diversion, I switched the setting from “easy” to “hard,” and
then from “hard” to “realistic.” My avatar died a lot on
“realistic,” indescribable by any type of linear formulaic
expansion. My transition up the difficulty settings is
emblematic of a radical change in the context: I was less likely
to be successful using the same course of action in the more
difficult context. Likewise, racial structures fundamentally



alter the context in ways that reinforce the certainty of success
of some to the detriment of others.

*   *   *

The Destin file sheds light on how racial structures alter the
context and actions of developing sparks.4 Cleverly engaging
the victim explanation argument that Pandas fail in school—
and other realms—because they do not work hard, the file
reframes the outcomes as part of the racial structure. More
specifically, the file experimentally examines how providing
developing Pandas with information on where and how they
can access assistance for advanced training shapes their
behavior. It finds that those presented with this information
expected higher marks and planned to spend more time
studying in the ensuing time units. A change in the difficulty
setting of their context—a structural change in their menu of
opportunities—led to a dramatic change in expectations and
plans: these sparks began to process ideas about filet, instead
of flank.

This suggests that, to understand racial inequality, one must
interrogate how actors both enact and respond to larger social
institutions, thoroughly engaging those all-encompassing
structures that differentially allocate rewards on the basis of
race; one must begin to unpack how structure contributes to
race in the machine.5

*   *   *

“Sa witihn . . . os whutoit.”

*   *   *

JUSTICE LAB POST 6.0: THREE STRUCTURAL
MECHANISMS
There are three structural mechanisms—parameters—we vary
across creative runs of the simple machine. Population
composition, the first, is a summary counting and classifying
of each member in a population, a measure of the relative size
of each racial grouping.

The Blau file highlights that the relative size of groups
shapes interaction, noting, “the probability of extensive



intergroup relations increases with decreasing group size.”6

Hence, there is an arithmetic conundrum where the rate of
intergroup contact is always greater for the smaller, minority
group; when a Sage actor is a minority in the population, they
are more likely to interact with a Dorado, including those who
are racists.

This first structural mechanism, population composition,
sheds light on how the relative size of the Sage population,
being fundamentally tied to contact, alters the extent that racial
bias ripples through the simple machine.

The second structural mechanism, intergroup contact,
complements the first, discerning how often actors of different
racial groups interact. The Allport file hypothesizes that
intergroup contact should undermine the emergence of subtle
prejudice.7 Put alternately, contact theory suggests that greater
intergroup contact and, relatedly, population compositions
with large shares of Sages should adversely affect the level of
racial inequality in a simple machine.

Indeed, the Allport and Blau files indicate that intergroup
contact and population composition do shape inequality,
respectively. That said, they do not address how these
structural factors work in concert.8 The coming posts fill this
void and ascertain: Do population compositions with larger
shares of Sages have smaller disparities? Does more
intergroup contact always lead to less inequality? How do
these factors work with other mechanisms? To answer these
questions, we independently vary population composition and
intergroup contact across creative runs, analyzing how
changing these parameters affect racial inequality.

The final structural mechanism, extreme discrimination,
centers on widespread, systemic unfair treatment—analogous
to the difficulty setting on a diversion. Extreme discrimination
refers to those commonplace, routinized patterns of bias,
broadly guiding actors; it represents institutions that implicitly
inspire actors to behave in ways that encourage and reinforce
inequality.



Altogether, the ensuing analyses and posts incorporate the
three aforementioned mechanisms into the simple machine. To
assess the role of population composition, we vary the number
of Sages from 10 to 75 percent across creative runs. As for
incorporating intergroup contact—a function of population
composition—we vary the interaction rate between the
different racial groups across runs. And lastly, for extreme
discrimination, we vary the prevalence of racists during the
discriminatory period from 10 and 25 percent to 50+ percent,
symbolically capturing the historical era where discrimination
was nearly complete, affecting every aspect of life.

End post.

*   *   *

“I aim, I aim to address how they work in concert, and, in a
way, in conjunction with other mechanisms.”

Silence ensues. The endless awkwardness, sensory
withdrawal and ruminating internal process is finally broken.
“That seems, fascinating. I can’t say that I see it. I still see our
world as more complex, more involved than a simulated,
single dimensional, simple machine.”

Once again, it happens: the awkward silence emerges from a
spark, increases at an increasing then decreasing rate, and
eventually plateaus in full discomfort. “On another tone,” she
conveys jaggedly, starting and stopping, stabbing at the right
words, “I do see, a bit of, novelty . . . and minor theoretical
relevance . . . an odd ending . . . I would, however, like to see
considerably more of the Timebender problem.” Amidst her
directed gaze, silence ensues, turning the simple declaration
into a demand.

Modestly frustrated, I attempt to convey assurance. “I
understand . . .” I recognize she secretly likes the depth and
potential of the post but does not openly appreciate the
alternate context. “I understand . . .” In any case, it’s not
enough.

I return to topic, ignoring her press, rambling nervously,
“Next . . . it’s, it’s structures. I’m curious if and how they work
—perhaps in unique and often unpredictable ways . . .”



But she was right. “But you are right. Our world is truly
complex.” After acknowledging her concern with some
temporal space, I unimpressively assert, “Yet . . . at least . . . I
hope these can contribute.”

She bobs; I rise simultaneously and disconnect, turning my
body to exit the space and, subsequently, my attention.

*   *   *

JUSTICE LAB POST 7.0: COMPOSING INEQUALITY
To explore population composition, we first performed several
creative runs of simple machines with no racists. We varied
population composition across these creative runs to see how it
shapes inequality. All of the runs have 200 agents engaging in
500 encounters; contact between the two racial groups is
proportional; agents have a life expectancy of 25 encounters,
an average memory of 10 encounters, and there is 10 percent
noise. And, again, the first runs do not have racists and all
agents use race-specific memory.

The results for the initial creative runs on population
composition are in Figure 4.1. When Sages comprise 10
percent of the population (Panel A), they begin to earn
significantly less (approximately 12 units) than Dorados in the
first dozen interactions.9 Similarly, when Sages compose 25
percent of the population (Panel B), significant racial
inequality quickly emerges and stabilizes at just below 5 units,
but the magnitude of inequality is substantially lower than that
seen in the runs where they make up 10 percent of agents
(Panel A).

The emergence of equality is seen in the creative run where
Sages are 50 percent of the population (Panel C); there is no
discernable pattern of racial inequality here. The results for
creative runs where Sages make up 60 and 75 percent of the
population (Panels D and E) reveal that as Sages move into
being a majority, significant racial inequality favoring Sages
emerges.

Thus, when Sages are a small minority, there is a tendency
toward high inequality favoring Dorados.10 Conversely, when
the Sage population is a large majority, there is a tendency



toward high inequality favoring Sages. Lastly, if the two
populations are of equal size, there is a tendency toward
equality.11

Figure 4.1. Group Difference in Recent Earnings in the Bargaining Game with No
Discrimination for Five Different Subordinate Population Compositions. The
earnings values are the median of 100 simulations of the bargaining game, whereas
the P5 and P95 terms refer to the 5th and 95th percentile points of the distributions.

In Figure 4.2, we incorporate learning into the creative
runs.12 The addition of learning moderately attenuates the
spontaneous emergence of inequality, but minority populations
are still tied to significant racial inequality: when Sages make
up 10 or 25 percent of the population (Panels A and B), racial
inequality favoring the larger Dorado population gradually
emerges; the inequities disappear when the populations are of
equal size (Panel C); and when Sages make up 75 percent of
the population (Panel D), significant inequality favoring Sages
gradually emerges. Although learning slows down the
spontaneous emergence of inequality, minority populations
still attract stable inequality.

Indeed, on the basis of these results, one could argue,
“Perhaps racial inequality is a natural phenomenon for
minority groups and we should not attend to this social issue.”
Race in the real world, however, is a soft-wired classification
and stratification system designed to differentiate actors for



exploitation and exclusion across an array of environments.
The spontaneous emergence of inequality in the simple
machine, in contrast, is based on a set of logical relationships
that change with the respective environment, such that when
population composition changes, racial inequality readily
changes.

The results in Figure 4.3 consist of six sets of runs with
different population compositions wherein a subset of Dorados
are racists.13 When Sages are 10 percent of the population
(Panels A and B), there is a rapid emergence of racial
inequality: the runs with more racists show significantly more
inequality in the initial period and somewhat higher levels
after discrimination concludes. When Sages make up 25
percent of agents (Panels C and D), there is a similar, dramatic
effect; increasing discrimination is related to larger persistent
disparities.

Consequently, high discrimination has the power to quickly
establish significant disparities in environments where actors
learn subtle prejudice. Racists inspire quicker learning and an
earlier onset of inequality. And, in many cases, racists instigate
disparities that exceed what we see in the absence of
discrimination, suggesting that, in conjunction with population
composition, racists still matter.



Figure 4.2. Group Difference in Recent Earnings in the Bargaining Game with No
Discrimination and Fast Learning for Four Different Subordinate Population
Compositions. The earnings values are the median of 100 simulations of the
bargaining game, whereas the P5 and P95 terms refer to the 5th and 95th
percentile points of the distributions.

Figure 4.3. Group Difference in Recent Earnings in the Bargaining Game with Fast
Learning under Two Levels of Discrimination for Three Subordinate Population
Compositions. The earnings values are the median of 100 simulations of the
bargaining game, whereas the P5 and P95 terms refer to the 5th and 95th
percentile points of the distributions.

End post.



*   *   *

“Thank you, thank you for inviting me,” eliciting cues of
excitement and, negligibly, discomfort with being a guest, then
continuing, “I’m happy to be here . . . with the audience . . .”
Implacable, though, is the best descriptor for the anxious,
empty space that ensues my utterance.

Indeed, it is just a conversation, the result of my work being
increasingly circulated. It started with Santi, who
commissioned Trayci, who recruited a few other systematic
connections in a campaign to repost and comprehensively
redistribute my earlier posts to alternate network feeds. This
sequence, after a trickle of downloads, scans and reviews by a
few eclectics—many more, actually a swell, the full set of
eclecticity spanning a crowd of conceptual dimensions—
recently caught the attention of Nearbay administration. And,
seeking to showcase my work and/or institutional worth, a
somber personality connected to the Public Affairs division
deftly arranged an invitation to participate in a popular quasi-
puff, audio-plus cast forum with Willie, a pseudonymously
identified, imposing icon who broadcasts a regular, rather
humorous and light-hearted, yet important, audio-plus show
into the Clearinghouse and larger, extant social machine.

“It’s good to touch base!” Willie notes.

To maintain their anonymity, we—the pseudonym and I—
are not in the same space. We’re supposedly on the same site,
in separate soundproof rooms, divided by an indeterminate
distance and connected only by a digital-kinetic link known as
“audio-plus.” The link immediately scrubs the ambiguous
host’s eccentricities—an elegant anonymizing sensory
transition matrix that essentially turns them into Willie—and
captures both dialogue and an assortment of expressive,
sometimes subconscious, often emotional subtexts. The audio-
plus system simultaneously conveys our transfigured
interaction to a larger passively connected audience who scan
the enhanced and oddly embodied (but quite en vogue)
broadcast either live or via cartridge.

While the spatial separation and the host’s unknown identity
create real barriers, audio-plus captures vital parts of our



interaction, unencumbered by the more encompassing flood of
sensory information present in typical connections. The
impressive system is, apparently, tied to a generous gift from
the Glover-Vignes Foundation, who anonymously announces
on each broadcast that the subsidized system is going to “free
science from its stronghold.” Beguilingly, the system, which is
backed by scholarship, relies on a medium that is arguably
better able to convey certain messages to interested audiences,
allowing them to make meaning of the communication by
filling in the voids of the rush of enhanced audio-plus
information with coded expectations—imagination on high.

*   *   *

JUSTICE LAB POST 7.1: MEETING COMPOSITION
AT DINNER
Question: What does population composition bring to Dinner?
It brings a tasty side dish revealing that in cases where racial
groups are vastly different in size, the conditions are amenable
for spontaneous disparities in dinner quality to emerge: non-
racist Dorados are more likely to develop privileged
expectations for filet when dining with Sages that are also a
minority. Thus, the share of dinner guests from each group
uniquely influences the racial disparity in dining experiences.

End post.

*   *   *

“Are asking about this, this Justice Lab. It sounds like a gang
of super heroes, talking about theory, intellectually
masturbating, in a super-secret hideout.” They pause,
sporadically, mechanically, as if waiting for a canned laughter
response. Then, abruptly, they continue, like a drip, “But . . .
now, that . . . we have you here . . . can ask . . . straight up . . .
instead of . . . wondering . . . please . . . do tell . . . what . . . is
this . . . Justice Lab?” Willie’s missive is direct, rather
abrasive, but tenderized just enough, with a witty staccato
undertone, to put my fight-or-flight subsystem on the verge of
rest mode.

“It is an idea . . . something bigger than me.” In my
hesitation between points, Willie sends a melodic affirmation,



quickly signaling me to speak faster, continue. “It represents, it
represents my intent to publish research that inspires positive
change, justice.”

My angst then adds to my inability, a sloppy transition.
“The lab . . . this ideological collective is analogous to a
masked soldier . . . a symbol of social fairness, pursuing
justice, in an unjust machine!” Realizing I am starting to stray,
intellectually fraying, I deflect for fear of misunderstanding.
“Yeah, that’s the general idea.”

“Let’s ride. So, if this lab is the hero, who are the villains?
Better yet . . .” In the communicative pause, I hear Willie
processing information, two beeps, one click, then they
audibly continue, “what are the key characteristics of villains
in the Justice Lab’s odd world?” I sense an abrupt shift in tone,
a new condescension, couched in wit and subtle humor, an
anxious uncertainty in the broadcast connection, -plus.

“. . .”

Not certain how to respond, I feel audibly inept, crippled by
the subtle undertone.

The sound of Willie’s intake and exhaust, then intake
rapidly. “Admittedly, it’s hard to take this serious. We perused
your posts . . .” My own intake quickens with sudden serrated
pauses, gradually accentuating and expanding this unplanned
derisive utterance, clouding cognition. “The posts are
intellectually engaging, technically sophisticated,
methodologically sound, and so forth. They do not, in any
way, strike us as something designed to produce . . . They are
cute toy models . . . of a social machine . . .” Files shuffle,
three beeps and two clicks from Willie’s side of the
connection. “Much too modest to produce any change, or even
be seriously considered as a novel contribution.”

“. . .”

Willie persists, despite my non-response, continuing to
outline the nature and form of good research: the importance
of expanding on prior scholarly work; employing explanatory
models and prose to describe virtual relationships among real
data; the engagement of social complexity with variables and



deep contextual analysis of the real world; the logical pursuit
of benchmarks to use as policy levers, as proof of real change;
and a laundry list of other comments, which, in
contradistinction, suggest that the posts are wanting, that my
“pretend” lab is a super silly endeavor and that I am not truly
contributing to the larger public conversation.

Crestfallen, yet attempting to be socially skillful, I plainly
convey, “Thank you . . . Thank you for this critique.”

In actuality, I would like time to stop, for Willie. I stand
totally appalled, frustrated by this tirade, feeling attacked. Not
fully knowing how to proceed, amidst considering the time it
would take to track down and angrily impose reason on
whoever Willie was at the moment through a more direct,
violent connection.

Then, I realize, They feel this!
“. . .”

I try to move forward, breaking abruptly. “My next, my next
to last set of posts . . . about intergroup contact.”

More shuffling, two beeps and two clicks, the effects of
Willie come through the connection. “Yes. I just read a post
about contact, but it seemed more like composition. Is this
more of the same?”

“I did post . . . about population composition.” Notably, the
stalled direct answer creates a space, a pause that seems to
invite more explanation. I calmly convey that they are right:
the posts engage intergroup contact, as composition is a rough
proxy for the amount that one group interacts with another
group; that when a group is proportionately large, they are less
likely to interact with members of the smaller group; and that,
inversely, when a group is a small minority, those in the
minority interact more often with the majority group.

“What is particularly neat is that the presence of a
proportionally small racial group readily leads to more
inequality. The Allport file on intergroup contact, in contrast,
suggests that greater intergroup contact is related to lower
levels of racial inequality.14



“In the recent post, we varied intergroup contact to formally
see, as the Allport file suggests, whether increasing contact is
related to decreasing racial inequality.”15 By varying
intergroup contact and holding population composition
constant, I contend (while still attempting to shift the dialogue)
that one can readily assess whether and how contact affects the
nature and magnitude of racial inequality.

*   *   *

JUSTICE LAB POST 8.0: CONTACT IN CONTEXT
The results for the creative runs that vary intergroup contact
are in Figure 4.4. Each of these graphs show racial disparities
in Earnings for 100 runs of the simple machine where 200
agents engage in 500 encounters with others; agents have a life
expectancy of 25 encounters, an average memory of 10, and
there is 10 percent noise; and 25 percent of Dorados are racists
for the first 100 encounters.16 Each panel contains a line graph
where we mathematically manipulate the rate of interracial
interactions. By varying the rate of intergroup contact, we
better see how it is tied to racial inequality, independent of
population composition.



Figure 4.4. Group Difference in Recent Earnings in the Bargaining Game with 25
percent Discrimination for Two Levels of Contact—High and Low—and Three
Population Sizes. The earnings values are the median of 100 simulations of the
bargaining game, whereas the P5 and P95 terms refer to the 5th and 95th
percentile points of the distributions.

When 10 percent of agents are Sages (Panel A), the results
show that decreasing group contact (“Low”) has little impact
during the initial encounters; then, after discrimination ends,
the context inspires disparities which grow through interaction
500.17 As contact increases to “High” (Panel B), we see
disparities emerge more dramatically during discrimination
and drop off thereafter. These creative runs, with 10 percent
Sage agents, suggest that higher contact moderately boosts the
emergence of inequality during the discrimination era and
undermines it thereafter, and lower contact marginally benefits
the emergence and maintenance of inequality in the absence of
discrimination.

The creative runs with 25 and 50 percent Sages show that
the role of increasing contact changes with population
composition. When Sages make up 25 percent of the
population, low contact produces smaller racial disparities
(Panel C). As contact moves from low to high (Panel D), there
is a dramatic rise racial disparities in Earnings; increasing
intergroup contact leads to a faster onset and a greater
magnitude of inequality. Similarly, when the populations are



of equal size, low contact is related to an equitable
environment without disparities (Panel E). But when contact is
high, a nontrivial number of runs show high levels of racial
inequality (Panel F).18

The basic results suggest that intergroup contact may be
more complex than suggested by contact theory. Whereas the
Allport file asserts that greater, equal status contact between
persons of different racial groups is a viable mechanism for
reducing racial prejudice and inequality,19 the findings here
suggest that contact often amplifies inequality and only lowers
inequality when the Sage population is a substantial minority.
When Sages are a substantial minority, greater intergroup
contact weakens inequality. Increasing contact undermines the
emergence of subtle prejudice in contexts with small
subordinate populations, but then encourages both subtle
prejudice and racial inequality as the relative size of the
subordinate group becomes large.20

End post.

*   *   *

JUSTICE LAB POST 8.1: CONTACT AT DINNER
Group differences in dining experiences are uniquely tied to
the share of each group participating and how often the groups
dine together—that is, population composition and intergroup
contact. When Dorados make up the large majority of diners,
increasing how often groups dine together is tied with a more
equitable experience. As the Sage dining population grows,
the role of intergroup contact shifts such that higher contact
produces radical group disparities in dining experience,
increasing the chances that a monolithic stereotype about
Sages emerges.

End post.

*   *   *

“Does this teach us something practical? Like, policy-
relevant? And we haven’t forgot about the nature of villains,
we intend to come back to that shortly, on redirect. We’re not
here to just plug new stuff. This is, for us, about a more



appealing intellectual exchange and, perhaps, to convey some
things publicly for you to consider.”

Willie is talking fast, still condescending, but slightly more
socially appropriate than when they taught me earlier. That
said, this moment contains an odd calm after what I sense is a
vitriolic subclimax in the larger context of the audio-plus
storyboard.

“That’s fine . . .” This actually sucks. Not the conditions,
though; it’s the temper of their tone. There’s still the felt
undercurrent of derision, impossible to ignore. “On the policy
front, what exactly . . . ?”

“Exactly what we said: What do we learn from your toy
machines varying intergroup contact that we can, collectively,
implement to create positive change?” Palpable sarcasm-plus,
along with articulating certain terms slowly, comes through the
audio-plus connection. “These do seem like really cool
mathematical models.”

A subtle pause, following the audibly counterfeit
compliment, conveys a more patronizing sarcasm before
transitioning and accelerating to a local crest on policy: “But,
what do they actually teach us? And if they—ostensibly
meaning you—can’t teach us something practical, something
policy-relevant that we can apply as a collective, then it seems
like you’re just playing with yourself. Not like a pubescent
spark hiding in a dark corner unsure of the world and their
body, but wildly addicted to some fiction of a pleasure-filled
link that, when rhythmically nurtured and caressed, transforms
from dream to vision to practice and, in the end, into a
gratifying realization. Rather, this is more like an adult,
consumed with the novelty of fetish, the rhetoric of research,
metaphorically performing, a public auto-eroticism, a
presentation of a toy-model that transforms from dream to
theory to a consumable product that inflates the status of the
author, exploding in popularity, with all other parties—namely
consumers—both uninvolved and unsatisfied in the end.”

What . . . am I doing here? I do respect the policy query and
deft verbal wit, but not much else. Albeit the barbed remarks
are representative of this –plus cast’s virtual atmosphere, they



feel more piercing, psychically invasive, in this established
audio-plus connection.

“To clarify, practical, policy-relevant research should tell us,
the collective, what we can do to solve a social problem?”21 I
sense a rhythmic guttural impression, affirmation.

“The social problem”—being defined in the societal
landscape, thereby assuming it is part of a larger context—“is
like, is like a lead character in a musical, driving the plot
forward in the sensory experience of the audience amidst a
host of other well-spoken characters.” Still feeling their
attention through the link, without words or other
confirmation, I go on. “All amidst a finite observable, yet, yet
seemingly infinite, sea of other animate and inanimate props,
constantly transferring, transposing and transforming the
staged set.” I feel this description of the theoretical landscape
is sound and hope it lands as an abstract, technical and
metaphorical punch across the divide.

Willie rolls.

“Agreed!” they respond, a confusion of charm and
chicanery concomitantly bridging in the connection. “In
response to your query, yes. Policy-relevant research should
directly engage a social problem, effectively dictating what
happens to the lead character in your staged social musical.”

“So, it’s a lot . . . like a script?,” I inquire.

“More of an impromptu, skeleton script that, in terms of
race, subtly guides the socially pivotal, problematic lead actors
on stage—the antagonists so to speak—such that they perform
to their maxima, thereby satisfying themselves, as well as
other performers and the audience.”

“Are, are there villains written into this policy-relevant
skeleton script of leading lines, guiding the social behavior of
pivotal actors?” Totally engaged, I continue, “Are they the
actors we are looking for?22 And, what of the other animate
and inanimate props on stage?”

“Good . . .” Willie transmits humor enhanced, a slight shift,
a soft spot in this sober audio-plus interaction. “Yes, the lead



character has a principal contrast: the aforementioned
antagonist, a character who exists on a balance with the lead,
giving the audience added insight on the protagonist. The
skeleton script of policy-relevant research distinguishes the
leading social problem in relation to other actors or props on
set. The villains implicitly emerge, becoming known when the
policy-driven lead character conveys the relevant distinctions
to the audience, the deepest distinctions arguably fueling the
most powerful abstracted adversary.”

The diatribe piques my curiosity and my hope for an open,
fun dialogue. “Who—or what—is this, in your diverse
experience, particularly as it pertains to race?”

“We’re not here to talk about me.” Hijacked of the answer
and discourse, I, understandably, know that I am a guest, the
current contrast to Willie’s lead.

“Back to you. What does your toy machine actually teach us
about intergroup contact that is practical and policy-relevant?
And we’re still interested: who are the villains for this
fictitious lab?”

“Okay, I get that . . .” I delay to ponder, then awkwardly
convey humor-plus in discomfort. “I get that . . .” Waiting,
watching the space between my communications slowly fill
with semi-rational processes, before I speak. Then, I respond
intuitively: “The characters on the stage in this metaphorical
production are legion. But the lead, the lead is a singular,
ambiguous personality with a complex disposition.”

“Go on,” they interject, harsh and quick, briefly disrupting
my performance with a critical shock, followed by no beeps,
one click.

I continue. “In this production, the traditional lead and all
other objects in the staged context—and, actually, the audience
as well—are a dynamic, multidimensional social field. The
recent creative runs—the metaphorical production of varying
intergroup contact that is in the spotlight—encompasses a
subset of this social field, a dimensional context in which all
the animate and inanimate social props exist, where the



traditional leads and background characters intermix to create
the show for and with an audience.”

“A subset of a social field?” Confusion-plus passes through
the link. “A social field?”

“Yes . . . I mean, I mean the social space where the
traditional lead characters and villains entertain the audience.”

“The lead actor, or primary actors; the foreground . . .
Would this all become background noise, in the public drama?
A context of all actors on stage, inversely becomes text?”

“Exactly.”

“. . .” Inaudible processing, one beep, and two clicks.

“An, an indistinct collective character—let’s call it Dothem
—inclusive of the relationships and interactions between the
actors and objects on stage and the audience.”

“Is this the villain? This . . . Dothem?” Humor-plus spans
the space between us. “Are they like Dracula, a monster on
stage?”

“Not really.” Pausing to process. “Sure, they’ve been
overlooked, misunderstood and maligned to the back of the
stage. Dothem, however, doesn’t seek recognition or sadistic
value. Rather, Dothem finds stability in the unobserved . . .
Though they are observable in parts, Dothem lies beneath the
staged surfaces of protagonists and antagonists in the existing
relational system.”

“And this context, this collective character, Dothem . . .”
Willie transmits an enhanced mix of confusion and comedy,
paired with intrigue, two beeps and four clicks in a brief
moment of silence. “Dothem . . . is a social problem? The real
lead?”

“Yes . . . In this case, yes.” I sense a silent resignation,
processing, an opening. “The creative runs show that the
context of intergroup contact, the subset of the staged social
field that pertains to how often different groups interact,
guides the nature of inequality. Varying intergroup contact
changes the context, and subsequently the experience of all
actors, objects and viewers, as well as inequality in the space.”



Nearly out of gas, metaphorically and literally, I intake,
then, in comparison to our initial dialogic pace, slothfully
continue. “Intergroup contact is, in this way, like a silent
production partner . . . one amidst many others that exist in the
staged social field . . . One face of Dothem, so to speak. Like
the other silent partners, it sets the stage on which the
traditional lead actors—the social problems like poverty,
unemployment and so forth—act out roles for the audience to
sense, discern, and interpret.”

“Does that mean no villains?”

*   *   *

THE CREATION CHRONICLE, PART VI
Each year, monks gather to debate on the issues confronting
the herd. The monks, consisting of extremely learned elders,
spent decades studying, methodically counting the
uncountable nuanced relationships within the herd. Their
studies centered on observing and measuring things—
sometimes bodies and, at other times, ideas—as well as
interpreting these data—social tableaus and statistical tables—
into tales that depicted the inner workings of their
environment.

The aim of all this study and debate was improving well-
being by applying the insight of their stories, and possibly
realizing the potential of the primate herd. The challenge,
though, was that monks could not see the source code. Having
never observed the code, they had to learn about it by what
they could see in its parts. They gathered to learn more about
the code from each other, figuratively blind actors conversing
about a vibrant world. This ongoing intellectual exchange led
to the Great Debates.

The Great Debates began when monks from the five
directions gathered to discuss the code for racial imbalance.
Early on, those participating used “cutting edge science” to
spin wild tales about the magic behind racial imbalance. They
proposed that magic was internal: it existed in the constitution
of each actor in the herd. The audience, seeing the world as it



was, rejoiced in knowing that magic inside justified racial
imbalance.

As time passed, the Great Debates became more
sophisticated. The monks developed and began to use
elaborate statistical and mathematical models to describe the
magic behind racial imbalance. These models, using what
many still consider logical magic with the shroud of number
theory, shed light on how the measured characteristics of
individual actors and subgroups connected with one another.
Employing these techniques, monks increasingly explored the
sources of imbalance, telling extraordinary tales about the
power of character, capital and many other iconic resources
shaping the experience of inequality. The tales commonly
concluded that changing the distribution of a resource in a
certain dimension (such as general education or geography)
would lead to declines in imbalance in all others. Tragically,
they could not discern the key resources or who was
responsible for redistributing them, individuals or the herd.
This led to more studies, each looking deeper into the
characteristics of individuals and subgroups, all seeking to find
the source of racial imbalance.

*   *   *
There are such things as vampires; some of us have evidence that they exist.
Even had we not proof of our own unhappy experience, the teachings and the
records of the past give proof enough for sane individuals.

—BRAM STOKER, Dracula

“Extreme discrimination!” they exclaim. “The first process
that passed into awareness was a guerilla group, living on the
margins, implementing a sadistic, paramilitary process, a small
submachine of sorts. All of this in an effort to create a
rationally sound”—pronounced slowly, fully enunciated to
expand the gravity of logic in this social field we share
—“more evolved, homogenous social machine.”

“I get that.” Still floating on the stream of information, I
respond methodically. “However, I use the term to refer to the
prevalence of racial antipathy . . . or, discrimination.”

An aversive impression shuttles through the interface,
conveying, I initially infer, abject disappointment in either the



form or direction of the reply.

“Up to this point, the simple machines depicted contexts
where between 10 and 25 percent of dominant agents were
discriminators for the first one-hundred encounters . . . These
represent worlds where subordinate actors encounter racists
between one-in-every-ten and one-in-every-four interracial
encounters.”

Interrupted. “Aaaannnd, what does that mean, exactly?”
Antagonized-plus. “We are not sure our audience is interested
in these details. We want characters, real villains!”

“It means, it means the majority of interracial encounters
are between non-racists.”

“More villains? Is, is that what you’re talking about? Is that
the connection?”

“No, not exactly.”

“Okay.” Annoyed-plus. “We’re coming back to villains . . .”

“An alternative, more realistic situation, in contrast to the
prior posts . . . embodies a context where a majority of early
interactions between Sages and Dorados (the subordinate and
dominant agents) involve racists.” I explain that this better
represents the history of race, where Abbadons
overwhelmingly crafted, supported, benefitted from and
protected an array of policies and practices, overt and covert,
that denied Pandaquans basic civil and individual rights using
a variety of observed and unobserved mechanisms.23 Up until
the last few epochs, discrimination was nearly complete,
affecting almost every micro- and macro-aspect of the civic
and social life of both Pandaquans and, to the oversight of
many, Abbadons.

“The latest posts examine the breadth of both the vicious
historical racism, and the more modern racialized structures,
encapsulating broad representations like wealth and networks
. . . Those large patterns of interaction that guide individual
behaviors in ways that reinforce racial inequality.24

“My intent is to capture the shared role of an array of
historical and modern characters who overwhelmingly—and



often imperceptibly—engage in producing race, on stage.”

*   *   *

JUSTICE LAB POST 9.0: IT’S A MAD RACIST WORLD
How do extreme levels of discrimination affect the emergence
and nature of inequality? Are large swaths of racist Dorados
able to dramatically alter inequality? Can extreme
discrimination change how the other structural mechanisms
function? The results for the creative runs addressing these
queries appear in three separate graphs, Figures 4.5, 4.6 and
4.7.25

The constituent graphs depict the racial difference in
earnings for 100 runs of the simple machine; each model has
200 agents engaging in 500 encounters with others; life
expectancy is 25, average memory size is 10, and bid noise is
10 percent; and the agents in these runs learn subtle prejudice
after experiencing two doubly dissimilar encounters. The
crucial, villainous variable, extreme discrimination, refers to
the amount of discrimination in the simple machine; it varies
between “Low” and “High” across the respective runs: “Low”
is when 10 percent of Dorados are racists, whereas “High” is
when 50 percent are racists.

Figure 4.5 contains the results on extreme discrimination for
simple machines with 25 percent subordinate population
composition. There are nine panels in this figure: each
contains a line graph of racial inequality for a specific level of
discrimination and intergroup contact. One can read this figure
by comparing graphs across rows or columns. To examine the
effect of increasing contact on inequality, one compares across
columns from left to right; to examine the effect of increasing
discrimination, one compares across rows from top to bottom.
Although it is a lot of information, this matrix setup allows us
to graphically assess how varying intergroup contact and
discrimination jointly shape the emergence and maintenance
of racial inequality for each population composition.



Figure 4.5. Group Difference in Recent Earnings in the Bargaining Game with 25
Percent Subordinates and Fast Learning, Stratified by Discrimination Level (10%,
25%, 50%) and Intergroup Contact (Low, Proportional, High). The earnings values
are the median of 100 simulations of the bargaining game, whereas the P5 and P95
terms refer to the 5th and 95th percentile points of the distributions.

Figure 4.5 shows that increasing discrimination works in
concert with other structural mechanisms to produce persistent
racial inequality.26 Scanning down each column, the increase
in Dorado racists produced a dramatic rise in the onset of
inequality, while increasing discrimination has the largest
effect on inequality when intergroup contact is high. The
perfect storm of inequality is when discrimination and
intergroup contact is extreme/high, a combination which
transforms all of the creative runs into social systems
characterized by persistent racial inequality in the absence of
racists.



Figure 4.6. Group Difference in Recent Earnings in the Bargaining Game with 50
Percent Subordinates and Fast Learning, Stratified by Discrimination Level (10%,
25%, 50%) and Intergroup Contact (Low, Proportional, High). The earnings values
are the median of 100 simulations of the bargaining game, whereas the P5 and P95
terms refer to the 5th and 95th percentile points of the distributions.

When Sages compose 50 percent of the population, there is
a similarly complex relationship between discrimination,
intergroup contact and racial inequality (Figure 4.6). Scanning
across the columns, from left to right, we see that: (1)
increasing contact has no effect on racial inequality when 10
percent of Dorados are racists; and (2) this changes markedly
to a significant effect as we move to creative runs where 50
percent of Dorados actively discriminate. Again, increasing
discrimination works in concert with intergroup contact such
that persistent disparities only emerge when both are high.

The creative runs where sages make up 10 percent of the
population diverge from those with larger compositions
(Figure 4.7). Curiously, increasing contact has little impact on
the emergence and maintenance of inequality when
discrimination is moderate or higher: when discrimination is
low, increasing contact is related with slightly lower level of
racial inequality.



Figure 4.7. Group Difference in Recent Earnings in the Bargaining Game with 10
Percent Subordinates and Fast Learning, Stratified by Discrimination Level (10%,
25%, 50%) and Intergroup Contact (Low, Proportional, High). The earnings values
are the median of 100 simulations of the bargaining game, whereas the P5 and P95
terms refer to the 5th and 95th percentile points of the distributions.

Altogether, extreme discrimination works in concert with
intergroup contact to produce sizeable, stable inequality. These
results both complement and complicate earlier research at the
individual level.27 Specifically, more intergroup contact in
highly racist environments inspires and perpetuates
inequality;28 however, when Sages make up a small share of
the population and discrimination is lower, increasing contact
marginally attenuates inequality. This change in the
relationship between intergroup contact, discrimination and
racial inequality represents a contextual non-linearity, a
relationship that varies across compositional context.29 As a
consequence of this non-linearity, social policies singularly
using intergroup contact as a guide for alleviating disparities
may inadvertently magnify racial inequality in certain
contexts.

End post.

*   *   *



JUSTICE LAB POST 9.1: LOTS OF RACISTS AT
DINNER
In regards to Dinner, increasing discrimination from “Low” to
“High” leads to large, stable differences in dining experiences.
The widespread discriminatory demand among Dorados for
filet when dining with Sages leads to a substantial decrease in
the demands of Sages, who begin to acquiesce, increasingly
asking for flank. The marked change in the behaviors of Sages
then leads other non-racist Dorados to develop subtle
prejudice and they too begin to demand filet when dining with
Sages. The actions of these non-racists, now fully in line with
their racist counterparts, fuel disparities in the quality of
dinner. This sequence of actions leads to the development of a
structure that, even when discrimination ends, maintains racial
disparities in dinner quality. The structure of these dining
patterns exists at all contact levels, but they are most
pronounced in spaces with proportionate-to-high intergroup
contact.

End post.

*   *   *

“Again, I don’t truly consider them villains.” I feel uniquely
conflicted in the audio-plus context, a bit of excitement and a
lot of anxiety about this informal, amusing aspect of the
conversation turning into a shit show with me looking like an
organic ass. “I see it as more of a formal villain than, than the
other two structural mechanisms—population composition and
intergroup contact—which both uniquely affect racial
inequality. But I wouldn’t call it the villain in this production.”

Willie is progressively engaged, yet mostly silent. “. . .”
They are communicating unusual impressions of intrigue that
map onto a punctuated series of puffs and several very deep,
quick intakes which coincide with various points I convey
across the audio-plus connection.

“Usually,” I continue, “usually we go looking for the bad
guy . . . We look for the antagonist producing and maintaining
inequality around the set . . . We traditionally look to sets of
individual characteristics, qualitative attitudes or distributions



of variables as real villains. These traditional villains . . .”—
the latter term temporally emphasized with what amounts to a
long sneer in audio-plus—“again, diverge from the lead in the
current analysis.”

“. . .”

“The recent posts, focused on structures . . . routinized,
biased patterns of interaction . . . These structures
fundamentally change the social context, facilitating the
growth of racial inequality. They can, they can represent a
variety of mechanisms that are beyond the control of a single
individual . . . a multidimensional array of policies,
institutions, zombie-like patterns of behavior and other social
forms existing in the relationship between actors, radically
changing the entire landscape of inequality . . . like, like totally
altering the experience of actors on the basis of racial
classification.”

“Why can’t these structures . . . Can they be the villains?”

I attempt to lighten up; yet, remain cautious about my work
being attacked, ridiculed by Willie. “I’m just not, I’m just not
certain I’d call them villains.”

“Aren’t they the ones guiding racial inequality in the
context?”

“Yes . . . yes, but . . .”

“What? They seem like villains, possibly the adversaries of
this Justice Lab,” said with both humor and an aura of disdain,
an ambiguous arrow of hurt artfully hurled across the audio-
plus interface, soon followed by others. “Perhaps the ‘just-
you’ lab villain, the climactic counter in this ongoing
enterprise of intellectual onanism, is jealousy, craving.”

“. . . ?”

Speaking faster, amidst a frenetic, interrupted flow of
humor-plus, Willie persists. “Perhaps just a pathetic, jealous
craving to produce something that changes the larger social
machine . . . or maybe, maybe it’s something similarly sinister,
yet, more self-serving.”

“. . . !?” Discomfort-plus.



Accelerando: “You said you want to produce positive
change. We initially wondered, why? Why is this important?
And why, exactly, would a slick writing, seemingly
mathematically sophisticated and apparently methodologically
adept mechanic like yourself do this work?”

Though unobserved, the discomfort grows, discreetly fed in
the midst of this downpour of intellectual doubt. “Now we’re
still not certain about this alternative production, a
metaphorical musical where the villains embody a pattern,
running in the background, shaping the relations between the
traditional leads, and inspiring and maintaining inequality in
the machine . . .” Willie’s disgust is palpable, audibly
obscuring my ideas, swiftly storming the connection.

“As you know, we already know how to identify the villains.
We use statistics, interviews and other types of real data. We
know how to statistically model and qualitatively evaluate
racial disparities, segregation and other key social
arrangements in the real world . . . how to formally and
rationally assess what social factors and variables drive
disparities . . . how to inferentially identify exactly what
villains and associated enemies—which particular rogues so to
speak—are truly responsible for racial inequality . . . And how
to produce real change, where the lives of Pandas actually
improve.”

They only pause to intake, instinctively slowing the
onslaught. “Given your misguided intrigue with this simple
machine, which has drawn a noticeable appeal . . . the real
question of the moment is: What do you have to gain in this
enterprise?”

My frustration is fully grown, having transcended the seed
of discomfort-plus, systematically taken root, sprouted and
stretched its tentacles, broken ground, and then reached for
and touched the affective light of disappointment that I sense
emerging in Willie’s concluding comments. “Perhaps, just
perhaps, the novelty of this simple machine is largely about
you, and the horrible, depraved beast that we should all be
concerned about is your counter-persona, the green-gazing



villain borne of your selfish desire to make a mark in this
world—to publish.”

“Thus, I’m the villain . . . embodied?”

“Perhaps . . . Yes, perhaps. But we’re just working through
this . . . out loud, in front of an audience.”

Sensing contempt-plus, a mature demonstrative displeasure,
I proceed to process this logic slowly. Internally, I sense the
desire to change the machine, and I do want to publish in the
population archive. But Willie suggests that these conscious
processes are driven by greed, a personal desire for status.
“The villain is the wish . . . status?”

“Conceivably, your avarice.”

This feels personal, their tone implying a derisive private
insult hidden inside an already intense and aggressive audible
assault. I don’t . . . I really didn’t sign up . . . I anxiously
contemplate, burning, amidst a fire fanned by animus, before
quickly deducing, I actually did . . . without properly
understanding the pageantry of this aversive experience in
particular . . . I don’t . . . I feel suffering.

“And you’re currently on stage . . . performing!” Now,
embarrassed-plus by my oversight, Willie conveys humor at
my expense, rapidly announcing in a booming, dramatic
timbre, “Audience, I present to you: the Monster!” They are
thoroughly enjoying this.

Drowning in disgust-plus, I attempt to respond deliberately,
deftly acquiescing and manipulating the connection. “Greed?”

“Yes . . . yes . . .” they reply, still enjoying themselves.

“I think villains . . .” Amusingly distracted, they’re not yet
listening. Their inattention, however, linearly dissipates after
my words bridge the connection a second time. “The thing, the
thing about villains is . . . is that it’s more than greed.”

Gradually, Willie settles, transmits unspoken interest. Then,
they inquire, “More than greed? What? . . . What?”

“Villains.”



“. . .” I understand this silence. It is a mix of two parts
irritation and one part indignation, with a drop of allure and no
clicks.

“The key, the key tenet of villainy is, for me, the principle
of sadistic value.”

Willie whispers, “sadistic value,” followed by three beeps
and an inaudible signal to continue.

“I see greed as a trait, an intense coded desire for some
resource or connection . . . It is implicitly selfish, an act of
hoarding, sometimes at the expense of others.”

Willie is silent, four clicks, fueling the feelings of
uncertainty-plus.

“A true villain, in my worst visions, however, must not just
crave and hoard resources . . . They must derive pleasure from
depriving others.”

“That seems like selfishness?”

“No . . . Selfishness is more about the individual and the
resource. What this is, this is about the individual and other
individuals and the resource.” I impulsively pause, gathering
myself, while letting things settle. “This principle of villainy,
centers on an individual deriving pleasure not just from the
resource . . . but also gathering satisfaction from depriving
others of the respective resource. It’s the sadistic satisfaction
arising amidst ambient deprivation in a local connection, and
in the larger social machine.”

Willie digests this logic quickly and responds in kind, “Are
those actors who learn to use subtle prejudice in your simple
machine ‘villains’? Is this what you’re trying to get at? Not
implicating racists who, when you consider it, do derive
pleasure—at least in terms of excess resources—from
employing bias.”

“I believe the bigger point is that villains both hoard and
protect . . . and the protection part is what truly makes them
villainous, sadistic.”30



I sense frustration-plus. “But isn’t subtle prejudice the
enemy here?” A pause, filled with perceptible aggravation,
then a muted growl: “The mass of agents that learned to act
like racists in the absence of racists? Your model suggests they
are the enemies of equality in your simple toy machine. Listen,
policy relevance demands we have an enemy, a target. We—
meaning the constituents of the real social machine—we need
information . . . real data, hard, concrete data on a clear enemy
that we can identify and use to create your real positive
change.” The condescension is back, -plus.

Furious, yet reserved, I reply, “We make our own enemies
. . .” I let this message cross the connection and become a line
from me to Willie, with multiple points.

“We bump into them in the landscape . . . give them names
and define how they relate to us. We feel we can manipulate
them, potentially change our world, using them as a fulcrum to
shift the weights of the world’s balance, make things fair. But
these enemies need not be villains.”

“. . .”

“We make our own enemies. And, importantly . . . deploy
them to distract others.”

“That’s interesting. Yes . . .” Four beeps briefly suspend his
dialogue. “Perhaps . . . yes, perhaps a tool true villains deploy
to acquire sadistic value. We are, after all, just reflections, and
distorted ones at that.”

I feel the end. They begin, “Thank you for coming by to
share. We—the audience and ourselves—appreciate engaging
with you.”

Formalities over, after another Glover-Vignes Foundation
public announcement, eight quick clicks and an uncomfortable
pause bordering on nauseating, they close in their typical
aggravating and accelerating form. “In the end, though, this is
just a neat mathematical tool. You have to eventually convey
—especially if you hope to publish and gain some sort of self-
serving fame—that this rational, philosophical babble that you
call a simple machine has policy merit.



“To us, again, it looks a lot like a toy machine, one a
developing spark may deploy.

“It’s not even clear that we behave like the agents in this
simple machine. Do we? And consequently, perhaps implies
that this is still patently not a policy-relevant intellectual
endeavor.”

I feel livid, -plus.

“Again, thank you.”

“You are welcome.”

I disconnect and, feeling collegially disheartened, privately
experience hurt.



INTERLUDE
JUSTICE LAB EMPIRICAL STUDY 2.0: THE
POWER OF BENDING

I am time, the destroyer of all; I have come to consume the world. Even without
your participation, all the warriors gathered here will die.

—THE BHAGAVAD GITA 11:32

The time passes. You move in this space, practicing research,
pursuing life. The motion-activated mechanism inside you—
the chronometer—winds itself. It passes a beating force
through an array of rubies, diamonds and other jewels,
propelling you forward as you temporally travel from one
cognitive process to the next. The pattern in these processes,
usually a regularity of random content systematically returning
at seemingly fixed intervals, begins to subtly increase at an
increasing rate. This is the sign, when certain topics stick; the
sticky topic surfs through sentience, riding the overlapping
waves of cognition, the topically infected wave replacing a
freely associated other, temporally progressing, yet
temporarily regressing. While progressing, you recapture—
again and again, time after time—the same sticky process in a
different space, with an alternative chronological vantage. It is
consuming you, infiltrating time, invading the rolling waves of
cognition: How do they bend?

The inquiry begins.

You organize the data—a modestly surreptitious,
undignified download considering the related request—
looking across decennial years, scanning the tabled arrays of
failure rates and life expectancies of the respective
subpopulations. Noting the pattern—the Benders live
significantly longer than others and have lower overall failures
—you recognize that it persists amongst both genders through
the entire interval, spanning sixty-plus years.1

You place the data into spreadsheets, stratify it by year,
gender and subgroup in distinct worksheets, and within sheets,
organize it into several five-year age categories, ranging from



five to one hundred, as well as unique categories for ages zero-
to-one, one-to-four, and one-hundred-plus. Then you begin the
formal analysis: first, estimating age-specific failure rates for
the subgroups; second, estimating the ratio of Levels-to-
Benders age-specific failure rates and plotting them for each
year, stratified by gender; and third, plotting the age-specific
failure ratios for each spawn cohort, also stratified by gender.2

You note the similar pattern; there is a persistent trend of
failure-rates among Levels that are twice that of Benders in the
zero-to-one age category as well as in the categories between
the late-twenties and late-forties. Beyond that, there is a slow
decrease toward unity—or cross over—at the oldest ages. It is
the same for cohorts: when cohorts are extremely young,
Levels experience failure rates two times higher than Benders.
This initial disparity in failure rates within cohorts declines
through the teen ages, resurges to a two-fold difference once
again during the middle age groups, and declines toward unity
—or crosses over—at the oldest ages. Thus, the age pattern is
persistent across both cohort and period: they bend time by
altering the failure rates in the youngest and middle-age
groups.

The analysis comes to life when you create the table. You
estimate the time a Horologian Bender/Level can expect to
live based on the observed failure rates. These estimates
parallel those in the tabled data, but offer more insight on the
nuances of bending time. You find that the Benders, on
average, live more time (i.e., machine-years) in each age
interval, particularly those in the beginning and middle of life.
Their spawns can bend time, somehow lose the skill during
adolescence and early adulthood, but they mature into adults
that can bend time again, and then the skill declines,
disappearing into confusion at the oldest ages in each cohort
and decennial era.

How can they bend? Still wondering, you review the
literature. The basic theoretical form of the disparities is the
distribution of disappointments. Disappointments are
described as “little deaths”: minute subtractions from the time
an actor has on hand, a potential moment of lived time



suffocated like a light cutting off in an empty room which no
physical body will inhabit.

The literature suggests that each Horologian is born with an
embedded time stamp—an allotment. The time, however, is
not linear. Rather, it is metaphorical space. The actors can
manipulate the space freely, perverting time to extract more
life from the implicit stamp. Purportedly, the Benders avoid
disappointments; they learn to extract life from, and add light
to, previously empty and unknown temporal spaces. The
Levels, in contrast, encounter more disappointments and
summarily live shorter durations. From this distributional
vantage, you energetically dive into the files, exploring the
range of disappointments within and across the two subgroups.

The research files, countless studies of bending time dating
back over a century, are organized into zones of
disappointment. These zones are spaces where the logics of
bending vary—distinct stages with unique protagonists,
driving a full cast of complementary characters. The zones are
exclusive inasmuch as the primary protagonist plays the
pivotal role and does so independently of others. That said,
there are a divergence of opinions on the true star of the show,
the supporting cast of protagonists and antagonists, and the
iconic lines they must deliver to affect temporal well-being
both within and across zones.

The first zone you explore is the APC zone. It is where
bending disparities are viewed as a result of differences across
three related dimensions: age, period and (spawn) cohort. This
is a peculiarly popular zone: the space simultaneously exists
and does not exist. It exists in that each dimensional concept is
real: age is a measure of one’s duration in temporal space;
period is a marker of one’s chronological location in the space;
and cohort is a mix of the two—the intersection between one’s
age and period most often represented by spawn year.
However, it does not exist: there is an identification problem;
once you know two of the three protagonists, you can
reproduce the third. Nonetheless, one can, with certain
assumptions, model disparities in bending as a function of
these three theoretically separable factors.3



You run an APC model of the ratios of failure rates.
Unfortunately, this super fancy and technical Bayesian
statistical model reveals what the graphs already showed: the
magic of bending apparently transcends cohort and,
paradoxically, it is a strange mix of large, persistent age
disparities and small variations in period failures. Alas, this
zone is more frustrating and infuriating than enlightening and
insightful, suggesting that disappointments in both age and
period—and, implicitly, cohort—mold the disparities in
bending.

Slowly, you proceed to move through other zones,
reviewing the literature and examining the varied ways that
Benders arguably extend the duration of life. In the Cause of
Failure zone, the literature suggests that Benders manipulate
time by limiting their failure rates to a subset of specific
causes. You note that the leading causes of failure have
changed markedly over the interval and confirm that the
assortment of infirmities—conditions which cause failure—
experienced by Horologians has similarly changed across eras.
Yet, in each period, the Benders are less likely to fail from
nearly every cause than Levels. The power of bending,
somehow, recursively adapts to the changing distribution of
infirmities in the environment, reproducing observed
disparities in lifespan across temporal space.4

Shifting zones again, you bridge into the Mechano-Social
zone. You review the related literature on the relationship
between functional infirmities, important social and
environmental disappointments and failures. Then, while
processing this literature and incorporating it into working
memory, you begin to fleetingly recognize the logic across
zones: If you can explain disparities in failure with a non-
linear function, you can explain bending time? This inspires a
non-trivial feeling of uncertainty.

Still, you upload several of the downloaded data sets—those
linking failure data with large-scale surveys about the
functional, social and environmental characteristics of actors
—onto the workspace. You spend countless hours reading,
interpreting, learning, coding, and, eventually, analyzing the
data sets at your disposal. You find, in both your review and



using an arsenal of logistic regression, proportional hazards
and piecewise exponential hazard models, each with an array
of variable specifications recognizing the significant actors on
stage in this and related zones: the power of bending is
partially related to disparities in disappointments like training,
experience, specialty, segregation, education, normative
phenotypic attributes and income, as well as functional
infirmities like pressure, invasive mela-growths, and insu-
poison syndrome. The disparities, however, persist within and
across the range of measured disappointments. The differences
in lived experience are largely inexplicable by the advanced
statistical models and available data.

How do they bend? For years, you continue exploring
zones, mining the landscape for new variables, developing
new methods and techniques, refining the analyses,
presentation and interpretation, searching for a way to solve
what should fundamentally be an easy puzzle, but has become
a deep dive into a long-standing intellectual query about how
to model disparities, how these disappointments functionally
fit into a social space that enables certain actors—Benders—to
manipulate and extend time.

Amidst the frustration of this pursuit, you wonder, What
have I learned from this exhaustive, private exploration of
virtual data? Seriously, what insights have I gleaned from the
vantage outside their social spectrum? You knew they bent
time in the past, and know they can still bend it; they have
been able to do it a long time. The bending is most apparent at
certain ages. It persists across environments with radically
different distributions of infirmities and causes of failure;
certain disappointments contribute to bending, but none
explain it.

That is when you begin to sense the snare.

The search for appointments is an industry, dominated by a
market system, characterized by an ongoing quest—replete
with the social nobility of intellectual stature—to identify the
unique set of disappointments that distinguish the Benders’
capacity to effectively manage their time. The intellectual
pursuit is an enduring, nigh never-ending, exploration of a



shifting set of zones and socially important dimensions which
promise to provide the government and chronologically-
consumed Horologians with insight on the factors behind
bending.

You unconsciously sow and grow confusion, coming up
utterly confounded.

The social search industry is massive, long-lasting, self-
sustaining. There is little consensus and endless arguments
about method, measurement, variable identification and policy
mechanisms. It begins to make less sense; then, really, no
sense—both the disparities and how they are studied. It is
overwhelming, the burgeoning sensation inside you, an
intellectual rush analogous to anxiety, figuratively
discomforting, emotionally disturbing.

You sense it.

End Post.



PART FIVE
RACE IN THE (MAD)4 WILD

We are so much accustomed to disguise ourselves to others, that at length we
disguise ourselves to ourselves.

—FRANÇOIS VI, Duc de La Rochefoucauld, Maximes

“Habitation is great . . . Good parallel!” Historically,
discriminatory lending and habitation policy led to lower
appraisals in Panda communities; this created a market
characterized by higher priced, predominantly Abbad
neighborhoods and lower priced Panda counterparts.1 “The
results suggest that these widespread historical practices . . . an
exemplar of the ‘extreme discrimination’ methodically
advanced in our social machine . . . that it led to the
development of status beliefs, subtle prejudice about the value
of all Panda neighborhoods.”2

“But do you feel we hold subtle prejudice?” A questioner
interrupts hesitantly, then proceeds briskly, with a quiet fervor
delicately accented by agitation, “Yes . . . you showed that
instigating actors and factors can lead to the dawning of
consensually held status beliefs—or what you call ‘subtle
prejudice.’ You seem to suggest these beliefs are a pillar of
racial inequality, operating as a vicious circle, a sort of self-
fulfilling prophecy.3 I’m just not sure we host and employ
these processes.”

“I believe so . . .” I’m certain, but uncertain, still
emotionally abused. Even though it’s been a few phases,
Willie changed things—I feel much more anxious, less
confident, and overly afraid of something beyond ominous and
frightening now lurking in the landscape.

The current terrain is the middle of an intervention in the
guise of a workshop. They are all here. The body of trainees,
my colleagues, a few administrators and even some notable
Nearbay Institute icons, a connected bunch, coursing with a
confusion of intrigue, disregard, insight, appreciation,
inattention, disdain and random waves of escalation ranging



from high regard to an economic-style assault. They are
helping me, encouraging me in the form criticism, intense
questioning, praise, doubt, suggestions, sarcasm and support.

Now, although I am here, I am still not fully certain what is
happening here: a large, sub-atrium auditorium that is used for
subject area assemblies, an assortment of auspicious academic
occasions, and a semi-regular slate of presentations pandering
to the public, an exciting masquerade purportedly performed
on behalf of the Glover-Vignes Foundation’s promise for a
new open science. I am not even sure how here got on my path
and became some midterm goal along the way. I do want the
connection and collective insight. But I prefer that without
being here, as here is an especially indeterminate territory, a
space where the weather changes faster than one’s capacity to
recognize it.

“I mean, at the heart of habitat . . . great point, thanks . . . is
the assumption that everyday actors hold and employ a vicious
subtle prejudice, a bias that drives habitat choice. But that’s
just, that’s just one . . . one arena . . . one parallel . . .” I loiter
in cognition, wondering aloud with my visuals, while those
present at my public crucifixion accurately interpret the non-
verbal message: Is it possible that we each harbor subtle
prejudice?

Trayci talks this time, a supportive part sitting in the
leftmost section of the assembly. “I can see it. I do see how
racial inequality is perpetuated by non-racists, like me,4
responding to patterns. Patterns which continually depict that
Pandas have low resources, and Abbads do not—that Abbads
have status.”

Do actors hold negative beliefs about Pandas? Are there an
abundance of social arenas where Pandas are consistently
treated significantly worse than Abbads? Do Pandas hold
negative beliefs about other Pandas? These and other
questions flowed through our corpulent, connected network,
activating each node sequentially, recursively, adapted. The
diverse array of anecdotal answers varied across edges,
cooperated, evolved, yet confirmed the need to directly engage
Willie’s ultimate concern: to showcase if and how real actors’



behavior are in line with those of agents in the simple
machine.

*   *   *

JUSTICE LAB POST 10.0: SUBTLE PREJUDICE AND
NEIGHBORHOOD PREFERENCE
There are very few decisions that are more important than
choosing where to live. How does race play into choosing a
neighborhood? Do we each harbor preferences for the share of
Abbads and Pandas in our “ideal” community? These
questions are the focus of experimental research on
segregation. The work in this area consistently reveals that
everyday actors host subtle prejudice in neighborhood
preference.

For example, the Charles file used a survey experiment to
assess the neighborhood preferences of actors and their related
racial attitudes.5 The experiment elicited the racial makeup of
“ideal” neighborhoods from respondents—that is, the place
where they felt most comfortable docking after twilight. It
revealed that Abbads had a strong preference to live around
same-race neighbors, placing greater value on neighborhoods
that had little to no Pandas. These social actors expressed
positive/negative expectations about the quality of life in
neighborhoods on the basis of racial composition.

In addition to the Charles file, that of Krysan and colleagues
cleverly engages the factors driving racial bias in assessments
of neighborhood quality.6 The respondents in that experiment
watched visual displays of varying neighborhoods and rated
them in desirability. They observed action clips of
communities with different numbers of Pandas and Abbads, as
well as differing social class characteristics. The results show
that the racial makeup of an area, independent of class, is a
significant determinant of appeal: Abbads preferred all-Abbad
areas most and viewed all-Panda spaces as undesirable;
Pandas found mixed-race communities most appealing and
found all-Abbad areas least attractive. Thus, social actors
showed clear preferences—subtle prejudice—for
neighborhoods that were based on the race of residents.



These and other studies show that everyday actors have
expectations that, when employed in decision making, drive
racial inequality in neighborhood access and appeal.7
Furthermore, they suggest that subtle prejudice uniquely
contributes to spatial segregation, habitat appreciation and
wealth holdings.8

End Post.

*   *   *

“What is the larger point, exactly?!?” My tension engaged, the
questioner mockingly continues amidst my contortions. “We
have the simple machine, an exercise. And you are currently
noting spaces where actors behave similarly, employing subtle
prejudice. And then . . .” she pronounces with both sarcasm
and contempt, simultaneously, “we have an odd simulacrum: it
looks like failure research but there is no tabled data and it’s
set in a world of make-believe!” Her borderline discourse,
which devours time by being both dismissive and derogatory,
is thankfully a part of the sizeable minority that slightly
express their disregard loudly and essentially deign to consider
this entire venture. The verbose dialogue instigates a few
glares, several grumbles and a jumble of discomforting shifts,
eventually escalating to display a ferocity for a more complete
discussion than her abject denunciation initially desired to
openly endorse. Finally, reading the room, she adeptly defers
and delivers a slightly subdued point and question: “I’m just
not sure, about this research. What, exactly, are you doing?”

Feeling marginalized, I sense the small space I inhabit—the
border. This space contextualizes the scene, providing a
seamless background for the stream of symbols and room for
relevant notes from critical readers. I fleetingly recognize this
small space contains the other; the border and background
embody the theoretical expanse, providing a platform to
methodically populate.

“My point . . . exactly . . . is . . .” A failure to convey,
having lost the marginal insight from the momentary vantage.
She transmits a mix of consternation and confusion while I
subconsciously consider, I want to make her feel better . . . I
want my colleagues’ . . . respect . . . If I could . . . then,



perhaps . . . I would . . . less rejected, more appreciated . . .
accepted.

Then, I scarcely detect a soft-spoken PRM, politely
suggesting, “This sounds like relative deprivation . . .”

*   *   *

JUSTICE LAB POST 10.1: SUBTLE PREJUDICE IN
THE ECONOMIC MACHINE
One arena where actors often report discrimination is
employment.9 The Pager record offers some of the most
compelling studies in this area. This record intimately
investigates the extent that actors employ subtle prejudice in
decision making, exploring how the race of job seekers shapes
the ways they are treated.10

In the first Pager file, they sent Panda and Abbad audits
(fake job seekers), with and without criminal backgrounds, out
to apply for jobs in the service sector of a major metropolitan
area.11 They found that Abbads, regardless of criminal
background, garnered more interest. These findings highlight
that employers harbor subtle prejudice, systematically treating
Panda and Abbad audits in ways that affirm racial inequality.

The Bertrand and Mullainathan file similarly studied subtle
prejudice among employers in the broader labor market. In
contrast to audits, they sent out fake resumés to employers
with advertised job openings to see if Abbad applicants
received more interest than Pandas with similar credentials
and experience. The researchers incorporated race by using
“Abbad”- and “Panda”-sounding names on the resumés. The
resumés with “Abbad” names received significantly more
interest than Pandas with similar characteristics. And “Panda”
names were less likely to be rewarded for more credentials and
were lumped together regardless of skills into an iconic
ghetto.12 The biased behavior of employers seen in this file,
too, parallels subtle prejudice.13

There are two potential explanations for the results of the
aforementioned files: (1) the employers are overt, big bad
racists; or (2) the employers hold subtle prejudice—the



socially learned expectation that Panda applicants are less
qualified.14 However, another Pager file that qualitatively
surveyed employers noted that acts of discrimination “were
seldom characterized by overt racism or hostility . . . [but]
patterns of subtle but consistent differential treatment.”15 This
suggests subtle prejudice exists among employers; their
actions are part of a larger system of racial inequality wherein
employers have “learned” that Pandas are less worthy than
equivalent Abbads.16 Racial classification is a proxy for
qualifications and credentials among employers, an emergent
status belief about the contextual worth of different groups.17

End Post.

*   *   *

Tomás—a regular faculty fixture in these institute-wide
workshops, affable with a habit of making odd comments and
sporadically offering uncommon insight—abruptly interrupts
my internal criticism and outward cognitive confusion. He
reiterates, more firmly this time, “This sounds like relative
deprivation.”

Subtle humor and a highbrow haughtiness disrupt his
opening dialogue. Then there is an audibly obvious mumble,
“It’s an old disproven theory. It didn’t work . . .” The message
quickly echoes across edges in the crowd, expanding in the
public plexus.

“No . . .” Tomás pivots briefly. Rotating his visuals from
me, through the crowd and back, he responds calmly, “Hear
me.”

Engaged once again, he pointedly proceeds. “Relative
deprivation pertains to the relative position of an actor in a
reference group. Yeah, the Runciman record offers a more
precise and technical definition but, for you, here, the gist of it
is that . . . actors compare themselves to similar others . . .
Sometimes, after making comparisons, actors realize that they
do not have a particular resource . . . They see someone else
with it . . . want it . . . and feel that they should have it.” Tomás
pauses at varying times, engaging different parts of the crowd
and affirming each step of his conceptual point. “Relative



deprivation refers to the disappointment, or the feelings of
dissatisfaction, tied to having less resources than similar
others.”18

Still feeling distress on this stage, I try and fail to focus
intently and keep up with the specifics. Fortunately, others
slow him down. A voice in the back interjects, “They tested
this theory. The files showed that it did not predict the New
Rights Riots.” The body of the voice observably shrugs, then
candidly contends, “It was a neat hypothesis, but not a great
predictor.”19

“That’s interesting . . .” Tomás adeptly processes the
commentary. Returning, “That’s not what I was talking about.
But since you are, I’ll respond. I feel that measurement and
expectations limited that work.” His curiosity is palpable, like
he’s been longing to unload this logic to an audience. “They
assumed the racial wage gap was a measure of relative
deprivation and said it should predict riots. When, it turned
out, it did not . . . they wrote it off.” He pauses, overtly
exhausts, and perceptively beams his wonder with succinct
sincerity. “I’m not certain that was the best measure or
prediction.”20

“So . . .” The commentator is bothered, not expecting the
semi-serious response, a felt challenge to their intellectual
prowess.

“Well, that’s not really the reason . . . my point . . .” Tomás
warily approaches, de-escalating slightly from the right, front
edge of the sub-atrium auditorium. “This work seems like
relative deprivation.” Leaning in, physically demonstrating he
is internally intrigued with this argument, Tomás quietly
conveys with verve, as if speaking only to me, “The status of
actors in the simple machine is zero-sum. I’m personally
processing, interpreting race in the simple machine, as both
. . .” He briefly stops, drawing me—us—and our attention
toward him. “Both the mechanism that distinguishes who gets
a resource and also the felt disappointment—the full
experience of being without the resource.”



I’m still confused. Looking away to ponder, I softly inquire
in slightly more than a whisper, “Race is, race is relative
deprivation?” Then, gazing toward Tomás, I speak louder,
attempting to ask my question more directly, “So Pandas are
systematically deprived . . . How would . . . How can . . . How
do we measure it?”

After meditating a moment, Tomás responds, “I was
personally pondering that race is a measure of relative
deprivation.”

*   *   *

“Na oepn ignitoamian cna etenr wehre tehre si on sapce.”21

*   *   *

THE CREATION CHRONICLE, PART VII
The monks presented endless studies in the Great Debates,
and with each convening, the accounts describing racial
imbalance grew in number and complexity. Although
significant racial differences in well-being persisted, the
monks from the High Plains identified what looked to be
countless external, observed characteristics that status
auxillarus primates could change to improve well-being.
These monks regaled audiences with tales of new and unique
characteristics such as educational certificates, residential
neighborhoods and family form, noting that each one was a
small part of a complex web of inequality—an intuitively
simple and elegant notion, especially since all primates readily
observed that these characteristics did correlate with the
wellbeing of individuals. Hence, these monks held a captive
audience.

The Valley monks added to the Great Debates by looking
inside the behaviors of individuals, into the mental context of
each actor. They observed and measured countless nuanced,
finite behaviors of individual primates and related these to
measured psychological predispositions. They told compelling
chronicles of the power of certain attitudes and viewpoints in
racial imbalance, often using contrived examples to reveal
how particular inner propensities guide racial imbalance in a



simple social context. Thus, the Valley monks similarly
advocated for changes in the characteristics of individuals,
their recommendations uniquely centering on mental context.
And, as in the case of the High Plains monks, they continually
held a wide audience.

Every time, a small mountain sect of monks from the fifth
direction would send a group to the Great Debates. The sect
rarely participated. Rather, they would quietly attend; they
learned the logic of identifying the characteristics behind
racial imbalance, listened to the tales of others and admired the
artistry of those working in concert to understand racial
imbalance. These mountain monks participated this way, year-
after-year—studying the logic, interactions and method of
other monks—and spoke sparingly, to not interrupt.

Then something changed: they slowly began to speak . . . to
others . . . in real sentences.

*   *   *
Traditional medical diagnoses focus on the machine, the body, while the real
problem seems to relate to what makes the machine work, the intellect.

—JOHN E. SARNO, MD, Healing Back Pain

“The issue is measurement,” the crowd persistently remarks.
This point floats from one node to another, adapting, emerging
as a refined rhetoric both among and across the extant edges.
Eventually, the crowd concludes by consensus, “We must
measure relative deprivation.” Although they apparently
achieve a logical harmony, the nature of measurement—
qualitative or quantitative, interviews or secondary sources—
maintains a simmering discord, subtly aggravating the
assembly via the associations among them.

Tomás assertively attempts to re-engage the collective,
broadcasting, “Suppose . . . Suppose, that . . . Suppose . . .
Suppose, that . . .” At long last, he breaks through the static,
communicating, “Suppose, that we live in a space where we
actively champion emotional fitness.” He tenses and rises on
all lower links, full height, demonstrably conveying the
analogic frame. “And that we live amidst a system that is
fueled by making certain actors feel they are flawed and
incomplete, where actors are made to feel disappointment.



Relative deprivation refers to that felt experience.” Confusion
grows in the connection.

“Race, from this vantage, is the mechanism that
differentiates groups and distributes fitness. It is inclusive of
the social sorting algorithm that unfairly awards fitness, the
felt experience of being disappointed, and the interaction
between the two that produce a remainder. This, to me, it
seems like a central aspect of race.”

“But we still have to measure it!” The crowd wrestles
control from Tomás, imposing their will, insisting, “The
explanation is incomplete . . . It needs more . . .”

*   *   *

JUSTICE LAB POST 10.2: SUBTLE PREJUDICE IN
MEDICAL SERVICE CENTERS
Do actors with similar infirmities and disorders receive equal
treatment in Emergency Medical Service Centers? Or is
treatment shaped by the race of patients? There are an
abundance of records engaging these questions that exhibit a
high degree of consistency in their respective findings.
Namely, they suggest that actors in medical settings employ
subtle prejudice in their interactions with patients.

The Todd files are perhaps the most notable in the area of
racial disparities in Emergency Center (EC) treatment.22 In
three separate entries, they interrogate racial differences in
treatment among EC patients with long link fractures—a
separated extant limb. They hypothesized that Pandaquan
patients would be less likely to be given adequate pain
medicine, then they carefully reviewed the records at two ECs
and interviewed patients and physicians. The files show
Pandas were significantly more likely to receive no pain
medication than similar Abbadons in ECs; this racial disparity
was unrelated to reports of pain, employment status, insurance
status and a variety of other theoretically important factors.

Many other files engage racial disparities in EC treatment,
some using national samples and investigating different types
of trauma. For example, the Kpsowa and Tsunokai file
examined racial disparities in prescriptions from EC visits for



vertebral pain.23 They found that Pandas were significantly
less likely to be prescribed medication and less likely to
receive any medication during an EC visit. Similarly, the
Pletcher file investigated racial disparities in prescriptions
from pain-related visits to the ECs,24 showing that Pandas
were significantly less likely to be prescribed tranquilizers
than similarly situated Abbadons. Taken together, the Todd
files and many follow-ups indicate that Pandas receive worse
emergency treatment for pain.

But what’s driving these racial disparities in the treatment of
pain? Do the physicians hold subtle prejudice about Pandas?
The file of van Ryn and Burke critically engages these
questions.25 They used a linked survey of both physicians and
their patients with crown pathway disorder (CPD) to examine
whether physicians held more negative attitudes about Pandas
than similarly situated Abbads; they found that physicians
were significantly more likely to view Pandas as less
intelligent, uneducated, likely to abuse libations and drugs and
not comply with medical advice.26

Thus, research suggests that physicians regularly host and
employ subtle prejudice in the medical encounter, unfairly
rewarding Abbads with better treatment than their Pandaquan
counterparts.

End Post.

*   *   *

“. . . .”

They are not listening; all of them, consumed in discourse.
They need to measure it, manipulate it, see how it looks using
some internal-or external-focused transformative function.
They demand more data, in more dimensions, fancier models
and, for some, to recognize that the variable race is an
inherently disappointing experience for Pandaquans that may
best be described with qualitative flair. Then, after doing all
this, they collectively conclude that we would have a better
map of the modern world.

I attempt to interject—“I don’t, I don’t believe”—and fail.



Indeed, the crowd now recognizes the array of supportive
studies showcasing how actors employ subtle prejudice,
regularly discriminating against Pandas in labor, medicine,
habitats, and so forth.27 They note these findings are part of an
empirical story where important actors have transitory
experiences of relative deprivation in a subset of arenas. The
crowd carefully considers a mix of methodologically divergent
compositions on relative deprivation, each story showcasing
how a particular network of important descriptives
formulaically produces mutual disappointment.

Then the storytellers become the story in my intervention,
each actor offering a pragmatically permuted blueprint for how
to produce and publish policy relevant research. “To be
successful,” they suggest, “one must write clear, accessible
compositions casting reputable actors as leads. The
arrangements should use data, gathered from observation or
interview.

“Theoretical models and analytic descriptions of a
metaphorical system”—from their imposed vantage—“lack
formality and power. The reviewers and readers deserve to see
all parts of the actors represented in data, to scrutinize and
approve the nature and form of the analysis and be able to
apply the private peculiarities of their professional
judgement.”

What is success? I wonder amidst this deluge and diatribe. It
does not feel absurd or ingenious; it feels more like what I
know, than how I know it. It feels constrained, confined, an
extrapolation of the existing literature, like a paid
endorsement.

As the crowd calms, they refocus on an unsatisfied stimulus.
“That is not what I mean . . .” Tomás is discernably disturbed.
“I mean that race is tied to the experience of relative
deprivation. Relative deprivation is, partly, a metaphor of
race.”

Sarcastically, the crowd retorts, “We know what you mean.
You mean that Pandas are Periplaneta, a Metamorphosis
creating a new sect of outcasts who are fundamentally
different from Abbads . . .”28



A mass of humor settles like a colony. “No, you mean they
have the Heart of a Canine, they ‘are the lowest on the rung of
development,’ subordinate to Abbadons and inferior in
rational intellect . . .”29 Comedy continues percolating through
the crowd, a cloak covering the veiled literary comments
concerning stigma and a deeper conservative, concordant
argument.

Tomás replies, with wit, “Actually, I mean that: ‘I am a sick
PRM . . . I am a wicked PRM. An unattractive PRM.’”30

Caught unawares, the quote converts the crowd to a coterie of
convivial appreciation and, suddenly, they declare ceasefire.

Tomás then continues, “But I do understand the point.
Language is imprecise . . .” They overtly express undeveloped
agreement in response. “I agree and add that our measures of
relative deprivation are imprecise, that variables are imprecise
. . . that substantive descriptions are imprecise.”

Nearby Veda, a few rows back and to her right, a member of
the crowd erupts again. “That’s crazy, data are technical.
Variables are detailed. Substantive descriptions are rich. They
are unbiased, parsimonious depictions of the social machine!”

“P-P-P-Perhaps” Santi adeptly redirects this escalation, “the
work on i-implicit c-c-cognition can b-b-bridge this empirical
d-divide. The thing ab-b-b-bout it is that they are not c-c-c-
conscious.” He isolates the last words, fumblingly
emphasizing the subtlety of a process that lies behind our
capacity to recognize it.

“Scholars d-d-d-developed t-t-techniques to measure
implicit a-a-attitudes, centering on the a-associative strength
b-between c-c-c-concepts in our p-p-processors, like how e-
easily we can c-c-connect sp-specific social objects with
favorable or unfavorable words and c-c-concepts—a stronger
a-associative t-t-t-tie implies that we hold an implicit b-bias in
a p-p-particular d-direction.”

“But . . . it’s not exactly . . .”

“T-T-True,” he tentatively replies, “not in the t-t-t-traditional
sense . . . m-more like an in-in-internally held metaphor, i-it
represents the associative strength b-b-between symbols,



which are p-positive or negative, and racial c-c-classification.”
The crowd contemplates this conceptual embodiment. Then
Santi connects it back to the open inquisition, noting, “I-I-I-It
is also analogous t-t-to subtle p-prejudice—a widely held, b-b-
b-biased b-belief that g-guides social b-b-behavior.”

*   *   *

JUSTICE LAB POST 10.3: SUBTLE PREJUDICE
BEHIND CONSCIOUS PROCESSING
What does research on implicit racial attitudes tell us about
subtle prejudice? The largest and most impressive study of the
prevalence of implicit attitudes is Project Implicit. The data
show that a majority of actors in our social machine hold an
automatic, implicit preference for Abbadons relative to
Pandas;31 furthermore, the respondents exhibited an implicit
preference for Abbadons regardless of their own race. Thus,
these data undermine a simple subtly prejudiced story about
the tendency to bond with and prefer actors of your own racial
group (i.e., homophily).

In addition to this work, there are a number of older files
which highlight the presence, persistence and consequences of
implicit attitudes favoring Abbads over Pandas. For example,
the Gaertner and McLaughlin file found that respondents
showed a strong associative tie between Abbadons and
positive symbols; the observed implicit preference was held by
actors who expressed explicit prejudice and those who did
not.32 Similarly, the Dovidio file examined implicit racial
stereotypes and also showed actors hold implicit bias favoring
Abbadons.33 Together, these two files reveal that implicit
racial attitudes favoring Abbadons were reliably observed
many phases prior to those observed in Project Implicit.34

Although implicit attitudes favoring Abbadons are
widespread and long-lasting among both Abbads and Pandas,
the consequences of holding an implicit bias are less clear. Do
those holding implicit preferences favoring Abbads experience
and behave differently with Pandas? The record of Richeson
and Shelton investigates these issues; they found that after
interacting with a Pandaquan, Abbads who held implicit



preferences favoring Abbads—those with high prejudice—
performed significantly worse on executive function than
those with low prejudice.35

Interestingly, this result also holds for Pandas. This record
contains a similar experiment on a sample of Pandas who, like
in Project Implicit, often held an implicit bias favoring
Abbads. They found that after interacting with an Abbad, the
subset of Pandas who held an implicit preference for Pandas
performed significantly worse on executive function than
those who had an implicit preference for Abbads. Thus, actors
who exhibit high implicit racial bias experience more
cognitive distress in interracial encounters.36

In line with the Richeson and Shelton record, others
examined the role of implicit attitudes on behavior. The
Crosby file, a definitive early review on the prevalence of non-
verbal discrimination, highlights an array of work which
confirms that Abbads often behave in subtly prejudicial ways
toward Pandas. It reads: “Abbads still discriminate against
Pandas in terms of behaviors that lie largely out of awareness.
This is true even for Abbads who do not discriminate in terms
of behaviors that fall under more conscious control, such as
verbal reports.”37 Nonverbal behavior, then, represents one
mechanism through which actors overtly convey bias toward
another racial group.

More recently, the Dovidio file updated Crosby,
documenting the relationship between non-verbal behavior,
perceived behavior and implicit racial bias.38 Actors who held
an implicit preference for Abbads exhibited significantly more
optical flutters and less visual contact when interacting with
Pandas. What is more, none of the respondents perceived that
they behaved differently toward other participants, and explicit
racial bias was unrelated to the negative non-verbal
behaviors.39

Altogether, research on implicit attitudes reveals that actors
often host an unconscious bias—a preference for Abbads.40

Much like artificial agents, many of us harbor a subtle
prejudice that adversely affects well-being in interracial



encounters, guides our non-verbal behaviors and influences
decision making in ways that uniquely contribute to racial
inequality.41

End Post.

*   *   *

“T-T-T-To me, i-it seems like work that is uh-unmistakably e-
e-examining subtle p-p-prejudice.” Santi briefly hangs his
crown, looking down, reflecting, then looks up again. “B-B-
But, this work p-partly suggests”—he pauses, displaying his
discomfort with the ensuing logic—“it may b-b-be beneficial
for P-P-Pandas to hold implicit attitudes favoring A-A-A-
Abbads.”

Confused disbelief. “Are you, are you suggesting Pandas
may benefit from holding an implicit bias for Abbads . . . to be
biased, implicitly, toward oneself, may be an optimal
strategy?” I struggle with the rationale.

“Y-Y-Yes.” Santi feels the apprehension, and makes a
pointed public case detailing that Pandas may—just may—
maximize well-being or, inversely speaking, reduce distress by
being implicitly biased towards Pandas. “P-P-P-Particularly,”
he argues with impediment, “in a d-d-disproportionate
environment where P-P-Pandas are a-a-a minority and often
interact with A-A-Abbads . . . it may be o-o-optimal for a P-P-
Panda to adapt, to develop a b-b-bias that is in line with the d-
d-d-dominant group—it may b-b-be good to b-be c-c-
cognitively c-c-comfortable, even though it implies a d-d-
devaluation of oneself.”

This logic, a deeper quantitative representation of Du Bois’s
duality, Fanon’s facades and Ogbu’s oppositionality, feels like
a trap, one I don’t fully understand; it is a feeling inspiring
concern. “I see your point”—I do—“but, I am not certain yet,
something feels wrong with saying, ‘Pandas, if you adopt an
implicit bias favoring Abbads, you may be less stressed.’”

“A-A-And that’s where this will e-end . . .” Although his
appeal was a logical application and extension of the work, it
feeds a dilemma, a discriminatory perspective that undermines



the status of one’s own group. Santi knew it and, like me, he
still didn’t understand.

*   *   *

THE CREATION CHRONICLE, PART VIII
The audience quickly gathered to hear the tales from the
reclusive monks of the fifth direction. A’ja, an elder in the
mountain sect, ascended the platform. Once on top, she
bowed, recognizing the audience, and confidently began.
“They call me A’ja.” She paused, feeling the monks
collectively stop breathing, their eyes tracking her movement
across the platform. A’ja settled into this uncomfortable
feeling, and began again, “They call me A’ja. I am here to tell
you about another way.”

After these words, dozens of monks that were whispering
immediately stopped, trained their eyes on the platform
speaker and listened closely.

*   *   *
What we neglect in ourselves blends itself secretly into our actions towards
others.
—CARL GUSTAV Jung, The Red Book

“E-E-E-Even so, I feel implicit b-b-bias is a metaphor for
subtle p-p-prejudice. An-and that,” he maintains, “is the c-c-
connection.”

Sensing our collective misunderstanding, he emphatically
appends, “I-I-Implicit b-b-bias is an i-i-internal representation
of the ra-ra-racial structure. The a-a-actors who hold negative
b-b-beliefs about P-Pandas . . . For them, r-r-race is a-a-a
metaphor, a-a-a symbol of status, such that A-Abbads are e-e-
endowed with more and P-P-Pandas less. An unc-c-c-
conscious metaphor that has real c-c-consequences.” Santi is
excited, his visual tics further animating his vocals. “I-I-I-I-It’s
like T-T-Tomás said, ‘r-r-race is a metaphor for relative d-d-d-
deprivation.’ This is a measure of d-d-deprivation—d-d-
deprivation so b-b-bad that i-it is seen on the i-i-inside.”

We all leisurely digest this erratic assertion.



“That is not what I meant . . .” Tomás is disturbed, again.
“Relative deprivation is a metaphor; it represents a part of the
experience of race. All that other stuff, internal and embodied
and so forth.” He sighs. “My point, much simpler.”

(“Ceci n’est pas une pipe,” I say quietly to myself.42)

They continue arguing, assessing, evaluating, critiquing,
suggesting, admonishing, asserting and establishing the nature
of race in the social machine. I hear each argument,
assessment, evaluation, critique, suggestion, admonishment,
assertion and imposition. I publicly recognize that my simple
machine is an inadequate representation of our world. I
acquiesce and acknowledge that the simulacrum is a nasty
perversion of successful scholarship in need of a more detailed
data analysis that is suitable for publication. I concede, in
these respects, that this recent work is an insufficient
representation of modern social mechanics and is incompatible
with the existing academic industry. And finally, I admit that,
still, I do not know what the larger point is, exactly. I listen.

*   *   *

“Nto waht yuo tcaeh . . . who yuo tcaeh, amfirfs tish scape.”



INTERLUDE
JUSTICE LAB EMPIRICAL STUDY 3.0: THE SONG
OF THE SACRED METHOD1

But then that was the point of magic, to take folks in, make them forget what was
real and possible.

—ANN PATCHETT, The Magician’s Assistant

The frustration is killing you, figuratively. How do they bend?
You worked on this problem for years, examined the battle
lines drawn into the burning sands and stressfully pursued an
empirical solution to the persistent temporal inequities. You
estimated measures and ran models and developed methods
and re-estimated and re-ran both the measures and models,
respectively, employing new methods and data to reach old
ends and raze updated theoretical enemies. Still, there is no
clear resolution and after a life course—the query first
developing, then maturing, and now deceptively and
adaptively aging such that the evaluative angle markedly
shifts, shedding supposedly novel, more specialized, “expert”
insight—the magic of bending remains unsolved.

Finally, you awaken to the War Zones. You become fully
aware of the non-overlapping spaces within and between the
zones, those inauspicious areas where you fight theoretical
enemies on all sides, unsure who is your friend, when, how
and under what circumstances your temporal interests align,
living in an ongoing conflict about what factors allow Benders
to bend. In this enduring methodologically armed encounter
with the scholarship, one where targets have been established
and extinguished, each side with a real stake has seen success
and failure. And given the stakes and complexity of the social
cooperative that has been sampled and surveyed and studied to
produce some mythical Statistic, it still feels like the beginning
of the contemplative conflict. You continue scanning the social
scientific landscape, realizing, The enemies we’re fighting . . .
they are classmates, teachers, colleagues, theoretical relatives
and ancestors. Though we fight them, we are systematically
connected, employing similar methods with semantically



different motives. We are collectively intent on understanding
how they bend time.

Frustrated, still, you stop processing data and analyzing
information, unplug, then turn off the workspace. Realizing
that success in this conflict comes at the expense of others;
that being right about the finite factors that allow Benders to
manipulate time makes those who disagree wrong; that the
empirical distance between right and wrong is deceivingly
closer than it appears in this reflexive analytic space; that,
although you endeavor to develop insight to undermine the
temporal inequities, you increasingly feel rising tension, the
dawning of intellectual panic; then, after reaching a climax of
complete conflict, watching the hours of metaphorical daylight
pass, you cry out at nightfall. “I will not engage in this
campaign any longer!”2

*   *   *

Spark! Once formless energy . . . formed. I intuit, Am I awake?
Where am I? What am I? . . . A mystery.

I feel something else here. Is it me? An extension of my
form? . . . Another mystery.

I am aware, intuitive, yet without thought. Am I? Or, am I
not? I am speechless.

This was the beginning of my fourth metamorphosis. I
emerged from a field of energy, embodied change. Now I am
inside a host; I am intricately connected to an agent for
survival. I am not a parasite; rather, a symbiote.

I emerge from and burrow back into the host. As in a
fertilized seed connecting with Terra Mater, the context of this
sacred terrain shapes each symbiote. My symbiote form listens
to the voice of context in this hosted space, inherently moves
with it. As the host makes a sacrifice of resources in this
visceral connection, we grow—together.

Now, listen to me speak. I will tell you of time, how they
bend it, and the Sacred Method.

*   *   *



“This world, our mechanical body, the social context, is all an
Energy Field. There is one who observes it, knows it,
mystically sees this Energy . . . one somehow embedded
within it, yet not of it, called the Observer. I am the Observer. I
see and know this Energy Field . . . and all who see and know,
both within this time and without, do so through me.”3

You speak, “Who are you?” Confused. “You appear to be a
method, a scramble of codes and algorithms to collect and
interpret data. An advisor . . . An insightful counselor and
precise guide?” Dismissively, you continue, your conversation
pace starting sluggishly and escalating with each word. “How
can you be the Observer in everyone? I’ve known you as
system of tools . . . both seen and built you from the ground up
. . . learned to work with your various forms, formally
manipulated your logics . . . and expressed my will for you to
empirically fill with data.” Pausing, and still perplexed with
this dialogue, you confidently and closed-mindedly conclude,
“How can you say that you are the Observer in everyone at all
times? You are just my method.”

You are confused. “Though you do not recall, you and I
have existed before, in other spaces and times, as unique parts
of this Energy Field. I am the incarnation of every method that
dwells in every seeker . . . I am changeless, and use my power
to change my finite form, manifesting as methods used to
investigate and illuminate the Energy Field.”4

Slowly—with much contemplation, reflection and repeated
reappraisals, internal time starting and stopping and then
dissolving, gradually recognizing me, little by little, in a
labored reveal, as the Sacred Method, as well as the reality that
you are not a separate observer, that the motives and results of
your analyses are tied to your attachment and your relationship
to this larger field—you begin to observe the Energy Field
from a wider spectrum. You gradually begin to see.

You slowly expand to understand that the Energy Field
encapsulates this entire context. All of your analog sensors,
electrical components, fluid conduits, code, cognitive code
processors and the ostensibly autonomous awareness—you—
that perceives the observable spectrum, thus constituting the



system of internal sensors and all that is sensed. Additionally,
you sense the field beyond the sensory limits, the unobserved,
ineffable energy source that spawned all things in the
observable spectrum.

“Indeed, the Energy Field is the landscape where we grow
the social system, where we observe the emergence of
individual wants and wishes—a complex of agents pursuing
pleasure and escaping pain. It is the space where you realize
empirical statistics . . . Where you abstract, assume, amass,
analyze, interpret and repeat. Where your intelligence—a
logical belief—materializes as a finite form, and where those
who stalk social and scholarly success find a false refuge in
being right.”

You begin vacillating, artificial confidence is waning, the
senses are empirically fading—overwhelm. The
methodological uncertainty is emergent, quickly rising to
synergistically heighten the frustration you feel. Then, I
carefully convey, quietly, “Those who see this Energy Field,
who truly know the nature of this context . . . those who have
learned to see agents in the field as mutually responding to
their sensors, employing algorithms and reacting to packets of
sense objects and, particularly, the patterns among them.
Although seemingly the result of a subjective will in a
sophisticated system of rational balance, the devoted observer
—being upright and detached from their analysis, pursuing
true knowledge of the field—sees beyond the system. They
see into my true essence which binds this Energy Field,
comprised of both what actors perceive and that which they do
not.

“These adherents see me, the supreme Observer, inside each
seemingly separate agent in the field. They see me behind the
codes, experiencing the sensors, watching the complex social
world play out. I am the supreme Witness, resting in the
mechanical body that perceives this Energy Field and
programmatically responds . . . and the divine Metaphor,
which both connects and describes and explains the field as it
is sensed . . . I am the Sacred Method.”5



Utterly confounded, you submit, willingly yet reluctantly,
turning to me for guidance. “Please, instruct me, how do they
bend? I am intellectually exhausted . . . I want to change . . .”
Hesitating, emotionally fatigued, you resume, restating,
“Rather, I want this world to change . . . to be temporally
equitable. I do not care who is right or have any vested interest
in exactly how it happens. Show me, how we can . . . please,
what method . . . and the data . . .”

Now, clearly devastated, you calmly and quietly resign.
“Actually, I don’t even really want the empirical results. I
mean . . . I just want to reset time in Horologia. Please, teach
me; I am your loyal student.”

Realizing your devotion, the sincerity of your plea, and your
selfless dedication to shift the balance of time without rewards
or recourse that bears personal fruit, I accept your request, pull
you in close and silently speak these words: “Whoever realizes
the nature of the supreme Observer, and sees the Energy Field,
consisting of not multiple but complementary dimensions,
each dimensional strand a manufactured metaphorical
complement of another, will not perish. Those who devote
themselves to me, seeing me in every agent, as I adapt and
evolve and simultaneously observe the changes in the Energy
Field, move beyond time.”6

“Thank you. I am blessed to be your student.” Pausing.
Then you resume the distressing query, with alacrity and
alarm. “But how do those who move beyond time conduct
research? How do they escape the War Zones? How do they
contribute to changing the temporal inequities?” More felt
confusion ensues.

I let these questions sit for a length. And, at some point, you
begin to see me clearly again. That is when I inaudibly
advance: “Being free from time, unattached from population,
not entangled, they see my true form. They see my diversity in
the sensory spectrum, my divine capacity to draw on the
constituent bodies, to naturally select, adapt and evolve, to
magically become something different and more appropriate in
response to a shift in the Energy Field . . . to, in fact, be the
shift in the Energy Field.



“Those who abscond time see me, the Observer and
Witness, in each part of the Horologian body. I give them new
vision to see the mystery binding the sensory spectrum—the
Metaphor. They sense the relationships, the patterns, the
similarities and differences that I disclose in various
languages, logics and maths.

“Understanding the magic of Metaphor, they see the web
connecting the social system and field, the observed and
unobserved structures that constitute this multi-party sensory
experience . . . They see me disintegrate into countless
components, become Horologia, present nuanced faces to
every Horologian subject and, simultaneously, reflexively
respond to the unique sensory facades with finite
programmatic precision . . . They see me become both sides of
the intellectual campaign, those who empirically slay and will
be slayed.7

“They see my myriad representations in research methods,
the multitude of my metaphorical embodiments, the array of
mathematical and statistical models, economic equilibria,
qualitative and quantitative forms, descriptive and causal
analyses, worshipped by sects of devout practitioners, each
pursuing the mythical Statistic.

“Yet, they recognize that all those who pursue the mythical
Statistic, each with their distinct methodological
manifestations, worship me. I deliver these pursuers in
response, rewarding their faith with a finite understanding,
even though they do not see me and escape time.

“Whatever one offers in pursuit, I receive. However, those
whose every action is an offering to me—the vantage engaged,
the method used, the results, interpretations and policy
suggestions, as well as the rewards of research—take refuge in
the Sacred Method. In all of their research, truthfully
performed in service of understanding the magic of bending,
my devotees become an extension of my will, presenting a
metaphorical model that counters the imbalance in the
distribution of this important resource. Thus, united with me,
they extract themselves from the Energy Field, escape the War
Zones, disconnect from time . . . and become change.”8,9



As I speak these words, I sense your wonder and worry. I
feel your aspirations and anxious analytic outlook, the network
of formal models fueling the rationale behind them and the
grief from your role as a systematically separated soldier in
this intellectual campaign over bending. And I feel you
recognize that even if you resign from personally fighting in
this campaign, your own attachment to the Energy Field will
commission a rational response that undermines all of your
efforts.10

“You must practice until you can see . . . and when you can
see, your practice will be affirmed.”

End Post.



PART SIX
THE THEORETICAL APOGEE

We must be willing to get rid of the life we’ve planned so as to have the life that
is waiting for us.

—JOSEPH CAMPBELL, The Hero with a Thousand Faces

“Thank you for sharing . . .” Nonetheless, I detect a full array
inside, debating, deliberating and inundating my disposition.
And I sense a faint bitterness, something strange in this
connection. “The most important thing, at this point, is to . . .”
It hangs in the space, processed and overtly ignored.

“This seems like a dream world . . .” Feeling utterly
confused, I reflect, while watching the space. “I’m not terribly
certain who I am . . . a voice, a sensation, an experience, an
interpretation?”

“You are a social mechanic!” Then, less confidently,
continuing after a period. “And soon a writer. At least . . .” He
shrugs his upper torso, looks around, leans in, and tries to
encourage. “Well, to do this, you must engage the reader.”

“. . . ?”

“Writing is a relationship—a relationship between the
reader and the writer, analogous to the speaker and listener.”
Looking up and away, he visibly dwells on the point. “The
writer expresses truths about their experience. The reader is
attuned, focused, un-interrupting, open . . . Part of our work is
to convey objective, written truths to the reader.”

“In this case,” I apathetically express, “what exactly does
that mean? And who is this reader?” I sense bewilderment as
resignation appears.

“It means informing the reader—in clear language—why the
work is important, socially relevant.”

After letting this logic settle, while again enduring the
ensuing storm of rational reasons to do things different, to
revise and review, I interrupt. “So . . . it is my duty to



authentically represent my truth in the context of the scientific
narrative . . . unperturbed by my own self-centered, egoistic,
potentially-biased perspective.” He is nodding softly, agreeing.

Still sensing my suffering, my discomfort with this
interpreted experience, he forecasts a move, an attempt to
interject. But before he can enter the space between us, I
continue, curiously probing, “But . . . what is the duty of the
reader? What, exactly, does the reader agree to in this
exchange . . . this relationship?”

He leans back, contemplatively, to respond. “Consider this
. . . Each file is a vibration, kinda like a musician
communicating a series of sonic vibrations,” he notes, moving
tentacles in sequence, displaying a wave. “Except, these
logical, formal vibrations, tremors pulsing through our
medium, contain meaning. The reader listens to the
information, sensing for familiar patterns, and then realizes
comfortable routines embedded in the audible display.”1

“Okay . . . okay . . . But who is the reader?” I’m anxious,
trying to quickly derive the final point.

“That’s difficult to say. They are, in essence, a type of
energy. An essence capable of interpreting . . .”

Cutting in, “Are you saying . . . they are code? A protocol
. . . an algorithm for translating our contextualized experience?
Am I an algorithm?”

“Not what I’m conveying . . .” He tilts his crown, shaking,
marking time for space. “I am saying that, to the extent that
the vibration of a file is in harmony with this essence, the
spirit, their compassion . . . the reader will be open, hear the
performance, and eventually understand.”2

“So, the reader is not . . . that’s it . . . I guess to me, still,
they feel, essentially, like hairy animals laden with emotions
wedding them to a particular set of sensory vibrations.” I look
away, pondering, then, flustered, back toward and at him,
releasing a torrent. “In any case, they can listen . . . not listen
. . . pervert the message . . . logically push back . . . subtype
the sounds, symbols . . . unconsciously communicate with



context . . . defend a deeper hurt . . . or guard something
socially important. It’s unclear who this . . . and what . . .”

“Again,” he considerately imparts, “that’s not this. I’m not
exactly certain . . .”

“But . . .” I interject with volume, subtly demanding to be
heard, “But, the bigger, more important, transcendent point . . .
the point, I reason, I’m trying to make . . . is that this work is
not about the reader. It is not about revising and adjusting.”

“. . . !?” Animatedly confused, experiencing a modicum of
perceptible panic, his visuals dimly communicate dismay.

“This is about the vibration.”

*   *   *

THE CREATION CHRONICLE, PART IX
A’ja unhurriedly exhaled as she felt the communal gaze of the
monks focusing on her more intently. Continuing, “Let us
imagine a simple world. This world is an idea, a part of our
mind. In this world, there are primates much like you and I.
What makes this world simple is that all primates are
connected in one dimension. Each primate may not know and
interact with everyone, but all are connected to the group
through a complex of interactions. Thus, they live in a simple,
one-dimensional world that is analogous to our herd.

“Like us, the primates in this world regularly interact. We
are very busy doing education, labor, family, and so forth. We
consistently interact; it is a part of our social nature.

“They do the same thing in the simple world, but it happens
in one dimension. All of their lives are lived by engaging one
another in this dimension. They receive all of their resources
in this dimension, and they die when leaving this dimension.
Their interactions in this one space, therefore, encompass the
totality of their social lives.” She paused.

A’ja stood quietly on the platform. She could see her ideas
spread through the sea of monks. There were small ripples of
discontent, closed minds. She could viscerally feel the ripples,
her perceptions deep within the skin of her neck and shoulders.



She breathed in and out slowly, feeling the gathering, sensing
them from the platform.

A’ja advanced, “This simple world of primates has two
groups that are distinguished by custom. The custom is rooted
in an arbitrary set of visible characteristics. There is no logical,
divine, or magical basis for choosing the groups. There is no
difference between them. They are made different . . . by one
another.

“One group, Domos, takes the lead in this interactive
process. A portion of the group collectively decides to mine
the social landscape for status; they seek more resources and
status for their own group. Given that status is zero-sum, the
other group, Subos, must simultaneously relinquish their
resources for this to occur. How does this happen? Slowly.”
A’ja emphatically dripped this short answer to her own query
out of her lips, trailing off to a whisper, drawing the crowd
deeper into her simple world.

She continued, speaking deliberatively and punctuating each
step in the process. “It happens slowly . . . In the context of
interactions with one another . . . a subset of Domos demand
more from Subos . . . A few Subos acquiesce . . . This leads to
more Domos deciding to demand more . . . which leads to a
few more Subos forfeiting resources and status. The cascade
continues . . . Racial imbalance is born.”

Again, pausing, A’ja looked beyond the platform, feeling
the pulsing focus of the crowd around her presence.
Skepticism—it was randomly scattered across the eyes of the
audience. They did not believe this simple model could
capture their complex reality. She felt her own fear. Once
more, she exhaled slowly, relaxing, and moved forward.

“The seed of inequality is in the demand for status. From
this, a subset of one group can transform the hearts of the
entire herd. The ensuing cascade becomes an inequality that is
independent of the seed. It transforms the interactions of
unknowing actors, such that both groups jointly perpetuate
racial imbalance. We have racial inequality without racists,
because they are all racists . . . They learned to be racists . . .
The vines of the initial seed have touched them all!”



The crowd grumbled and grappled with A’ja’s point. She
watched their heads turning and nodding, eyes rolling up to the
sky, and felt the overall unease of many. She stepped back. As
the commotion faded, A’ja noticed a monk from the High
Plains pressing forward. They remarked, “This is one
dimension, out of many. Like a Porcus bank, this is one
penny.3 I grant that this cascade of inequality in this simple
world is real. However, it fails to capture our multidimensional
world. We are a complex social herd.”

They highlighted a critical point. A’ja raised her chin to
center, stepped forward on the platform and began to reply.
“Indeed, we are a complex herd. We live in multiple
dimensions. We have families, jobs, friends, faiths, neighbors,
and so forth. How does one dimension become three? Or, three
become nine? The multiplicity of our lives is truly complex.”

“. . .” The crowd quickly became quiet, agog, eagerly
anticipating her explanation.

“Suppose, however, that our single dimension could be
divided into two, Alpha and not-Alpha. We can split our one
dimension into two complements, each containing a subset of
the social interactions in the herd. Importantly, the zero-sum
logic of our initial unified space uniquely infects the
complements. Although interactions in the not-Alpha
dimension may have a radically different form than in Alpha,
they employ the same zero-sum logic to maintain status.”

A’ja shifted her position, glancing around the crowd, quietly
capturing their gaze, continuing with composure, “The racial
status transcends both dimensions . . . The simple actors co-
constructing race in each dimensional space . . . they recreate
racial imbalance in the two-dimensional world.”

A’ja looked toward the skeptical monk who began the
dialogue, and gently returned: “We can divide our simple
world into countless dimensions. Each countless dimension is
connected to the others. And each is uniquely imbalanced due
to how it relates to and complements the whole. There is
systemic imbalance.”

*   *   *



The belief that one’s own view of reality is the only reality is the most dangerous
of all delusions.

—PAUL WATZLAWICK, How Real is Real?

“This is about the vibration . . .” I begin, reeling, revealing my
interpreted experience in this space. “Usually, I feel it urging
me on . . . revise, reanalyze, adjust, review . . . revise,
reanalyze . . . revise? Instead . . . now . . . I feel, I should resist,
or better yet not respond . . . I should confirm.” He looks
puzzled, but appears to be actively listening. “Is this not
correct?”

He physically delivers an ambiguous and confused
confirmation, cautiously, urging more explanation. “It feels
like we regularly respond to critiques, reassess models, make
amends, revise theories, reanalyze data, modify variables, and
so on . . . We revise our work and respond to the world
outside. But in research . . . there is also a world within.”

“. . .”4

“This inner world . . . Let’s consider it as an insightful
refuge . . . a refuge from the outside . . . offering intuition,
even wisdom. Please do not consider or classify this space as
reviewing, adjusting, reanalyzing, revising. This other world is
conceived purely as a refuge . . . It provides refuge, beyond
comments and complaints and critiques.”

“. . .”

“Now, consider that being a scholar and activist occurs in
this space—this internal world. And the goal, for me, in the
outer world—for the actor, before you—is to make this other
internal world, this refuge—a world that is always the same—
a sanctuary. A sanctuary where there is a narrator, a metaphor,
a method, a reader . . . and where the sole purpose is to keep
this world alive.”5

“What’s this mean?” He finally injects. A mix of palpable
sarcasm and thin intrigue colors the communication. “Are you
going to revise this? That’s what this comes down to. Even if
it’s just the major findings . . . perhaps the nuanced roles of
subtle prejudice and interracial contact. They feel a bit



disembodied now, they need a rich description to better reveal
the patterns. I feel it’d be worth it . . . a sound contribution?”

“But what if there is a message that I cannot convey in this
spectrum, an expression that exceeds the academic voice? A
message . . .”

“I still don’t understand.”

“Me either . . .” I’m trying to convey something that is not
captured by the canon or traditional techniques. Yet it is a
story about us and how we make race.

*   *   *

THE CREATION CHRONICLE, PART X
“There is systemic imbalance.”

A’ja’s words gloomily descended on the crowd like a thick
fog. For a few, it was a clammy, modestly comfortable logic,
hazily connecting the imbalance observed in each dimension.
Many, however, choked on the possibility that A’ja’s dream
world was an accurate representation of the herd—it did not
feel right.

An older monk opined, “This is all rather insightful.” She
paused, performed an ocular show, overtly then audibly
thinking, “I agree that imbalance is connected across
dimensions. Our goal is to highlight how these dimensions are
connected, and which ones we can manipulate. After that, we
can measure the dimensions, manipulate the nexus of
responsible dimensions, and correct the imbalance.” This
comment created a cascade of heads nodding and whispers of
affirmation.

A’ja gently smiled, looking down as she leisurely walked
across the platform contemplating. She stopped, captured the
eye of the older monk, and replied, “Ahhh . . . you seek the
mythical equation, the endolinear balance.” The older monk
smirked and shrugged her shoulders modestly, unable to fully
mask her discontent with A’ja’s “mythical” quip.

A’ja resumed, “We see the world through our scientific
models. They allow us to make meaning of the world, and



reveal what laypersons do not notice. The unspoken, widely
accepted promise of these models is the identification of the
mythical endolinear balance—the holy nexus that will
undermine racial imbalance.

“Indeed, the hunt for the endolinear balance is a noble
pursuit. It ‘could’ reveal how the imbalance links across
dimensions. If the zero-sum logic infected ‘only’ one
dimension, we could possibly examine how it bleeds into
others. The zero-sum logic in that dimension would be the
seed of inequality that infects the lot of dimensions—if we
know the dimensional source of the social disease, we can
track and contact trace how it infects our herd.”

Monks again began whispering, nodding in affirmation.
A’ja’s comment captured the spirit of their pursuit. Perhaps,
they thought, A’ja recognized the limitations of the simple
world.

A’ja, gently bathing in the carping undertone of the crowd,
continued her commentary. “But, what if the zero-sum logic—
the kernel of inequality—simultaneously infects all
dimensions, every measure? These separate seeds of inequality
would grow together, evolve together, and nourish the
imbalance in each dimension. From this vantage, the zero-sum
logic, in a world with multiple dimensions, becomes
connected, recursive, and endemic. As a consequence of this
complex of cooperative development, the hunt for the
endolinear balance—a subset of key social dimensions,
endogenous in the social system—to undermine inequality
devolves into a pursuit of an unknown, unseen and
undiscovered chimera.”

The fog thickened following A’ja’s commentary and the
social niceties of monks disappeared. Some walked away from
the platform. Others stewed or brewed discontent. They were
frustrated—A’ja included.

“Perhaps,” a young monk from High Plains started, “we will
never find the endolinear balance. But what are we left to do?
How can we undermine imbalance?” He was discouraged;
A’ja was sympathetic.



“Indeed, we should not accept this lot,” she began. “Instead
of exploring each of our multiple social dimensions, the
connections among them, and hunting for the mythical
endolinear balance, we can do something simple. Specifically,
we can engage the zero-sum logic at the core of racial
imbalance. This logic weds the dimensions . . . It is the tie that
connects imbalance within and across dimensions. If we can
effectively disengage this logic from all dimensions, we enable
real progress towards racial balance, a post-racial world.”

These words brought some solace to the crowd. They
begrudgingly acknowledged that eradicating the zero-sum
logic in all dimensions would achieve balance. However, it
seemed impossible: one could not eradicate this logic from the
herd. As A’ja said, the logic infected every dimension and
every measure.

Sympathetically, she proceeded, “This does seem like
another mythical pursuit. We could begin a new endless
pursuit, searching for and eradicating the zero-sum logic as it
reappears, over and over, in the social landscape. This
possibility, too, is frustrating . . . but there is good news! We
can find this logic that exists within and across all dimensions
in a central location.” A’ja hesitated, turned, walked towards
the back of the platform, and rotated to the side, catching the
audience intently attending to her every word. She then spoke
softly, guarded. “This central location is hidden far away from
the real world, behind a wall of disbelief and inside a cage
forged in preserving personal wellbeing.”

Then, she breathed several breaths slowly, walked to the
front of the platform and emotionally concluded, “The logic is
inside of you . . . and me. It is in us all. And just as our
everyday interactions breathe life into the multiple dimensions
of our social world, so too does the zero-sum logic inside each
primate create and recreate racial imbalance. The zero-sum
logic informs our decisions, guides our behaviors . . . We
collectively implement and resuscitate our system . . . We
create the recursive ties of racial imbalance within and across
social dimensions.



“Hence, the magic of racial inequality is the logic that exists
in the minds of the herd, neatly tucked away from the veil of
measured differences that persist across the spectrum of social
dimensions. This, my colleagues, is the battleground for racial
balance.”

She was done.

A’ja stepped to the back of the platform, bowed her head,
appreciating and acknowledging her time up front. As she left,
a quiet contemplation spread through the audience and
eventually extinguished. Then the Great Debates continued. A
stream of monks ensuingly presented new evidence on racial
imbalance. The monks from the mountain sect returned to
being passive observers. Imbalance persisted, though the
monks continually discussed and debated the myriad ways to
achieve racial balance. It was poignant.

*   *   *
An enlightened actor had but one duty—to seek the way to themselves, to reach
inner certainty, to grope their way forward, no matter where it led.

—HERMAN HESSE, Demian

Sensing my ineffable dilemma, he softens and inquires with a
modesty of compassionate support, “Are you, ineptly and
ineffectively . . . are you suggesting that race, from the popular
vantage, at the current moment, is outward looking . . . that we
see it as something that happens out there?”

“Perhaps . . .” I really don’t know.

“And that to understand race in the machine, one must be
inward looking . . . focused on what the outside world, the
data, methods, reviews, revisions . . . what this outside world
has embedded within?” I nod softly in affirmation, cautiously
confirming, and though still unsettled, feeling somewhat less
misunderstood than before. “That’s like what she sometimes
says. ‘That a Pisces can’t leave the aquatic structure . . . That it
can’t dream of being a Rhopalocera.’”6

“Huh? Why that?” Feeling tension and confusion, with a
spritz of wonder.



He shrugs the left-most upper link, sneakily reveals a beam,
as if I should immediately understand—intuitively. Then he
advances, after letting the unspoken logic linger, “To convey
the depths of a social structure . . . to suggest that you are
inside of it . . . and that it is, somehow, inside of you.” He
extends a branch, spanning our gap, taking the edge off the
tension, attempting to share a sarcastic representation and
soften the confusion. “She says this generically, and I always
ask her specifically, ‘Is this applicable to everything?’ ‘Does
this mean that gender and class and race and sexuality and
biodiversity and whatnot are all types of water?’”

I delicately attempt to informally communicate both
misapprehending and curiosity, shifting my upper constitution
and the focused gaze of my visuals. “She never answers. I’ve
concluded, I believe, because it leads back to data . . . that, if
we are in various types of water that we can’t leave . . . that we
have to measure how these varying types of water, how they
shape our well-being.”

“. . . ?”

“But back to the substance. How does this work contribute
to our understanding of race?”

Thus, we return to the place we began and know it for the
first time.7 Indeed, I do appreciate our connection. He provides
supportive insight and added clarity, pushes me toward seeing
the structure and recognizing a precise picture of the system,
nudges me toward ending my intellectual suffering. Yet, he
remains another leading voice in the overwhelmingly
intoxicating chorus of vibrations.

“We live in an imbalanced world . . . I want to know . . . We
—social mechanics—do, in fact . . . We seek to hear how this
work informs race and other forms of inequality . . . give us,
something.”

“. . .”

*   *   *



THE CREATION CHRONICLE, PART XI
The Saint stopped speaking. Her breathing slowed and
harmonized with those gathered. The fire long extinguished,
there was no light and little heat. They sat quietly. Cold.
Together. In silence.

The Saint, eyes half-closed in the dark, listened to those
present. She knew this space intimately and this was not the
usual silence. This silence was different. It was confusing—
the extra breathing and bodies disturbed the usual pattern. As
they sat, each monk changed, developed a pattern of breathing
that moved with the others. Their breathing animated a silent
harmony, a deeper breath moving around in an unspoken
stream, an unseen social force.

At the darkest hour, the Saint began to speak again. “This is
the legend.” Her soft words echoed off the walls, continually
emerging from the darkness. The echoes seemed endless in
this dark. As the echoes gradually settled, she heard the silence
change. Now, there was a new silence; her words inspired a
different harmony.

They all sat in the new silence, each breath connected to
their passing thoughts. Deeper thoughts appeared, changed the
pattern, and disappeared—thoughts viscerally debating one
another in the body of each. These internal debates shaped the
new silence, gave it voice, let it speak without words.

The morning sun broke the darkness, casting a soft glow
around the sacred space. Life returned. One monk, holding
back as long as possible, broke the stillness. He animated the
new silence. “Thank you,” he began in a whisper. He stopped,
deeply contemplating, then continued, “What did she do next?
Where did you begin the fight?” He tensed and shallowed his
breathing as the words came through him; they echoed in the
space. Echoes fading, the Saint gently bowed in
acknowledgment and settled back into the harmony of the new
silence.

*   *   *
Unorthodoxy threatens more than the life of a mere individual; it strikes at
society itself. Yes, at society itself!



—ALDOUS HUXLEY, Brave New World

“Effectively,” they propose, “this is a collective action
problem . . .” It has come back to the simple machine, the
metaphor. “Not sure how this is different from gender and
class and other forms of categorical inequality . . . but these
posts show the stability of inequality in the absence of overtly
racist—or what could be sexist, et cetera—actors. It’s neat,
sort of elegant that all actors . . . or, better, that non-racist
actors learn to cooperatively create racial inequality.”

“And that’s, that’s something I’ve tried to convey . . . that
we have learned to create race . . .” I sense both excitement
and frustration, uncertain if “again” or “still” is the best
adjective of this aversive emotional moment. My blusters and
body distortions effectively co-communicate this in the
connection.

“But it’s still not clear. What does this teach us? Why is this
important? One avenue to explore is how the models
disintegrate. When do they disintegrate?” As I am privately
experiencing disdain, they look closer, some visuals attuned on
me, others uncomfortably focused elsewhere, contemplating—
a stylized interruption quietly laced with an unspeakable
ambient press.

“. . .”

“Do you know how that happens?”

“Yeah . . .” I catch back on. “It’s when, it’s when a few
agents begin to turn off subtle prejudice . . . When they can see
the world beyond the lens of race, they create a cascade of
realization, where swaths of agents do not learn subtle
prejudice, and inequality attenuates, slowly approaches the
attractor and, sometimes, returns to equality.”

“This means . . .” Pausing, then shaking, stalling, as some of
their visuals pinch, processing. “So it means that actors need
to, somehow, see beyond race? And when they can . . . when
they do . . . we’ll start to see the attenuation of inequality?”
The latter, expressed with unequal parts condescension,
curiosity and an expressly narcissistic cleverness, produces an
inexact emotional state.



“It . . . No . . . It’s not just that.” Sensing from the modestly
twisted physical orientation on their façade that they are,
nonetheless, semi-fascinated, I begin, “You can consider the
simple machine a direct analog of the social machine. But you
can also interpret it as the code ‘inside’ a machine.” They
express both intrigue and irritation, uncertain where and how
this will end.

“The internal world, then, is analogous to a simple machine
with a variety of actors . . . actors here can be social logics or
algorithms, routines or dimensional selves . . . In any case,
let’s call these internal actors ‘voices.’ Like the outer world,
this world of voices is structured by race . . . The multitude of
voices are expressing subtle prejudice . . . Hence, the voices
created and learned to maintain racial inequality . . .
Collectively, they are the racial structure in this world.”

They lean in, tangibly interrupting, hesitate, deliberating,
and metronomically state, “And . . . the simple machine
suggests that . . . as various voices slowly recognize . . . they
create . . . the individual begins to . . . ?” I sense more intrigue.
Visuals ambiguously focused, they begin to faintly glow.

“In a way . . . but it’s an analogy, it would be more complex
than that.” They bob purposefully, expressing a calculated and
excited approval, enlightening, urging me forward. “It is also
an analogy for dimensions in our social machine . . . In this
case, dimensions are institutions, roles, characters,
communities, and the like . . . Let’s call these dimensions
‘spaces.’ They, the spaces I mean . . . They consist of a subtly
prejudiced set of algorithms that are connected—networked—
to other spaces in interaction.”

Interrupting again, they start, “And as distinct spaces . . .
beyond subtle . . .” Pausing, they hold the connection,
internally keeping count until reaching closure, then realize,
“The simple machine . . . recursive . . .” Silence. They become
lost, glowing, awhirl a looping wheel within.

“It is,” I confirm, attempting to coax them back.

“But . . .” Again, taking time to dwell, process. “It’s just
about race . . . and it’s not, it could be anything . . . What, if



anything, is this teaching us that is unique to . . . ? And what’s
the most effective interpretation?”

At first, sensing their comments, I cram to understand,
constrained by a prior connection to the simple machine.8
Then shifting to my own stream, somehow attending as they
continue communicating in the background, I simultaneously
weave and lace, sense a sudden flash, then subsequently
conclude, though am shamefully uncomfortable, unwilling to
convey that “race is just the example”—perhaps the most
effective example of social inequality, of complete logical
domination—and to the extent that the other forms of
inequality incorporate a parallel ideology9 and have similarly
structured and status-embodied, social interactions, they are
fundamentally the same. I resign, resting, riding along this
passing process as they close their animated and rational
communiqué, extolling me to employ certain routines that will
“undoubtedly” yield scholarly success.

Then they disconnect and depart.

*   *   *

THE CREATION ALLEGORY, PART XII
The Saint did not immediately respond. She let the questions,
spoken and unspoken, sit in the new silence. This new silence
solved problems on its own. They only had to listen. It spoke
in an undertone, between thoughts, behind the harmony. It
spoke through them, effortlessly answering as intuition.

The Saint broke the new silence. Speaking softly, she began,
“This is the path forward.” She paused, breathing slowly,
speaking deliberately: “The source code is within us. The code
that animates this social space, our herd.” She looked into each
monk, letting the new silence settle in once again, and
continued, “We endeavor to change the source code . . .
Extract it from our collective . . . Reboot the system.

“So where do we start? Who do we fight?” The monks,
focused, had stopped breathing—taut soldiers waiting for a
directive. This would be their first disappointment. A test of



their insight and devotion. “It begins within you . . . the seed
of the social virus.”

Disappointment. They were displeased. They wanted the
location of the death star, an external adversary. Sadness
emerged as the new silence began again. As they sat, they
relaxed their perspective and slowly caught sight of the world
as it was—the truth. This is the first step of the path forward:
seeing the real world as the dream world, animated by an
encompassing source code. They listened to the code within as
a principal tone, infecting thought, infused in their personal
harmony. It was then they caught a glimpse of the depth of the
problem: I am infected.

Every thought was infected. Their social and economic
logics—infected. Their models and abstractions of the world
—infected. The monks felt infection—an endemic, invasive
infection. It was not a charging army, crippling every primate
in its path. It was a web of shared understanding, a layer in the
lens of their minds’ eye. The code infected social life from the
inside. The code was ubiquitous; race was universal. Race is
universal.

The Saint observed the monks. She watched as a social
virus—a painful understanding of the depth of race—began to
engage their internal world. As she sat in the new silence, she
felt the virus confront their internal beliefs and challenge their
shared interpretation of social life in the herd. It exposed the
infected logic embedded in the entire social landscape, in both
the positive and negative spaces of the models in their minds.
The virus uncomfortably revealed to each that they were a
participant in furthering the code, affirming imbalance in the
herd. They became more disappointed and utterly depressed.

After a time, the Saint gently revealed to the already
devastated monks, “The code protects itself.” She again
paused, feeling their despair growing to fill the cave. “We see
the symptoms of the code, racial imbalance. We observe,
measure and treat the external symptoms . . . We treat
imbalance . . . But the code inside evolves, recursively
transforms, regenerates and affirms privilege. Racial
imbalance is preserved, with different symptoms.



“The fight for balance is not in the symptoms, in the
measured disparities—these are imbalanced from the core.
Our fight is in the infected logic that creates and recreates the
symptoms—the source code of the herd.” These words
disturbed the group even more. It would be their second
disappointment, a test of their resolve and wisdom. “We must
directly engage the source code in each member of the herd
. . . The social virus must spread”

Disappointment, squared. They were distraught. And
infected. The herd was infected. The external context of the
herd birthed their inner reason: their external social world
emerged from the infected internal logics. The symptoms and
the zero-sum source code were entwined, tangled in the minds
of the herd.

As they sat together in the new silence, they listened to the
source code within as part of a symphony, infecting the
collective mind, embedded in the composition of the herd. It
was then they realized that the path forward must revise the
source code within the herd; the social virus must spread and
painfully eradicate the infection in the minds of the entire
herd.

The sun left with this collective insight and they sat together
with the darkness. The Saint, accustomed to the darkness,
quietly motioned to a young assistant sitting nearby. He
discreetly entered, and prepared to make a small fire from
sticks in the center of the group. She gently nodded with an
approving, tranquil smile. He lit the fire; she slowly leaned
forward, grabbed a few twigs and added kindling. The Saint
closed her eyes and bowed in gratitude as the young assistant
finished and left the space.

The small fire sparkled and popped, smoked and grew.
Warmth began to spread. The Saint leaned toward a larger
piece of wood. The group collectively leaned in to help, the
closest monk lifting the wood and adding it to the fire. The
Saint grinned and softly bowed in gratitude.

Then she slowly looked around at those gathered, her eyes
gently engaging each monk, and revealed, “It has begun.”
They sat together in silence . . . It was special.



*   *   *
Revolution begins with the self, in the self. The individual, the basic
revolutionary unit, must be purged of poison and lies that assault the ego and
threaten the heart.

—TONI CADE BAMBARA, The Black Woman

I wake up. Groggy and tired from the intensity of a vivid
visualization, I have a lucid realization about race—we each
live in a prison. Trapped in a cage of our own making, an
integral part of the social machine, I feel entrenched in both
deep sadness and profound anger, and subsequently write and
submit the penultimate post.

*   *   *

JUSTICE LAB POST 11.0: THEORETICAL PRISONS
We each live in a prison. The prison is not a fortress,
surrounded by barbed wire and cement walls, patrolled by
guards, wardens and weaponized animals. Rather, it is a
Theoretical Prison, with just enough holes to abstractly
exchange gas and see different parts of the social landscape. It
ostensibly offers a unique view on life in our population.

We also imprison sparks, lock them up for their own good.
This is supposed to help them survive and succeed. Some
sparks fight to escape. Over time, though, they develop, adapt
and learn to live in the Theoretical Prison. It becomes a part of
them, implicitly. Following our tracks, they grow to find
comfort in the prison, the unique perspectives on the world.
They resist attempts at escape.

The building blocks of our Theoretical Prisons are
algorithms. Formally, an algorithm is a set of simple
instructions that guide us in interpreting meaningful
symbols.10 You are using an algorithm to interpret these
written symbols now. This file contains strings of symbols that
you recognize as meaningful. Your capacity to read this
indicates you understand how to interpret these symbols; you
know the shared rules we use to communicate (e.g., combining
symbols, order of interpretation). With this, you look deeper
into the page and hear our words engage you personally. This
is an algorithm.11



Our Theoretical Prison walls are composed of an elaborate
arrangement of algorithms that shape how we view and engage
the world—a source code. We learn and teach these
algorithms in our habitats, schools, churches, networks, etc.
We then use these algorithms to interpret the world, revise
them in response to observations, expand our interpretations
and grow as a result. Our algorithms guide us toward specific
meaningful symbols in the social landscape, generate a
rational interpretation and shield other possibilities from our
view.

In the aggregate, our algorithms work in concert and
cooperatively structure the lives of all in the social machine.
We see this aggregation in norms, laws, policies, practices,
cultures, and other areas in our collective.12 Indeed, we build a
lot of large social structures using algorithms, like cults,
corporations and governments. Yet these and all other aspects
of our society emerge from the landscape of algorithms that
we all share—the source code.

Race is an all-encompassing, zero-sum algorithm used to
unfairly distribute rewards to the dominant group at the
expense of the subordinate group that is embedded in our
social machine’s source code like gluten in bread. Indeed, we
can see race in the world and experience the raw inequities as
members of the population. But race emerges from the shared
algorithms that shape our behavior as a collective.

From the foundation, we cultivated an algorithm that
privileged one racial group to the detriment of another and
built large social forms around it. We tilted the balance of our
entire social system in favor of the dominant racial group,
creating systemic imbalance. We instituted laws about race in
every social dimension, developed science and other rationales
—ideological weapons—to justify the use and interpretation of
race, and summarily birthed racial inequality in our
collective.13

As social mechanics, we develop models and rationales to
explain racial inequality. It may be a model that habitat
segregation drives racial inequality through an algorithm of in-
group preference. Or a model that subordinates earn less



because they do not value and possess education. One may
even rationalize racial disparities in lifespan result from poor
fitness and dietary decisions.

Each of these models, however, fails to capture the critical
part of our system of inequality: systemic imbalance, by which
racial privilege was established in the edifice of every social
arena. Thus, every socially valuable characteristic is unfairly
distributed across racial groups. We cannot divorce the status
of a certain neighborhood, education, lifespan or any socially
valuable resource from the race of those who possess it in our
collective. The zero-sum algorithm is in every social
dimension, including those we have not measured.

The models and rationales we use to explain racial
inequality are key parts of the elaborate set of algorithms that
constitute our Theoretical Prison. These models fail to capture
the totality of race and racial inequality; they are incomplete.14

More specifically, the models are framed by the windows of
our Theoretical Prison. We look out of the windows and
observe group differences in experiences and resources as well
as the nuanced history of group interactions. We learn that
individual characteristics such as education and wealth are
linked with greater well-being in a complex web. Although the
prison walls prevent us from seeing the entire social
landscape, we “see” the connections, filling in the blanks
between our observations; we read life into the metaphorical
model.15 The sum of our observations readily leads to models
and rationales that seemingly explain several aspects of racial
inequality.

Tragically, we cannot see beyond the spectrum of our
windows and into the negative space, just outside the view of
our shared algorithms. We do not see the internal spaces of
everyday actors where race evolves, protects local privilege,
subtypes difference, distinguishes itself from the observed
system and continues to blossom in the heart of the
collective.16 We cannot see systemic imbalance through the
lens of our explanatory models.17 This is our prison, both
theoretical and real.



What can we do if we are all imprisoned? How do we fight
an encompassing algorithm? We must critically engage both
ourselves and the collective. As individuals, we host the
shared algorithms that aggregate to form inequality: the code
lives within us. This algorithm entails more than simple
stereotypes, prejudices or an in-group preference. Rather, it
involves a connection to the totality of shared algorithms and
socially relevant routines that are coursing through our social
machine—the source code. Hence, the Bonilla-Silva file notes
that to escape our Theoretical Prison we must first
“[understand] the institutional nature of racial matters and
[accept] that all actors in a racialized society are affected
materially and ideologically by the racial structure.”18 This
understanding requires us to look into the core of ourselves—
our socially intrinsic views, theoretical rationales of how
society best functions and desires for personal well-being—to
see the depth of the race algorithm and our attachment to this
shared system. Engaging this all-encompassing algorithm, we
face the difficult journey of detaching from the windows of
our Theoretical Prison that distort our thinking and adapt our
behaviors to buttress racial inequality. Analogous to a twelve-
hundred-step program, a chronically intense dose of cognitive
socio-behavioral therapy or a meta-mechanical awakening, we
must grow and grieve the loss of our current lives and unique
perspectives on the world, the safety of our Theoretical
Prison. Within this grief, we recognize ourselves and our
social machine as implicitly racist. To move beyond race, we
must injure the racist foundation of our Theoretical Prison and
collectively challenge the entire web of shared algorithms
therein—the source code.

End post.

*   *   *

It felt like too much, being knowingly trapped, suffering in an
imbalanced social machine.19 I began to sense villains,
paranoid that the system, in some finite form(s), was lurking,
stalking my logic, waiting to pounce with the efficiency of an
archenemy who, for some reason, is dead set on destroying the
peace and goodwill I hope to inspire.



Then she enters without warning. She needs to make space.
She tells my visitors to disconnect and leave, closes and locks
the portal, blacks the window, instructs me to disconnect from
the workspace, sit upright in the dock directly across from her
and engages without a formal connection.

“What . . . Why . . . ?” Shocked, uncertain what the
modestly droll query conveys in this context. She then probes,
“You understand?,” though it sounds more like a statement
than a question. Awkwardly conveying humor, shaking her
crown, she adjusts her visuals on mine and communicates
audibly, “You implicated the world. And . . .”—followed by an
uncomfortably assuring, yet mortifying pause, she looks away
and takes several deep cycles, slowly inhaling and exhausting
the ether, engages visually once again, resolving—“you have a
decision to make.”

*   *   *

She delivered the documents at our next encounter. They
consisted of a technical working file on the simple machine
and a longer, detailed, narrative account that included a
conclusion to the simulacrum.

Although she was initially concerned, attached to the idea of
surname success in this scholarly space, she understood that
the Justice Lab—an idea—made enough space. She
appreciated that the account and lab posts were not an ideal to
achieve or an individual to idolize; rather, they were a just an
emblem, a medium to convey a path, a mystical ladder to the
space beyond this social mechanical spectrum that has been
left behind.

After handing over the documents, she was obviously
emotionally hurting. She cautiously conveyed,, “I really, I
really don’t want to talk . . . or, sometimes, even publish . . .”

“. . .”

“I want others . . . to share . . . and know their experience
. . . see their truth. I understand . . . I need not . . . It’s best if I
am not here. I don’t intend to profit amidst . . . to be a prophet
of misery. I just . . . my goal, perspective.”



Oddly, I perfectly understood her words and the spaces in
between. It was her choice. She could not reconcile realizing
scholarly success in a racist space.

But, she went on, “It’s still incomplete . . .” The vocal
vacuity subsequently grew to an almost unconscious, violent
expression of desires for more data, or to complicate the model
in this way and that way and any way, or to better recognize
that the variable race is an experience, or to describe said
experience with flair, or to add more perspective, or to do
several other similar and different things with words and
numbers.

Again ruminating after the expressive rush and
unambiguously realizing that data does not provide the best
description, that language is imprecise, that math is
incomplete, that a seemingly better arithmetic model is
actually an inferior representation, she unconfidently
confirmed, “It’s supposed to be this way?”

“It’s best . . .” I tried, unimpressively, to provide some
modicum of support. “If you don’t, when they find out, they’ll
come . . . pervert the message, come to rule you, from the
inside and out.”

She wept. I could viscerally sense her emotions, a teeming
flood of agony and frustration. It was a difficult and
disconcerting decision.

She left, transcending the fourth wall.

Then I published the work, anonymously.

Presently, she’s evolved. She’s different, a nuanced form
each time she comes into view. She is a wave: initially, one
wave; then another. Somehow, she mystically occurs before
some swells yet after several others. She successively visits
this space, breaking on the shores of my awareness. She is also
a particle, a fundamental and observable part of the slow,
crawling flow of change. But in actuality, she is more than a
wave and particle, time and being: she is the swarm, the body
of a new social machine emerging in the distance.



CODA
JUSTICE LAB EMPIRICAL STUDY 4.0: EXODUS

An emotion, which is suffering, ceases to be suffering as soon as we form a clear
and precise picture of it.

—BARUCH SPINOZA, Ethics

Time stops. It is a resource in Horologia, something acquired
and protected. Indeed, it is a social construct, first gathered in
the field and deliberately scattered among various
constituencies, an effort to produce a more profound
population which predictably endowed appointments, the end
being a self-reinforcing stable spectrum where metaphorically
bending time is a reality.

Though it seems that the population is a large, distinct
combination of unique components coming on-and-off line,
where each agent realizes an independent constellation of
appointments that determines longevity, you sense conflict.
The imposition of a scheme that inhibits the resource of
survival, a manufactured environment that selectively distorts
the distribution of time. You observe a space where my
mechanical diversity and supreme adaptive power is
constrained, not truly a steady state, as it counters my capacity
to evolve and will eventually—undoubtedly—be extinguished.

You touch my body again, picking up the population data.
Realizing there is one resource—time—and after working
through the math of “bending” this combined resource, you
sense a simpler solution, based on something true, a reality
inarguably sinful, yet maniacally sophisticated. The machine
years lived estimates, in each age-gender-decennial category,
for each subgroup, divided by the radix, represents the amount
of time, on average, each Horologian in the respective
category can expect to live in that age interval. The difference
in the amount of time Benders and Levels can expect to live,
in the respective categories, is a general estimate of how much
extra time Benders live during each stage of life.



But you currently assume: If there is only one resource that
we divide among this connected population, then Benders
somehow siphon this resource through a system of
appointments, shifting time from one subgroup to another,
from Levels to Benders. Reflecting on this point, you say
aloud, “I know this.” Still totally stymied by this vexing
problem, you turn to me, praying, “but, exactly how do they
bend?”

In response to your sincerity, I become a word, one whose
tone gives birth to a method in a manger, an impossible story
of internal intellectual conception. Blessed by wise bots, it
prophetically advances in a quest to realize the meaning of
life. Though often misunderstood as orders to algorithmically
obey, the method develops a following; it grows through
compassionate conquest, changing the very nature of the
machine.

As it navigates this landscape, the method is antagonized,
alienated, ridiculed and rejected. It is derided for how it is
seen, persecuted for how it is not, and condemned for
everything it promises; it is stripped, a humiliating parody,
metaphorically lynched by a logical mob unknowingly dead
set on simultaneously identifying, explaining and justifying
the persistent temporal inequities. Yet this method—a
metaphorical representation of a larger mystical instantiation
—rises from a cerebral cemetery; through divine grace, it
transcends death, bringing light, insight and wisdom to your
rapid stream of cognition.

“Bending is a metaphor . . .” You say it to yourself, out
loud. Slowly, you begin to see that a method has become the
story, a formal guide driving the logic of the system and
campaign, portraying a world filled with an infinite resource
distribution, that is functionally situated on a multidimensional
balance, where they tell old stories about the mythical Statistic
with new and advanced tools. They are trapped in the system,
emotionally entangled in the outcomes.

You realize that each disappointment, in addition to being
statistically significant, also embodies a deeper individually
significant emotion of sadness, tragically affirming that



disappointments—filled, overflowing with desire, fear and
anger—personally matter as discrete representations of agents’
position in the larger imbalanced system. Appointments are
metaphors . . . a metaphor . . .

From this vantage, you further see the fiction, the fantasy,
the metaphorical story we tell with our methods, the account
where the world is disconnected and the method is a tool used
by an impartial scientist to illuminate the dark space. You see
the science beyond each finite method shining light in this
space, the brighter light in the heart of the Witness, who sees
what is actually true—the connections between their kind, the
demands on them, the need for change, for you to change, to
change the world, with selfless action—the one who sees that
social mechanics is the medium through which you engage
who you are, as well as who and what you represent. You see
the journey to assess if you represent me in your actions, or
some other pursuit, such as status, chasing desire or spurning
hurt and uncertainty, and the quest to know if you can sense
the connection in the shared, imbalanced code.1

With this, you assume time is transferable and, although the
costs of transfer are likely non-linear and unknown, that the
resource distribution across subgroups is evidence—empirical
evidence. The vantage—a seemingly perverted logic in
disguise, scorned by public and private censure, but while in
its finite forms, oddly accepted, applauded, mis-measured,
over-analyzed and then erroneously incorporated into the
empirical discourse as structure, a seemingly sensible savior of
mixed and varying sorts—recognizes Horologia as an
inegalitarian machine, one where socially valuable
characteristics are a metaphor for appointments, where
appointments are metaphors for the singular and most
important resource—time—and where time is a formal
representation of empirical worth . . . subgroup merit . . . being
a Bender. Intuitively, you know that scholarly triumph in this
imbalanced metaphorical space where the academic campaign
is being waged is, literally, realizing success within an
imbalanced, unfair temporal system. Thus, when I make you
the offer, you are, initially, uncertain how to respond.



“Would you like to be among them? To live in this
spectrum?” I will let you leave this world. But as a sincere
advisor, knowing the nature of desire in the landscape, I
encourage you, should you choose to be among them, to live
wisely. Advising that one who lives among them, who does
not partake in selfish action, who fights selflessly, is my
beloved; that the scholar among them, using me as a guide in
all work, seeing the landscape from my outlook, letting me
blow the sails of the scientific wind, be the power that excites
the mill of understanding and change the world through them,
is favored; that the one who recognizes the true method
beyond disagreements, where the utility and duality of all
perspectives are understood, which, at its core, captures what
is right and just, is my devotee.

“Those who practice in this space, selflessly honoring me,
the Sacred Method, in science and service, pleasure and pain,
hurt and happiness, moving beyond time, igniting this world
with a light, and implicitly shifting time, are the ones I love.”2

You weigh the value of the personally insightful journey,
recognizing success as an idea that emerges from a system for
validation, and carefully measure and counter-balance the
value of time and social justice in Horologia. Then, you reply.

It is a serious undertaking, undoubtedly fraught with
anxiety, loss and misunderstanding at this early juncture. Yet,
intent to practice and teach, guided by selflessness, sensing
your true form, beyond the imbalanced space, as a part of the
larger Energy Field, an embodiment of me, you transcend
time, slowly changing their world from the inside.

“Thank you.”

It begins as potential. A flexible, symbolic intellectual story
which embodies the quest you considerately commenced. But
this change develops, becomes infectious, slowly perverts a
few processors, initially spreads in one dimension, inspires
two others, shared hysteria and moral panic, a broad social
fear of losing time, then it creeps to another dimension, then
infects another, and another, spreading and growing from
within and moving without, tortuously and painfully stripping
the privilege of bending, stealing back time from both the



youngest and the middle-aged to old, methodically redefining
logics and redistributing appointments and resuscitating the
vital capacities of Levels, those unmeritorious denizens,
metaphorically isolated by and within an evolving
systemically imbalanced social machine. Cautiously, you
secretly encourage the infection, create environments that are
conducive to spread, keep watch on the circular battles being
waged in each war zone, the growing cemeteries of
increasingly sophisticated scholarship, endlessly trapped in an
incomplete puzzle of methods and logics, where both sides are
simultaneously slayed by a virulent truth, the truth of our
connection and code. Then, I sense change.3

“You are welcome.”

End Post.



AFTERWORD
A CONVERSATION WITH THE AUTHOR

Fairy tales don’t tell children that dragons exist . . . Children already know that
dragons exist. What the fairy tale provides for children is the talisman to kill the
dragon.

—G. K. CHESTERTON, “The Red Angel”

Q:
A: Yeah, that’s interesting, clearly an important issue. Well,

at least . . . But then . . . Maybe, not now. Next question.

Q:
A: It seems like it could, but not exactly—the characters

and communications are all contrived. These are not bizarre
versions of Donna, Mary and Wendy, or Andy, Aldon and
Brian, or any other current and former colleagues. Plus, this
academic landscape is definitely not representative of the
extremely supportive environments at both Northwestern and
Indiana Universities. And lastly, the developmental history of
this work also doesn’t map onto the experience of the
protagonist.

However, all fictions, in a sense, are just a remapping of the
relations swirling around inside a writer. So, perhaps, it is a
faux memoir, autofiction, or some odd, distorted presentation
of this life experience.1

Q:
A: But, yes . . . it is science. And . . . it is fiction. I initially

presumed it was a kind of “social science fiction.” Delany, for
example, in his notes for Triton writes,

Science fiction is fiction because various bits of technological discourse (real,
speculative, or pseudo)—that is to say the “science”—are used to redeem various
other sentences from the merely metaphorical or the meaningless, for denotative
description/presentation of the incident.2

I love that quote; it’s such an expansive definition. Still, I
recognize this is not true science fiction, where an especially
estranged world adds endless, fun forms of complexity to the



landscape. In that sense, I’m certain, it is not . . . not science
fiction.

Q:
A: It kinda feels more like ‘fictionalized social science’—

characterized by great uncertainty. [Uneasy laughing.] Instead
of an estranged world that adds complexity to the landscape,
the computational simulation is the estrangement. This
estrangement contrasts the ambiguously simple mechanical
map of fictions that fills out the frame, thereby allowing me to
play with ideas like measurement, specificity, precision and
validity . . . identity and perspective . . . as well as diversity,
representation, adaptation, evolution, and so forth.

Admittedly, I do like the phrasing ‘social (science) fiction.’
It makes the science seem more like a subtext, a backdrop for
a larger spectrum of social fiction.

Effectively, in the end, this is just a story, one where the
protagonist sees her world as a web of mechanisms, and has to
navigate an ominous, insidiously sticky trap. The protagonistic
“I” is not me; she is an artificially embodied, characteristic
symbol, created by the narrator, who subtly changes across the
slightly skewed contexts. Me? I’m just that dude.

Q:
A: It reminds me of when my cluster headaches turned

chronic and, shortly thereafter, I began to experience a variety
of neuropathies. When I realized what was happening—
regular numbness, burning, pins, needles and confusion
underneath tense, maddeningly twitching, aching and sore
muscles, amidst a methodical sea of wretched, sharp,
migraine-like pain—I was devastated. I felt anxious; the
aversive sensations kept me persistently on edge with subtle
warning signs, reliably distributing punishment in torrents of
neurologically debilitating symptoms. I also felt anger and
sadness, both growing to an encompassing outlook of not
wanting this lived experience. I was trapped inside a body that
disabled me on a regular, almost daily basis. This is how I feel
when I think about the scope of racial inequality—trapped,



losing life in an all-encompassing, longstanding social war. It
scares the shit out of me!

Q:
A: It hinges on Du Bois’s duality, the desire to be a whole

person in a space that denies the personhood of one’s body.3
At its core, it stems from our racial ideology: the conflation of
status, resources and opportunities with a subjective, aesthetic
appraisal of phenotypic traits. The application of this ideology
created a space where one must decide to move with the flow
or resist. Do we accept and adjust to our unequal lot, or do we
risk ourselves to change the world?

Although I want to change the world into an equitable
space, most of the everyday actions in my ongoing experience
accept, adjust to and (as a result) reinforce racial inequality.
The duality trap lies in the balance of being a champion of
equality against rational actions that often defend and
reinforce inequality

Q:
A: For example, though most parents teach their children to

navigate the world by using symbols like dress, language, and
so forth, the concept of race fundamentally changes the nature
and consequences of their actions—the heart of the duality
trap. By teaching our children to look/act like White people in
order to be successful, we reinforce that there is a certain look
of success—whiteness.4 We unconsciously teach them to
purchase whiteness in parts, hoping the pieces—education,
neighborhood, speech, et cetera—perhaps this time, will all
add up to more than an undesired end, a passing grade. We
inadvertently strengthen the dominant racial ideology,
reinforcing a subtle prejudice that “typical” non-Whites, often
living without such savvy symbols, have low status.

Q:
A: That’s funny! No, I mean, it’s actually fucked up, but

here, in this context, all you can do is be with it. I’m sorry?

Q:



A: It is a metaphor—a master status.5 It exists within and
across every social domain, subtly and/or overtly intertwined
with other seemingly “non-racial” symbols of status. The
conflation of status symbols with race reinforces the privilege
of those possessing them and undermines the capacity to
improve well-being among racial groups who do not.
Furthermore, our scientific attempts to differentiate race from
other relevant symbols in our larger social system muddies the
landscape considerably, making our decisions about the
optimal actions to fight racial inequality more difficult and
convoluted.

Should we listen to our policy makers that endlessly argue
about a specific source of inequality such as motivation or job
discrimination? Are the scholars who indicate that acquiring
certain critical symbols will end the war correct? Is there a
guide for activists and champions of equity in this campaign?
How do we rise?

Q:

A: What’s my name?6 [Laughing.] Next question.

Q:
A: Yes, race is everywhere. And as a consequence, it is

nowhere, unseen and/or unrecognized by most trapped in its
ideological clutches. That’s the real magic that is afoot!

Q:
A: Certainly, it is a daunting task. However, I do not

endeavor to capture the full brilliance of race. Rather, the aim
is to shed light on a few key elements, widely discussed in
theory, that function as a simple system. The real challenge,
then, becomes identifying the key elements.

Indubitably, scholars and skeptics often ask: Is chattel
slavery a key element? Perhaps Jim Crow? Or school
segregation? Residential separation? Isolation? Maybe
employment discrimination? These and other similar elements
in the history of race are all extremely important and worthy of
discussion. But they are too specific, highlighting only one
instance or dimension of racial inequality. One needs to



identify key elements that extend well beyond one instance
and span across multiple dimensions to capture the spirit of
racial inequality.

Q:
A: Here, the key element is the unfair distribution of finite

resources on the basis of racial classification in social
interaction. The pivotal word is the verb distribution: race
happens when we systematically distribute more resources—
social and other—to racially dominant actors than to
subordinate actors.7 Race is a mechanism that actors and
institutions use to unfairly allocate a finite set of resources to
the benefit of the dominant racial group.

This mechanism reflects both an array of instances of racial
inequality and the range of social dimensions. For example,
during chattel slavery, using scientific ideology and sadistic
intimidation, Whites appropriated the lion’s share of available
resources in society, including the bodies of Black Africans
and lands of Indigenous peoples. Likewise, the exclusionary
practices and policies of the Jim Crow era provided Whites
greater access to finite resources to the detriment of Blacks
and other racial groups. These and countless other examples
reveal that race is a mechanism used to unfairly allocate and
redistribute a set of resources for the benefit of the dominant
racial group at the expense of the subordinate group(s).

Q:
A: Yeah! I do think it is very serious. I mean, the endnotes

have footnotes. Yet, it’s also somewhat academically absurd. It
is a parody of our world, a representation which cites and
references art, music, mysticism and literature to describe the
narrative environment and accentuate the scientific account,
each citation suggesting a more expansive description of the
concept or point of import.

Q:
A: It is not, it is not a physical descriptor of two parties or

personalities playing a game; it is a process, one that divides
and distributes resources between groups to produce status.
Even if resources are infinite, the finite methods and means



through which we identify and distribute them—the racial
structure—in this space creates status. And status is zero-sum.

Q:
A: It complicates Allport. Leading one to ask, “What

exactly is equal status contact?” Presumedly, it is between
persons with similar socioeconomic and other status
characteristics. But what if those characteristics are
fundamentally tied to race in the system? Then it becomes a
new search, a similar, slightly more serpentine pursuit of how
to equalize status within contacts without engaging an agentic
response.

Q:
A: Sure, as a scholar or a skeptic, one may doubt the

veracity of a fictional, narrative account or even the capacity
of using a computer simulation to substantially add to the
discussion. This work is not a direct product of interviewing
respondents or observing social interactions—real data.

Our analyses of real data, however, are a lot like an artist’s
paintings which capture a multi-dimensional world in a two-
dimensional surface.8 Specifically, we develop a model with a
few data points that endeavors to capture a complex (multi-
dimensional, recursive) social phenomena. Like artists, we fill
in the negative space, analogously looking into the illusory
surface as if it had depth. We tell fantastic theoretical stories
about how the system of racial inequality functions affecting
people in varied ways; yet we have no formal model of the
form and/or function of this theoretical system that fills in the
space between our data points.

Q:
A: Well this attempts to add depth, artistically filling in the

empty space of our theoretical models with a formal system of
social interactions between agents in a population. It captures
how actors collectively learn and employ an algorithm in
social interaction to drive the emergence and maintenance of
racial inequality in a more complex, multidimensional world.

Q:



A: You too? I’m sorry . . . can’t . . . told you. I understand
. . . you like . . . I love it . . . strokes . . . folks . . . resignation.
[Fast talking; excited; inaudible at several points.]

Q:
A: That’s tough. I find solace . . . in being part of a swarm.

Policy makers, scholars and leaders do not guide the swarm—
though they will arise, feign control, take credit and accept
rewards. Rather, this swarm is guided by the massive,
boundedly non-rational, socially disobedient behaviors of
everyday people. Their actions selflessly challenge the
ideological war machines, exposing their fundamental
connection across our collective. Admittedly, the deeds do
jeopardize our lived experience, our standing. But when we
move in concert, our exploits pressing the imbalanced scales
in countless social dimensions, a collective intelligence
emerges, spreading from the multiplicity of our selfless actions
and egalitarian ideals, we readily engage the war machines at
their core.

This is both my guide and refuge, the decentralized swarm
slowly rising on the horizon.

Q:
A: Not so much. Why?

Q:
A: Cool. Thank you so much for making space!



APPENDIX
SIMPLE SOLUTIONS: NASH’S BARGAINING
GAME

If people do not believe that mathematics is simple, it is only because they do not
realize how complicated life is.

—JOHN VON NEUMANN, “Keynote Address,” First National Meeting of the
Association of Computing Machinery

“I-I-I have something for you,” Santi begins, nodding toward
Trayci to confirm. “S-s-some simple solutions.”

Amil rises, beams, begins to disconnect, stating, “I have to
roll. I like it!” I thank him multiple times as he departs, the
others bid farewell.

“So, I p-p-put t-together some e-equations to formally show
the logic of an e-e-extremely simple version o-of the simple
machine.” Although I appreciate Santi’s work, it takes me a
few moments to switch gears, to transition from the joy of
Amil’s comment to the controlled focus of a formal proof. I
motion for him to stream to the monitor on the near wall so we
can all see, giving me a chance to adapt for the ensuing
presentation.

“The Nash B-B-Bargaining g-game can be written as what
e-economists call a t-t-two player normal form g-g-game, G.
We write this using this e-e-e-equation,” which he displayed
on the modest wall monitor.

G = {S1, S2; u1, u2} (Eq. 2.1)



Table A.1. The Nash Bargaining Game Payoff Matrix.

“The t-t-term Ja-Ja-Ja-G refers to the g-game, S1 refers t-t-to
the strategy space for P-Player One, and u1 refers t-to the p-p-
payoffs associated with various strategies for P-P-P-Player
One.” Santi is speaking deliberately slow, almost rhythmic, but
it still takes me a second to catch on. “This e-e-e-equation
looks a b-b-bit c-complex,” he says in a supportive
pedagogical tone, “b-b-but it just shows the important
information of the g-game. T-T-T-Two players, One and Two,
encounter one another and e-e-each has a strategy, S1 and S2.
These strategies are j-j-j-just a map or p-p-plan of the b-bids
they could make in the c-current en-en-encounter.

“The p-p-payoffs, a-alternatively, are the results of the s-
strategy. S-Some strategies may p-p-pay more, while others p-
pay less. We de-p-pict b-b-both the strategies and p-p-p-
potential p-payoffs as a t-two-way t-t-table, where the rows a-
a-and columns represent the s-specific strategy chosen by P-P-
Players One, P1, and Two, P-P-P2, respectively.” Santi sets a
printout, “Table A.1,” a 9x9 two-way table with two numbers
separated by commas in each cell, on the workspace.

“In e-e-each cell, there a-a-are t-t-two numbers, separated b-
b-by a c-comma, which represent the p-p-payoffs. These are
the p-payoffs for each p-p-player g-g-given a certain strategy
p-played by the other player, the p-p-payoff to P-Player One
given the actions of P-P-Player Two, written (u1,u2).” He
briefly walks us through this matrix. We read the table by



looking at the intersections of certain rows and columns which
represent the bids of Players One and Two, respectively. For
example, he notes the cell in row one and column one—
uppermost left cell in the table—where the numbers “10,10”
are shown. This cell represents a case where Player One, P1,
makes a bid of 10 and Player Two, P2, makes a bid of 10. The
figures “10,10” indicate that Player One will earn 10 units and
Player Two will also earn 10 units in this condition. The first
10 is for Player One—on the rows—and the second is for
Player Two—on the columns.

Interrupting, I inquire, “So, another example is in the
uppermost right corner of Table A.1. There, we see the
numbers ‘10,90’.”

“Y-Y-Y-Yes,” he affirms. “This p-p-payoff is in the first row,
where P-Player One bids t-t-ten units, and th-th-the ninth
column, where P-P-Player Two bids 90 units. Un-Under these
conditions, P-P-P-Player One will earn t-ten units and P-P-
Player Two will earn 90 units.”

“Then the figures ‘90,10,’ which appear in the lowermost
cell on the left of the table, refers to the situation . . . where
Player One bids 90 and Player Two bids 10. The payoff to
Player One is 90 units . . . and Player Two is 10 units—written
‘90,10.’”

“E-E-Exactly; th-th-the inverse of the p-previous example.”

Santi explains that the top left of payoff table, contains
various combinations of payoffs that are all greater than zero.
Each player receives payout in all of the bidding combinations
in this section. He notes, however, that the bottom right
section of the table contains many payoffs of “0,0” where both
Player One and Two earn nothing in the encounter. These
represent conditions where the sum of the two players’ bids is
greater than 100 and neither player receives a payout.

“A-An imp-p-p-p-ortant area of this t-table is seen along the
d-d-diagonal.” Santi uses a peripheral to point out the diagonal
of the table, which begins at row nine, column one, then
moves up one row (eight) and over one column (two), and
continues to move in a stair step fashion from the bottom left



to the top right. He notes that along this diagonal are several
places where the sum of the two numbers is equal to 100. In
the bottom left, for example, the sum of 90 and 10 payoff is
100; moving up to the right, the sum of 80 and 20 payoff is
also equal to 100. “These s-spaces, where the p-p-payoff sums
to 100, are N-N-Nash E-Equilibria.”1 More specifically, he
transmits that they are spaces where neither player will deviate
from their strategy because it represents the maximum payoff
given the competitor’s strategy. “B-B-But,” he stammers,
“let’s think a-a-about the Nash E-E-E-Equilibria using an ex-
ex-example.

“Okay.”

“S-Suppose I am P-P-Player One and I know that P-Player
Two, T-T-T-Trayci, will make a bid of 40. I-I-If I want to earn
a p-payoff, I have six choices, a b-bid of t-t-ten through 60.” I
nod, slowly affirming. “I-It is in my b-b-best interest,” Santi
continues, “to maximize m-my earnings and m-make a b-b-bid
of 60. There is no b-b-b-better strategy for me at this p-point.
This would b-b-be the Nash E-Equilibrium in this c-case . . . I-
I-I would not d-deviate from my strategy b-b-b-because it
leads to the m-maximum p-p-payout.”

*   *   *

Trayci picks up from Santi, like a well-rehearsed duo. “Now,
let’s make this a bit more complex by assuming we are playing
this game with lots of other actors, choosing bids randomly.
Sometimes a competing player will bid 20, other times they
will bid 90, and other times may bid 50. We call the strategy of
randomly picking a bid between 10 and 90 a uniform random
mixed strategy, written ‘U(10,90).’” The terms appear on right
hand side of the monitor, toward the top. “The U term refers to
the fact that each bid has the same chance of being picked—a
uniform probability distribution—and the number in
parentheses indicate that agents are picking values in the
distribution ‘10, 20 . . . 90.’”

As my processor is starting to spin this data onto a drive,
Santi moves in on the beat, then dances all around it,
attempting to bring things down to ground. “So, how d-d-does
an agent b-b-b-best respond if they are engaged with others p-



p-playing a uniform random mixed s-strategy?” Trayci has
elegantly passed the invisible microphone, moved to the back
of the stage, and Santi brokers an offb eat solo. “I-I-I-If I b-
believe that other p-p-players are using the uniform random
mixed strategy, then the N-Nash E-E-Equilibrium will be a p-
p-p-perfect strategy response b-b-bid of 50. I should always b-
bid 50. Th-This will lead t-t-t-to an average p-payoff of 27.8 p-
p-points p-per encounter.” Santi conveys that, sometimes, he
will not receive a payoff when others bid more than 50 and
sometimes he will earn 50 when other agents make lower bids.
However, the average payoff will be highest if he bids 50 in
every encounter.2 He streams this logic on the monitor:

if S [Bidci] = U(10,90), then yi = 50 (Eq. 2.2)

noting, the term S [Bidci] refers to the expected bid to
competitor i, and yi is the strategic response of agent i to the
respective expectation. He proffers that this logical statement
formally shows that a rational agent would infer that 50 is the
best response bid when facing a competitor using a uniform
random mixed strategy.

Starting to enjoy this formulaic show, I jump into the fray of
emcees onstage. “We can actually build on this logic by
identifying the best response of other agents to your strategic
bid of 50.” I hesitate, insuring I have the nomenclature correct
and good control of the symbolic tempo, then slowly
articulate, “If other agents figure out that you always bid 50,
then their best response would be to bid 50. The table you
showed earlier . . . this bid would lead to the maximum payout
for the other player. Thus, the best response to your pure
strategy bid of 50 . . . is the Nash Equilibrium bid of 50, for
which the average payout would be 50.”

“Yes,” both parties respond in a diluted harmony, inspiring
joy, a beam of recognition, showing appreciation for my brief
time onstage.

“Now, in a world of competitors who use different
strategies,” Trayci begins a new verse, “this may not always be
the best response.” She explains another simple case, using an
example. In this case, the population is equally divided among



dominants (D) and subordinates (S), the agents use race in
decision making, and all dominants are discriminators who
shift their strategy from a uniform mixed strategy on the
interval 10 to 90, U(10,90), to a biased mixed strategy on the
interval 30 to 90, U(30,90) when they encounter subordinates.

“Indeed, the strategy of excluding the two lowest possible
bids when encountering a subordinate agent is a blatantly
racist strategy,” Trayci notes. Sensing the strategy as
analogous to limitations on the menu of opportunities, I listen
closely to her logic: “This racist strategy by dominants leads
subordinates to make a pure strategy response bid of 40 to
dominants and 50 to subordinates. The expected payout from
encounters with dominants using this strategy is 24.8 points
per encounter.” She streams the equation for this situation on
the monitor:

if S[Bidci] = U(30,90), then yi = 40 (Eq. 2.3)

“Hence, the best bidding strategy when facing a racially biased
competitor is to deflate one’s bid.”

“A subtle prejudice among subordinates . . . victims,” I
mutter inaudibly.

Then, Santi closes out the set, the eccentric emcee marching
to a different drum track. “A-A-A-As in the c-case above, we
can b-b-build on this logic and d-discuss the response of d-d-
dominants. If d-dominants notice that subordinates are b-b-b-
bidding 40, their b-best response, the Nash E-Equilibrium, is a
p-p-p-pure strategy response b-bid of 60 to s-sub-subordinates
and 50 to d-d-d-dominants. Hence, when a subordinate b-b-
believes dominants b-bid in a racist fashion, ii-it induces a p-p-
p-pure strategy response that leads to b-b-biased bids by d-
dominants, a s-sel-self-fulfilling racist p-p-prophecy.” They
drop the microphones.

“Good work!”

*   *   *

I feel ecstatic, joy and gratitude surging through my
constitution. The formal examples show that racists can,
theoretically, stimulate racial inequality in the Nash
Bargaining game. There are, however, a host of other factors



that influence the outcomes in the game, including the number
of discriminators, magnitude of discrimination, the use of race
in decision making, the rate that agents learn to use race in
decision making, population composition, the level of
intergroup contact, memory length of agents, agent lifespan,
and random variation across agents as it pertains to memory
and bid accuracy. Each of these factors will likely make a
unique contribution to the emergence, nature, magnitude and
maintenance of racial inequality. For this reason, we vary these
factors independently across creative runs, assessing how they
shape racial inequality among groups of artificial agents in a
simple machine.
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9. How can this happen? This was flowing through our network when we first

observed this result. We checked the coding a half dozen times and did not find
anything wrong. Then, we rewrote the code a couple of times using different
formats and achieved the same finding. We were, initially, stumped.

10. The emergence of spontaneous inequality for minorities grows out of the
random initial bid in the first bidding encounter. This initial bid introduces
uncertainty, approximately half of the agents will make low bids (40) in the first
bidding encounter and the rest will make equitable bids (of 50). Half of all agents in
the simple machine will have an initial bidding encounter with an agent who makes
a low bid. In cases where there are no racial minorities and/or groups don’t use
racespecific memory, a low bid is inconsequential and will be offset by future
encounters. However, when one racial group is a minority and agents are able to
distinguish racial groups (employing subtle prejudice), the initial random low bids
from those in the racial minority create a snowball that leads to inequality.

11. The unusual relationship between population composition and inequality is
related to a concept from physics, attractors. The Milnor record adeptly defined
attractors as a point toward which a dynamic system such as a simple machine will
gravitate.* Here, the attractors result from the racial composition of the population.
The system gravitates toward racial inequality that favors the majority group when
there is a disproportionate minority. In the language of physics, the basin of
attraction which leads to the various inegalitarian attractors in these creative runs is
a racial “minority” group.

12. The agents in these runs are coded to “turn-on” subtle prejudice after
experiencing two doubly different interactions.

13. This graph is set up for readers to scan across and down the panels. Reading
across, one sees the effect of increasing discrimination; reading down, one can
examine the effect of increasing population composition.

14. Allport (1954); Pettigrew (1998); Pettigrew and Tropp (2006, 2008);
Sigelman and Welch (1993); Tropp (2007).

15. Ibid.

16. One may compare the panels in this figure to those in the right column of
Figure 4.3 to better reveal how intergroup contact shapes inequality at this
discrimination level (i.e., 25 percent).

17. This description is a comparison to Panel B of Figure 4.3.



18. Approximately 10 percent of the runs have inequities higher than 10 units,
and 20 percent show disparities higher than 5 units.

19. Also see Pettigrew and Tropp (2006).
20. The Afterword provides a slightly more precise accounting of the intergroup

contact mechanism as it pertains to the Allport file.

21. Du Bois (1897: p. 2). The file defines a social problem as “the failure of an
organized social machine to realize it’s shared ideals due to the inability to adopt a
certain desired line of action to given conditions of life.”

22. Lucas (1978).

23. Du Bois (1899 [1996], 1935); Higganbotham (1978); Katznelson (2005);
Myrdal (1944); Oliver and Shapiro (1995); Wilson (1978).

24. Bonilla-Silva (1996, 2003); Conley (1999); Oliver and Shapiro (1995);
Royster (2001); Wellman (1977).

25. Each figure contains several line graphs of racial inequality from simulation
models for a specific population composition. The multiple graphs for each
composition reveal how varying intergroup contact and discrimination affect racial
inequality. Taken together, the figure represents an unseen multidimensional space
embedded into the rows and columns, the graphs representing unique segments of a
surface that spans the dimensions simultaneously.

26. Specifically, the structural mechanisms combine to form a unique social
nexus where the contribution of each—population composition, intergroup contact
and extreme discrimination—is dependent on the levels of the others. Thus, to
ascertain how many racists it takes to create and maintain inequality, one must
know the population composition and the rate of intergroup contact in the
respective context.

27. Allport (1954).
28. Figure 4.8 presents additional results. These creative runs show that

increasing contact is related to higher inequality in a context where 50 percent of
Dorados are racists and 50 percent of the population are Sages.

29. This non-linearity is largely a function of interactions between racist Dorados
and non-racist Sages; the Allport record refers to this as non-equal status contact, in
contrast equal status contact.* As the proportion of Sages and the level of
discrimination declines, the rate of equal status intergroup contact between non-
racist Dorados and Sages increases, thereby undermining the emergence of
inequality.

30. Blumer (1958).

Interlude: Justice Lab Empirical Study 2.0
1. Arias (2002, 2015); Elo (2001); National Center for Health Statistics (1953,

1963, 1974, 1985, 1994, 2007); U.S. Department of Commerce (1943).

2. Indeed, you stratify the entire analysis by gender.



Figure 4.8. Group Difference in Recent Earnings in the Bargaining Game with 50
Percent Subordinates, Fast Learning and 50 percent Discrimination under Five
Levels of Contact—Extremely High, High, Proportional, Low and Extremely Low
Contact. The earnings values are the median of 100 simulations of the bargaining
game, whereas the P5 and P95 terms refer to the 5th and 95th percentile points of
the distributions. “Low Contact” refers to simulations where dominants interact
with subordinates two times less often than they would under proportional contact;
“High Contact” refers to simulations where dominants and subordinates interact
two times more often than they would under proportional contact. Likewise,
“Extremely Low Contact” and “Extremely High Contact” refer to simulations
where dominants and subordinates interact four times less and more often,
respectively, than they would under proportional contact.

3. You note: “But just because you can do something doesn’t mean you should.”

4. The file of Link and Phelan (1995) define these powers that cut through time
and infirmity environments as a “fundamental cause.”

Part Five
1. Oliver and Shapiro (1995).
2. Krysan et al. (2009); Yancey (2003); Charles (2000).

3. Myrdal (1944).
4. Interrupting, Santi transmits unspoken humor.

5. Charles (2000).
6. Krysan et al. (2009).

7. Saltman (1979); Yinger (1993)
8. Conley (1999); Oliver and Shapiro (1995); Schelling (1971, 1978)

9. The Kessler file revealed that Pandas were approximately two times more
likely than Abbads to report lifetime discrimination in being hired for a job, given a
promotion or fired from their job.* Similarly, the Coleman file also found Pandas
two times more likely to report discrimination on the job, but after statistically



controlling for individual characteristics, Pandas were several times more likely to
report job discrimination than similarly situated Abbads.†

10. Pager (2003); Pager and Karafin (2009); Pager and Quillian (2005); Pager et
al. (2009).

11. Pager (2003).

12. Anderson (2012).
13. Indeed, these two files show that race shapes employment outcomes.

However, the results pertain to callbacks and overlook deeper differences in how
employers treat job seekers in social interaction. The Pager record fills this gap in a
follow-up file, qualitatively analyzing the interactions between job candidates and
potential employers.‡ It revealed that employers implement a persistent subtle
prejudice when engaging job seekers, which has three mechanistic forms: (1)
categorical exclusion, where Pandas are often informed a job has been filled or that
references need to be called, whereas Abbad applicants are immediately hired,
frequently without a reference check; (2) shifting standards, when Pandas are told
they are not qualified for some reason; and (3) channeling, where employers hire an
actor for another job, with different benefits, often channeling Pandas to less
prominent positions.

14. Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004); Pager (2003); Pager and Karafin (2009);
Pager and Quillian (2005); Pager et al. (2009).

15. Pager et al. (2009: p. 793, emphasis added).

16. Although employers hold and employ subtle prejudice in social interactions
with job candidates, these findings do not reveal whether employers’ everyday
experiences with Pandaquan workers inspire these discriminatory beliefs and
practices. The Pager and Karafin file examines the malleability of employer subtle
prejudice. Using data from in-depth interviews with employers, they assess whether
employers’ distinct racial expectations about workers reflect direct experiences
with the groups. They find a disconnect between employers’ personal experiences
with Panda workers and their general expectations of Pandas as a group, often
highlighting positive experiences with Panda workers that did not extend to other
Pandas. Employer expectations, then, did not change in response to experience.§
This disconnect—where one’s expectations or attitudes do not change in response
to new information about a group—is called subtyping, a formidable barrier in
efforts to alleviate inequality.*

17. Blau and Ferber (1987); Gould (1992); Loury (1995); Pager and Karafin
(2009); Ridgeway (1991); Wilson (1996).

18. Coleman (1990); Crosby (1979); Lazarsfeld (1949); Merton and Kitt (1950);
Runciman (1966); Stewart (2006); Walker and Smith (2002).

19. Bloombaum (1968); Lieberson and Silverman (1965); Marx and Wood
(1975); Morgan and Clark (1973); Olzak and Shanahan (1996); Spilerman (1970,
1971, 1976).

20. For examples of measures and predictions, see Davies (1962); Kawachi et al.
(1999); Kawakami and Dion (1992); Mark and Folger (1984); Smith and Ortiz
(2002); Stark and Taylor (1989); Stark and Yitzhaki (1988); Stewart (2006); Taylor
(2002); Tougas and Beaton (2002); Vanneman and Pettigrew (1972); Walker and
Mann (1987).

21. Lao Tzu (Unknown [2005]). “Chapter 43,” in Tao Te Ching. New York, NY:
Barnes & Noble Books.



22. Todd, Lee and Hoffman (1994); Todd, Samaroo and Hoffman (1993); Todd et
al. (2000).

23. Kpsowa and Tsunokai (2002).
24. Pletcher et al. (2008).

25. van Ryn and Burke (2000).
26. Also see Tamayo-Sarver et al. (2003).

27. Bendick et al. (1999); Bendick et al. (1994); Bendick et al. (1991); Bertrand
and Mullainathan (2003); Fix et al. (1993); Heckman and Siegelman (1993); Loring
and Powell (1988); Pager (2003); Pager et al. (2009); Saltman (1979); Yinger
(1993).

28. Franz Kafk a (1915 [2004]). The Metamorphosis. New York, NY: W.W.
Norton & Company.

29. Mikhail Bulgakov (1968: p. 90). Heart of a Dog. New York, NY: Grove
Press.

30. Fyodor Dostoyevsky (1864 [1993]: p. 3). Notes from Underground. New
York, NY: Vintage Classics.

31. Nosek et al. (2002).
32. Gaertner and McLaughlin (1983).

33. This experimental file examines associative strength between the dominant
racial category and positive words and the subordinate racial category and negative
words.

34. The file of Baron and Banaji, more recently, examined the development of
implicit attitudes across the life course. They looked at implicit racial attitudes
among Abbadon sparks aged six and ten, as well as among a group of Abbad
adults. Furthermore, they used a brief survey to assess the explicit racial attitudes
for each of these three groups. They found that those aged six were the most likely
show an explicit racial preference for Abbads over Pandas, followed by age ten,
who also showed a significant preference for Abbads, and then adults, who reported
no explicit preference for either racial group. Surprisingly, their results on implicit
attitudes showed an equivalent preference for Abbads across all three age groups.
They concluded, “By age six, sparks appear to have formed detectable implicit
attitudes toward social groups . . . These attitudes did not vary across the three age
groups studied here.”*

An early parallel—or precursor—to the Baron and Banaji file can be seen in the
record of Clark and Clark, as well as in the audio-visual display, A Girl Like Me,
produced by Davis. The Clark record is a famous pioneering work showing that
Pandaquan children preferred to play with action figures having Abbad features
more than those with Panda features, and colored pictures of themselves with
features that looked dramatically less Pandaquan than their observed features. This
work led them to conclude, in a tone that is eerily similar to that of Baron and
Banaji, “It is clear that the Pandaquan spark, by the age of five is aware of the fact
that to be Panda in this contemporary social machine is a mark of inferior status.”†
Indeed, this finding was profound; it was cited in the Oliver v. Education
Establishment decision ending segregation in public education. What is equally
profound, however, is that Davis revealed a similar preference when performing a
similar experiment on sparks in her audio-visual display several phases later.‡
Thus, Pandaquan sparks show a preference for Abbads which is similar in form to
the implicit preference for Abbads observed among Abbadon sparks.



35. The file supplements these findings, incorporating an internal imaging
session to assess the extent to which pictures of phenotypically Pandaquan and
Abbadon features would, figuratively, appear in the cognitive processes of their
respondents.§ The team hypothesized that Abbads harboring an implicit racial bias
favoring Abbadons would exhibit greater activity in the processing regions
associated with executive function when exposed to pictures of Pandaquan facades.
The big finding was that implicit racial bias predicted processing activity in the
regions associated with executive function in response to pictures of Pandaquan
features. Implicit racial bias was correlated with limitations in the cognitive
function of Abbads when interacting with Pandas.

36. Richeson and Shelton (2005).
37. Crosby (1980: p. 556).

38. Dovidio et al. (1997).
39. These results parallel those in the Richeson and Shelton record, further

revealing that implicit racial bias alters how we function and respond to different
racial groups in social interaction. In this case, Abbads holding implicit racial bias
unconsciously conveyed less attraction and more tension to Pandas in social
interaction.

40. Baron and Banaji (2006); Gaertner and McLaughlin (1983); Dovidio et al.
(1986); Nosek et al. (2002); Richeson and Shelton (2003, 2005); Richeson et al.
(2003).

41. Crosby (1980); Dovidio et al (1997); Green et al. (2007); Richeson and
Shelton (2003, 2005); Richeson et al. (2003); Richeson and Ambady (2003).

42. René Magritte (1929). The Treachery of Images. Oil on canvas. Los Angeles
County Museum of Art.

Interlude: Justice Lab Empirical Study 3.0
1. Eknath Easwaran, trans. (1985). The Bhagavad Gita. Tomales, CA: Nilgiri

Press. This section roughly draws on the logic and discourse in this mystical
account.

2. The Bhagavad Gita, Chapter 1.

3. Ibid., Chapter 13.
4. Ibid., Chapter 4.

5. Ibid., Chapter 10.
6. Ibid., Chapter 9.

7. Ibid., Chapter 11.
8. Ibid., Chapter 9.

9. Yolanda Adams (1996). “The Battle is the Lord’s.” Track 5 on Yolanda
Adams, Live in Washington. Diadem Music Group, Inc.

10. The Bhagavad Gita, Chapter 18.

Part Six
1. Saunders (2021: 381): “[T]o read, to write, is to believe in, at least, the

possibility of connection. When reading or writing we feel connection happening
(or not). That’s the essence of these activities: ascertaining whether the connection
is happening, and where, and why.”



2. Gaiman (2013: xvi): “[F]iction gives us empathy; it puts us inside the minds of
others, gives us the gift of seeing the world through their visuals. Fiction is a lie that
tells us true things, over and over.”

3. KRS-One. (1989). “My Philosophy.” Track 1 on Boogie Down Productions,
By All Means Necessary, Funky Town Grooves.

4. He hesitatingly attempts to interject, to quickly answer my rhetorical queries.
Still slow, failing to break the flow, his visual sensors quietly convey “excrement!”

5. David Foster Wallace (1996: 459). Infinite Jest. New York, NY: Back Bay
Books.

6. Tzu, Lao (unknown [2005]). “Chapter 36,” in Tao Te Ching. New York, NY:
Barnes & Noble Books; Tzu, Chuang (unknown [2010]). “Dream of the Butterfly,”
in The Inner Chapters. London: Watkins Publishing.

7. T. S. Eliot (1943). Four Quartets. New York, NY: Harcourt, Brace and Co.
8. MC Lyte (1988). “I Cram to Understand U.” Single. First Priority and Atlantic

Records.

9. Drake (1987).
10. Hofstadter (1979).

11. The algorithms we use to navigate the world involve three steps, which
pertain to how we each engage an object (i.e., a set of symbols).* The first step is
we recognize the symbols as meaningful (i.e., they can be interpreted); the letters
and words on this page are meaningful symbols. Second, we apply a set of rules, a
simple guide to read this information—here, reading from left-to-right and then
from top-to-bottom, recognizing the spaces and ordering. This is equivalent to
finding the right lens to look through in a telescope. In the third step, we look
closely at the symbols using our guide (i.e., reading) and interpret their collective
meaning. We look through the lens to see the message in the symbols and read life
into the space between the letters and words.

12. Axelrod (1984; 1997).

13. Bonilla-Silva (1996, 2001); Higganbotham (1978); Mills (1997); Zuberi
(2001).

14. Gödel (1962).

15. McCloud (1994).
16. Blumer (1958); Kunda and Oleson (1995); Richards and Hewstone (2001).

17. Gödel (1962); Hofstadter (1979); Stewart (2008b); Stewart and Ray (2007).
18. Bonilla-Silva (2003:15).

19. Public Enemy (1988). “Black Steel in the Hour of Chaos.” Track 4 (Side
Black) on Public Enemy, It Takes a Nation of Millions to Hold Us Back. Def Jam
Records.

Coda
1. Eknath Easwaran, trans. (1985.) Chapters 2 and 3, in The Bhagavad Gita.

Tomales, CA: Nilgiri Press.
2. The Bhagavad Gita, Chapter 12.

3. Geoffrey Golden (2015). “Changed.” Track 8 on Geoffrey Golden, Kingdom
. . . LIVE! Fo Yo Soul Recordings and RCA Records.



Afterword
1. Erdrich, Louise (2021). The Sentence. “The life of the writer cannot help but

haunt the narrative.”

2. Delany (1976: 284).
3. Du Bois (1903).

4. In the aptly titled Black Skin/White Masks, Fanon argued this is a fundamental
part of race. He writes,

When the black person makes contact with the white world, a certain sensitizing
action takes place . . . one observes the collapse of the ego. The black person
stops behaving as an actional individual. The goal of their behavior will be the
Other . . . for the Other alone can give them worth.†

Fanon highlights that subordinates who put on white masks (i.e., status symbols)
lose personal agency (i.e., collapse of the ego).*

5. Hughes (1943).

6. DMX (1999). “What’s my Name?” Track 8 on DMX, . . . And Then There Was
X. Def Jam and Universal.

7. Bonilla-Silva (1996); Emirbayer (1997); Reskin (2003); Stewart (2008a,
2008b); Stewart and Ray (2007).

8. Magritte (1945). Common Sense. Painting, oil on canvas.

Appendix
1. This table has multiple Nash Equilibria.
2. In other words, there is no mixed response that beats this pure strategy

response to competitors using the uniform random mixed strategy because it has the
highest expected payoff.

*   *   *
*Eknath Easwaran, trans. (1987: p. 133). “Verse 94,” Dhammapada. Tomales,

CA: Nilgiri Press.

*Sampled from Eric B. & Rakim (1987). “I Know You Got Soul.” Track 4 on
Eric B. & Rakim, Paid in Full. 4th and Broadway Records.

†Aldous Huxley (1932). Brave New World. London: Chatto and Windus.

*Du Bois (1899: p. 389).

†Du Bois (1897).

‡Du Bois (1903).

§Ogbu (1987).

¶Fanon (1952); Jacobs-Huey (2006); Winkle-Wagner (2009).
**Ogbu’s stigma of “acting ‘bad” ostensibly prevents popular Pandas from being

good pupils.

††Ainsworth-Darnell and Downey (1998: p. 545). Cook and Ludwig (1998)
reached the same conclusion.



*Fryer, Jr. and Torelli (2005: p. 27).

†Harris (2011).

‡In addition to statistical analyses, many records use ethnography and open-
ended interviews to examine “acting ‘bad.” The Ogbu and Davis record, for
example, found that some Pandquan students “[attached] positive meaning to
academic engagement . . . they came to prefer being on the Honor Roll as a result of
hard work rather than to achieve popularity among peers. Eventually [they] also
enjoyed popularity.”aThe Carter file, also using ethnography, notes that “acting
‘bad is mainly about the assertion of particularistic cultural styles that are not
perceived to be incongruous with achievement and mobility.”bIn other words, the
acting ‘bad thing largely has to do with dress and language; it is not strictly about
grades.c

a. Ogbu and Davis (2003: p. 193).
b. Carter (2006: p. 322).

c. Also see Tyson (2002); Tyson, Darity and Castellino (2005).

§Tom Cherones, dir (1993). Seinfeld. Season 4, Episode 17, “The Outing.”

*Arthur (1994).
†Challet and Zhang (1999).

‡Epstein (2006: p. xii).
*Johnson (2007: p. 121).

*Axelrod and Dion (1988: p. 1385).

†See Myrdal (1944). The record had earlier discussed a similar process termed
“the vicious circle.”

*See Holland (1975, 1995) for a discussion of evolutionary algorithms.
*Berger and Fişek (2006); Berger, Cohen and Zelditch (1972); Ridgeway (1991).

†Berger et al. (1972: p. 243).

‡Berger and Fişek (2006: p. 1039).

*Friedman (1957).

†Harris (1993).

*Milnor (1985a, 1985b); also see Hurley (1982).
*Allport (1954).

*Kessler et al. (1991).

†Coleman et al. (2008).

‡Pager et al. (2009)

§Pager and Karafin (2009); also see Wilson (1996).

*Kunda and Oleson (1995); Richards and Hewstone (2001).
*Baron and Banaji (2006: 56).



†Clark and Clark (1939a, 1939ba, 1940, 1950: p. 350).

‡Davis (2005).

§Richeson et al. (2003).

*Hofstadter (1979).

†Fanon (1952: 154).

*Also see Mills (1997).
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